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TAXATION OF CERTAIN ANNUITY CONTRACTS
AND NORMALIZATION REQUIREMENTS FOR
CERTAIN PUBLIC UTILITY PROPERTY

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 19, 1980

U.S. SENATE,
COMMITTEE ON FINANCE,

SUBCOMMITTEE ON TAXATION AND DEBT MANAGEMENT,
Washington, D.C.

The subcommittee met pursuant to call, at 1:55 p.m. in room
2221 Dirksen Senate Office Building, Hon. Harry F. Byrd, Jr.,
presiding,.1

Present: Senator Byrd.
(The press release announcing this hearing and the bills S. 8082,

S. 3094, and H.R. 6806 follow:]
(Prm Releas No. H-59 for Immediate Re1we Nov. 18, 1980)

FINANCE SUBCOMMITTEE ON TAXATION AND D=T MANAGEMENT Srs HEARING
roa 8. 8082, 5. 8094, AND H.R. 6806

Senator Harry F. Byrd Jr. (I., VA.), Chairman of the Subcommittee-on Taxation
and Debt Management of the Senate Committee on Finance announced today that
the Subcommittee will hold a hearing on bills relating to the taxation of certain
annuity contracts and the normalization requirements for certain public utility
proert .

e earing will be held on Wednesday, November 19 in Room 2221 of the
Dirksen Senate Office Building, and will begin at 2:00 p.m.

S. 8082, introduced by Senator Tower, and S. 3094 Introduced by Senator Hatch,
are substantially identical and would provide that the tax treatment of certain
annuity contracts be determined without regard to revenue ruling 77-85. H.R. 6806
would provide that in certain instances, violations of the normalization require-
ments of present law would not result in a public utility's loss of eligibility for the
investment tax credit or accelerated depreciation. H.R. 6806 would benefit Pacific
Telephone and Telegraph Company, General Telephone Company of California, and
Southern California Gas Company. Revenue estimates on these measures will be
available at the hearing.

Witnesses who desire to testify at the hearing must submit a written request,
including a mailing address and phone number, to Michael Stem, Staff Director,
Committee on Finance, Room 2227 Dirksen Senate Office Building, Washington,.
D.C. 20510 by no later than the close of business on November 17, 1980.

ConsoliQted tetimony.-Senator Byrd also stated that the Committee urge all
witnesses who have a common position or the same general interest to consolidate
their testimony and designate a single spokesman to present their common view.
point orally to the Committee. This procedure will enable the Committee to receive
a wider expression of views than it might otherwise obtain.

Legislative Reorganization Act.-Senator Byrd stated that the Legislative Reorga-
nization Act of 1946, as amended, requires all witnesses appearing before the
Committees of Congress "to file in advance written statements of their proposed
testimony, and to limit their oral presentations to brief summaries of their argu-
ment."

Witnesses scheduled to testify should comply with the following rules:
(1) All witnesses must include with their written statements a one-page summary

of the principal points included in the statement.
(1)



2
(2) The written statements must be typed on letter-size (not legal size) paper and

at least 100 copies must be delivered to Room 2227 Dirkeen Senate Office Building,
not later than noon of the last business day before the witness is scheduled to
p Witnesses are not to read their written statements to the Subcommittee, but

are to confine their oral presentations to a summary of the points included in the
statement.

Written etatements.-Witneues who are hot scheduled to make an oral presenta.
tion, and others who desire to present their views to the Subcommittee, are urged to
prepare a written statement for submission and inclusion in the printed record of

Te hearing. These written statements should be typewritten, not more than 25
double-spacod pages in length and mailed with five (5) copies to Michael Stern,
Staff Director Committee on *inance, Room 2227, Dirksen Senate Office Building,
Washington, .C. 20510, not later than December 1, 1980.
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96tH C0ONGRS" ""S .3082D 8B88ON , *3 8

To reinstate the tax treatment with respect to annuity contracts with reserves
based on a segregated auset account as they existed prior to issuance of
Revenue Ruling 77-85.

IN TE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES
8nPTzmBDR 4 (legislative day, JUNU 12), 1980

Mr. Towus introduced the following bill; which was read twice and referred to
the Committee on Finance

A BILL
To reinstate the tax treatment with respect to annuity contracts

with reserves based on a segregated asset account as they
existed prior to issuance of Revenue Ruling 77-85.

I Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Rerenta.

2 tivee of the United States of America in Conm es assembled,
8 That in the case of annuity contracts which have related

4 amounts based on a segregated asset account, the tax treat-

5 ment of such contracts under section 61 of the Internal Reve-

6 nue Code of 1954 (defining gross income) and section

7 801(gX1X)B) of such Code (relating to contats with reserves

8 based on a segregated asset, amount) shall be determined-
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1 (1) without regard to Revenue Ruling 77-85 (and

2 without regard to any other regulation, ruling, or deci-

8 sion reaching the same result as, or a result similar to,

4 the result set forth in such revenue ruling); and

5 (2) with full regard to the rules in effect before

6 Revenue Ruling 77-85.

0
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96TH CONGRESS
2D SESSION *3

To reinstate the tax treatment with respect to annuity contracts with reserves
based on a segregated asset account u they existed prior to issuance of
Revenue Ruling 77-85.

IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES
8EPTzMBER 4 (legislative day, JUND 12), 1980

Mr. HATCH introduced the following bill; which was read twice and referred to
the Committee on Finance

A BILL
To reinstate the tax treatment with respect to annuity contracts

with reserves based on a segregated asset account as they
existed prior to issuance of Revqnue Ruling 77-85.

I Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representa.

2 tire of the United State. of America in Congress assembled,

8 That in the case of annuity contracts which have related

4 amounts based on a segregated asset account, the, tax treat-

5 ment of such contracts under section 61 of the Internal Reve-

6 nue Code of 1954 (defining gross income) and section

7 801(g)(1)(B) of such Code (relating to contracts with reserves

8 based on a segregated uset account) shall be determined-

, ..
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(1) without regard to Revenue Ruling 77-85 (and

without regard to any other regulation, ruling, or deci-

sion reaching the same result as, or a result similar to,

the result set forth in such Revenue Ruling); and

(2) with full regard to the rules in effect before

Revenue Ruling 77-85.

0

f I

;;~
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8

4

5
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Senator BYRD. The committee will come to order.
The Senate is considering the budget resolution. I think the

budget resolution is an unwise one. It provides for much too much
Ending. I will need to be, in the Senate until this measure is
&oosed of. I think it will be disposed of prior to 8 o'clock.

The Senate also will be voting on a motion to make possible,
through the budget process, a reduction in taxes as proposed by
President-elect Reagan during the campaign. President Carter ridi-
culed him for his proposal, but the American people seem to have
reacted somewhat favorably, shall we say, so I think that the new
President should have an opportunity.

I regret that I have to recess this subcommittee at this time, but
I know it is necessary that I be in the-Senate while this matter of
taxes and spending is under consideration. With that in mind, and
with apologies to all of you, I plan to recess this meeting until 3
o'clock.

If another member or members of the committee should come in,
I have asked the staff to suggest that if they wish to do so they
could reconvene the committee in my absence. That would be
satisfactory to me. Otherwise, the committee will stand in recess
until 3 o'clock, and hopefully we can proceed at that point.

[Recess.]
Senator BYRD. The committee will come to order. Again, the

Chair regrets the delay. Actually, with the Senate in session, the
committee is not fully authorized to proceed, but I think we will
proceed anyway.

The subcommittee will consider today two Senate bills, S. 8082
sponsored by Senator Tower and S. 8094 sponsored by Senator
Hatch, dealing with the taxation of investment annuities.

(Statement of Senator Hatch follows:]

PRPARID STATBMXNT OF SENATOR ORRIN G. HATCH ON S. 8094
Mr. Chairman, I greatly appreciate the opportunity to testify* at this important

hearing, I congratulate you, Mr. Chairman, in bringing this matter before your
Committee in order that action may be taken to correct a gross injustice in the
administration of our tax laws.

I am here not only to represent my constituency, but also as a member of the
Judiciary Committee and Senate Select Committee on Small Business. I Join many
others in expressing extreme concern with the brazen and outrageous manner in
which unelected bureaucrats, who know all the ropes, use their omnipotent power
to crush legal business activities Just because those activities do not ft the bureau.
crat's current perception as to how they prefer to run our government regardless of
clear law, and their own precedents, that they so freely violate.

S. 8094 and my Congressional Record statement concerning it clearly present my
strong views and my urgent request for Immediate remedialaction. Not long after
S. 8094 was introduced to correct the injustice of Revenue Ruling 77-85 t 1e IRS
issued Revenue Ruling 80-274 that has no legal rationale and merely states a
conclusion based upon Revenue Ruling 77-85. By this action another segment of the

~r annuity industry has been crippled to the detriment of our nation.
Clearly, there is only one proper action for the Congress to take and that is to

restore the mode of annuity taxation to that which existed prior, to the IRS Issuance
of Revenue Ruling 77-85. This action is long overdue and is of critical immediate
importance to protect the vital interest of those taxpayers impacted by the very
recent Revenue Ruling 80-274.

These revenue rulings, and the IRS' and the Treasury's actions related thereto,
constitute a documentabie case of arbitrary, capicious and Illegal acts that can not
be acceptable nor tolerable to the Senate. This situation warrants immediate a . .
roval of this proposed legislation; an action that will also restore the authority of
he'Congress in the writing of our tax laws-a most important matter,
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Senator BYRD. In addition, the subcommittee will consider H.Ria
6806, a measure dealing with the tax treatment of accelerated
depreciation and investment tax credit for public utilities.

A copy of an analysis of these measures was prepared by the
Joint Committee on Taxation, and will be inserted in the record of
these hearings.

[Document follows:]
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INTRODUCTION

This pamphlet provides an explanation of H.R 6806, relating to
the treatment of public utility property under sections 46(f) and
16(1) of the Internal Revenue Code, scheduled for a public hearing
on November 19, 1980, by the Senate.Finance Subcommittee on Taxa-
tion and Debt Management Generally. This bill was passed by the
House of Representatives on September 26, 1980.

The first part of the pamphlet is a summary of the bill. This is
followed by a more detailed explanation of te bill, setting, forth
present law, background, the issues involved, an explanation of
the provisions of the bill, and the estimat d revenue effect.
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L SUMMARY
The bill (H.R. 6806) would clarify the rules relating to the normal-

ization requirements for public utility property eligl!e for the in-
vestment tax credit and accelerated depreciation. The bill also would
provide a special rule which, in general excuses violations of these
requirements for certain past periods where such violations were a
result of certain orders entered by a public utility commission prior
to March 18,1980.

With certain exceptions for companies that are grandfathered,
public utilities are eligible to use the investment credit and to elect
accelerated depreciation for tax purposes only if the tax benefits from
accelerated depreciation and the investment credit (or, in some aes,
a portion of the credit) are normalized for ratemaking purposes. Nor.
mulization generally requires that the tax benefits of accelerated de.
preciation and the investment credit not be treated for ratemakinf pur-
poses as a reduction in current Federal income tax expense, which is
an element of a utility's cost of j , since that treatment would
generally result in a direct reduction in the utility's revenues. Instead,
the tax benefits are to be treated as investment capital that is supplied,
in effect, by the Federal government to the utility through the tax sis-
tem. The normalization rules for accelerated depreciation require tEt
the utility retain the use of the deferred taxes but permit the deferred
taxes to be treated as zero-cost capital on which the utility need not
be allowed to earn an investment return; the normalization rules for
the investment credit require a similar allocation of benefits between
utility shareholders and utility customers. The normalization rules
relating to accelerated depreciation were imposed in 1969 and the nor-
malizaton rules relating to the investment credit, for tae most part,
were imposed in 1971 and 1975.

The bill would provide that violations of the normalization require-
ments of present law (and of the bill) will not result in a public utflitt's
loss of elfgibilty for the investment tax credit or accelerated deprecia-
tion if suc violations involved the use of estimates, projections, or rate
of return adjustments (1) that applied for any per, ending prior to
March 1, 1980, and (2) that were included in certain orders ofa pub
li utility commission which were entered prior to March 18,1980. This
special rule is desi ned to benefit Pacific Telephone and TelegraphCompany (asubidiary of A.T. & T.), General Telephone Company of
CaliforIa (a subsidiary of General Telephone & Electronics), and
Southern California Gas Company.

The bill would amend the present normalization rules relating to
accelerated depreciation and the investment tax credit to make it clear
tOst certain ratemaking procedures involving the use of inconsistent

estatess or proiections do not comply with such rules. It also
would live the Treasury Department specific authority to provide
regulations setting forth conditions under which ratema djua
ments are inconsistent with normalization. The amendments to the
normalization rules generally would apply to taxable years beginning-m~~tc r I F0' t17. "
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IL EXPLANATION OF THE BILL

A. Present Law

Accelerated depreciation
In general

Accelerated methods of depreciation, i.e., methods of depreciation
that are faster than straight-line depreciation over the useful ife of an
asset, were enacted in the Revenue Act of 1954 (Code sec. 167). Con-
gress made this form of depreciation available because it believed that
accelerated depreciation would increase investment in new equipment
and processes. -

A oelerted depreiation for public titiliti
When accelerated depreciation was provided under the 1954 Code,

there were no special provisions relating to the treatment of acceler-
ated depreciation for regulated utilities. The stated congressional in-
tent was to stimulate the economy by fostering capital formation.
However, because Federal income tax expense represents an element
of cost of service for ratemaking purposes, some regulatory agencies
treated the reduction in current tax liability resulting from accelerated
depreciation as a reduction in current cost of service and therefore
flowed through the resulting tax benefit to customers currently by
reducing rates. This practice, which'is known as "flow-through" rate-
making, meant that accelerated depreciation would provide no direct
investment incentive to public utilities.

In response to what Con ess saw as an undesirable trend toward
flow-through ratemaking, Code section 167 was amended as part of
the Tax Reform Act of 1969. Under Code section 167(1), except for
utilities With respect to which prior flow-through treatment_ for
certain types of property was grandfathered, a utility could there-
after use accelerated depreciation for Federal tax purposes only (1)
if the utility used a "normalization" method of accounting in its books
of account and (2) if the regulatory agency used a normalization
method of setting rates.'

Code section 167 (1) (3) (G) provides that:
1 Subsequent congressional action with respect to depreciation generally has

Involved approval of a method to reduce the useful lives of assets so that depre-
ciation may be calculated over a shorter period (such as the Asset'Depreclation
Range (ADR) system adopted in 1971 and various special 5-year amortization
provisions). This is a different form of accelerated depreciation, but it tends to
produce the same effect as a faster rate of depreciation in the calculations ot a
potential Investor.

2 In general, these rules apply to public utility, property used in a public utility
activity. Property Is public utility property If, during any period, It is used pre-
dominantly in a public utility activity. Public utility activities to which the de-
predation method limitations apply mean the trade or business of furnishing
or selling:

(1) Electrical energy, water, or sewage disposal serviced;
(2) Gas or steam through a local distribution system;
(8) Telephone, services;
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"In order to use a normalization method of accounting with respect
to any public utility property-

"(i) the taxpayer must use the same method of depreci-
ation to compute both its tax expense and its depreciation
expense for purposes of establishing its cost of service for
ratemaking purposes and for reflectig operating results
in its regulated books of account, and

"(ii) if, to compute its allowance for depreciation
under this section, it uses a method of depreciation other
than the -method it used for the purposes described in
clause (i), the taxpayer must make ad ustments to a re-
serve to reflect the deferral of taxes resulting from the use
of such different methods of depreciation."

The Treasury Regulations (Q 1.167(1)-i(h)) have interpreted this
section to require that: (1) a utility's tax expense for ratemaking pur-
poses must bi computed as though straight-line depreciation were ing
used for tax Purposes; (2) the -full amount of the deferred taxes (i.e
the difference between tax expense computed using accelerated an
using straight-line depreciation) must be reflected in a reserve and
thus be available for capital investment; and (8) the regulatory
agency may not exclude from the rate base an amount greater than the
amount of the reserve for the period used in determining the tax ex-
pense as part of cost of service. The Treasury Regulations (1 1.167 (a)-
11(b) (6Y) also interpret section 167(1) as requiring g that, in addition
to the benefits of accelerated methods of depreciation, the benefits of
shortened useful lives under the ADR system must be normalized.

Thus, a normalization method of accounting results in the tempo-
rary tax reductions from accelerated depreciation being retained by
the utility as a source of cost-free capital for which the utility cus-
tomers need not pay the utility an investment return.

By allowing utilities to use accelerated depreciation only if normali-
zation were followed, Congress had two principal objectives: first, to
assure that the deferred taxes resulting from accelerated depreciation
would be available to the utilities as investment capital until paid to
the Treasury and, second, to avoid the possible loss of Federal tax reve-
nues that it believed would result because flow-through ratemaking
would reduce the taxable income of utilities

Investment tax credit
in~ genera

The investment tax credit was enacted initially in the Revenue Act,
of 1962 (generally at 7 percent except as noted below for public utili-
ties). I 1984 Congess repealed a provision in the 1962 Act which
required that 1he basis for d epreciation of eligible property be reduced
by the amount of the credit. In 1966, the credit was suspeded during a
period of rapid investment growth, and the credit was restored in 1167
*hen the rate of investment growth sub-sided.

(4) Other communication services (whether or not telephone services)
if furnished or sold by the Communications Satellite Corporation for pur-
Poes authorized -by the Oommunications Satellite Act of 1962 (47 U.S.O.

06 Transportation of gas or steam by pipeline,
If. the rate tor the furnJding or sale are established or approved by certain
resultowr bodle&
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The investment credit was repealed as of April 18, 1969, in the Tax
Reform Act of 1969, but was reenacted in the Revenue At of 1971.
In 1975, the investment credit was increased to 10 percent temporarily,
and the 10-percent credit rate was made permanent in the Revenue Act
of 1978.

The Energy Tax Act of 1978 enacted a 10-percent energy investment
tax credit foi various kinds of energy-related property. This credit was
expanded, and increased to 15 percent in certain cases, in the Crude Oil
Windfall Profit Tax Act of 1980.8
In'eent taw edit for pubWi tstiliie

Congress initially made a partial investment credit (8 percent in-
stead of 7 percent) available to regulated public utilitie. The reduced
rate was a compromise between those who argued that utilities should
be treated like other industries and thom who argued that because
the rates charged by regulated public utilities were intended to pro-
vide them with the opportunity to earn a satisfactory rate of return,
they did not need Federal tax incentives to encourage capital
investment.

In the Revenue Act of 1964, Congress provided that. no Federal regu-
latory agency could flow through the tax saving from the investment
credit to customers more rapidly than ratably over the useful life of
-the property. In addition, no Fedferal regulatory agency could require
flow-througb of any part of the credit in the case of any other property
of a regulatd company. Neither of these prohibitions would apply if
the company consented.

When Congress restored the investment tax credit at a, 7-percent
rate in the Revenue Act of 1971, the investment credit for public utili-
ties was increased from 8 percent to 4 percent. The ince credit
was provided because many utilities were eneountering problems in
raising capital for modernization and expansion. An adi l reason
for the credit was to improve the competitive position of regulated
utilities apinst unregulated companies which provide some of the
same services. (The 1971 Act also reduced the credit allowable to un-
regulated tax p ayers to 4 percent for certain property used in competi-
tion with public utility property.)

When Congress restored the investment credit in 1971, it generally
provided that the investment credit would not be available to regu-
lated public utilities unless the benefits of the credit were normalized
under one of the two normalization options in the Code. However,
utilities that were on a flow-through method of accounting for
accelerated depreciation were geer lly allowed to flow though
the investment credit. (In the 1975 Act, the limit on the amount of
tax liability offset by investment credits also was increased teporr-
ily for most public utilities because low earnings and tax liabilities
were leaving utilities with large amounts of unused credits to carry-
forward.) When the investment credit for public utility property was

'Public utility property is n6t eligible for the energy investment credit except
for small-scale hydroelectric property,, equipment used to produce oil shale or gas
from geopreosured br4ne, and perhaps specially defined energy conserving
property.

70-595 0 --$- 2
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increased to 10 percent in 1975, it was provided that flow-through
could not be utilized by these grandfathered utilities with respect to
the additional 6 percent credit (or the additional. credit allowable by
reason of increased limitation based on tax liability) unless the com-
pany made a specific election. This rule was retained when the 10-per-
cent rate was made permanent in 1978.'

In general, present law (Code se46(f)) denies the investment tax
credit (both the regular credit and any allowable energy credits)
wit re to probpc utility yifa pu .ic utility re atory
commission requires that the credit be immediately flowed
to customers or if the benefits of the utility's retention of the credit are
not shared between utility customers and utility sharholders ina
manner prescribed by one of the no ization 0itions in the Code.,

Under certain exceptions, however, the benefits of the investment
tax credit may be flowed through immedty to eustomneas if an. elec-
tion is made sand if the taxpayer was on a flow-Itrough method of ao-
counting for depreciation purposes prior to 1989. As mentioned above,
this immediate flow-through rule applies only- to investment credit
which would have been allowed under thi rules in effect prior to 1975;
the increase first provided with respect to public utility property in
1975 must be accounted for under a normalization method of account-
ing (Code sees. 46(f) (3) and (8)).'

Except for the special flow-through rules in the pmceding pa-
graph the investment credit is denied for public tityIroperty ifffe rawri ng treatent of the credi'mirit, in the share-sh
holders receving less than the benefit prescribed by (a) the ratable
flow - R mehod or (b) the rate bas reduction method, which-
ever is a cable.Under-the ratable flow-through method, the benefits of, the invest.
ment credit may be shared with utility customers by passing through
to them ho more than a ratable portion of the investment credit during
a period equal to the useful life of the asset that produced the credit.
The ratable portion is equal in amount to the regulated depreciation
allowance on that portion of the cost of the, equipment paid for, in
effect, by the credit. However, the utility shareholders must be wowed
a return on the capital represented by the credit, just- as with the
private capital of the utility. In this manner, the benefits of the invest-
ment credit are shared by passing through to customers the equivalent
of the depreciation allowance on the poion of the purchase price of
the property paid for by the credit and by requi that the utility
earn a return on the investment that, in effect, has been supplied by
the credit.

Under the rate base reduction -method, the utility's rate base is
reduced by the amount of the credit, so that the shaeh6lders are pre.

'However, a public utility which had elected flow through prior to 197 could
make another election to flow through the additional, credit. This additional ele-.
tion was structured so that It normally could be made by the company and not
by, direction of the regulatory commission.

Special ruleaqare also provided to prevent floW through of the additional credit
for contributing to an employee stock ownership'plan (Code sec. 46(f) (9)).
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vented from earning a return on that part of the cost of the equipment
which is, in effect, paid for by the credit. However, under this method,
the regulatory commission may not require that the utility flow
through to customers any part of the credit itself, and it must allow
the utility to charge customers for the depreciation expense on the
entire cost of the equipment, including the part paid for by the
investment credit.

B. Background

Accelerated depreciation methods and the investment tax credit
were enacted in order to encourage higher rates of investment in
plant and equipment. This result, is achieved by increasing the esti-
mated rate of return after taxes over the life of the asset involved
through reducing the initial cost of the investment or making possible
a more rapid recovery of the funds invested in capital assets.

When it considered the Tax Reform Act of 1069, Congress found
that public utility regulatory agencies were adoptin very different
methods of flowing through to customers the tax benefit from acceler-
ated depreciation. About half the regulatory agencies required utilities
that used accelerated depreciation to flow through the tax 'reduction
from accelerated depreciation immediately in the form of lower rates.
Some agencies insisted that utilities subject to their jurisdiction use
accelerated depreciation for tax purposes and, in a few rate cases
treated the utilities as though they used accelerated depreciation (and
flowed through the resulting tax reduction), even though the utilities
may have used straight-line depreciation on their tax returns. Other
agencies permitted the utilities under their jurisdiction to normalize
the deferred tax liabilities resulting from:accelerated depreciation
(i.e., permit the company to retain the temporary tax savings but
through to customers the resulting cost of capital savings). he trend,
however, appeared to be towards use of immediate flow-through. As a
result, Congross decided- as part of the Tax Reform Act of 1969,
essentially to freeze the then current situation with regard to the cir-
cumstances under which accelerated depreciation methods could be
used by a regulated public utility.

The freeze applied to existing, property as of August 1, 1969. It
permitted most flow-through practices to continue, but provided that
subsequent changes to a faster rate of depreciation for Federal income
tax purposes would not be allowed.

For new. i.e., post 1969) property, a public utility generally was
allowed to flow through the tax benefits from acelerated deprecia-
tion if that was the practice as of August 1, 1969. In all other cases,
straight-line depreciation. was required unless the tax benefits from
accelerated depreciation were normalized.

When Congrass restored the investment tax credit at a 7-percent,
rate in the Revenue-Act of 1971, the investment credit, for public
utilities was increased from. 8 percent to 4 percent. Theincreased credit
was provided because many utilities were encounbering problems in
raising capital for modernization and expansion. An additional reason
for the increased credit was to improve the competitive position-,oft
regulated utilities against unregulated companies which Jprovide someof the sameservices.

When Congress restored the investment credit in 1971, it provided
that the investment credit would not 'be available in cases where the
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credit was immediately flowed through to customers or where some of
the benefits of the utility's retention of the credit were not retained by
the. utility as provided under one of the normalization options in the
Code. However, utilities that were on a flow-through method of ac-
counting for accelerated depreciation were generally allowed to flow
through the investment credit. When the investment credit for public
utility property was increased to .10 percent in 1975. it was provided
that, for the most part, flow through could not be utilized -by these
grandfathered utilities with respect to the additional 6 percent unless
the company made an election. This rule was retained when the 10-
percent rate was made permanent in 1978.

Considerable controversy has arisell over the proper application of
these normalization rules, principally in California, Prior to 1969, the
California Public Utilities Commission generally required utilities
under its jurisdiction to flow through the tax benefits of accelerated
depreciation to customers immediately. However in accordance with
Code provisions making the use of accelerated depreciation elective,
Pacific Telephone and Telegraph Company and General Telephone
Company of Cwlifornia, the telephone companies under the Com-
mission's jurisdiction, did not elect to take accelerated depreciation
for Federal tax purposes. In a 1968 decision, the Commission found
that it was imprudent for the companies to use straight-line deprecia-
tion for Federal tax purposes, and the Commission et rates as if ac-
celerated depreciation had been elected, and it flowed through the tax
benefits of this imputed accelerated depreciation to the customers. This
1968 decision was modified by the Commission in 1970 to allow the
companies to elect accelerated depreciation with nomelization as pro-
ser'bed by the Code. However, in 1971 the California Supreme Court
annulled the 1970 decision on the grounds that (1) the f968 decision
did not have to be modified because of the intervening passge of the
Tax Reform Act of 1969 rules requrin that publc utilities (other
than public utilities which had previously usedaccelerated deprecia-
tion and flowed it through to their customers) could elect accelerated
depreciation only if the benefits of such dieprecistion were normalized
and (2) other methods of normalization should have been considered.

After protracted litigation (including 3 more decisions of the Cali-
fornia Supreme Court, the Commission entered an order which re-
quires the telephone companies to use certain methods of accounting
to measure the amount of the benefits from accelerated deprecation
and the investment credit that are to be shared with the utility
customers. Although no final determination has been made as to
whether these methods comply with the Code's normalization require-
ments, the Internal Revenue Service has issued private rulings which
take the position that the methods do not comply with such require-
ments. As a result these telephone compares are faced with
a situation in which tiey may be deemed ineligibleto claim accelerated
depreciation andthe investment credit even though all or a portion of
these benefits may have already been reflected in reduced rates or re-
funds for their customers. At least one other utility (Southern Cali-
fornas Gas Company) apparently, has a similar problemwith respect
to that portion of the investment credit which is subject to the "anti-,
flow-through" rules of the,1975 Act.
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C. Issues

One major issue is whether it is desirable to clarify for the future
the rules relating to normalization with the intention of preventing
further disputes of the type which has occurred in California. The
other major issue is whether it is appropriate to provide a special rule
that would exempt utilities from the normalization requirements of
present law for accounting periods that ended prior to March 1i 19809
if the utilities used certain accounting methods which were prescribed
by an order of a public utility commission entered prior to March 13,
1980.

IA Explanation of Provisions

The bill contains two amendments to the normalization rules which
would not materially change the substance of present law as that law is
interpreted by Treasury regulations. It also contains a special rule
apiicable to periods nrior to March 1, 1980, and demnleto benefit

Yacific Telephone adTelegraph Compan (a subsidiary of A.T.
& T.), General Telephone Company of Califoria (a subsidiary of
General Telephone & Electronics), and Southern California Gas
Company.
L Accelerated depreciation

The bill would add a new provision (Code sec. 167(1)(8)(H))
which clarifies the present definition of the normalization method of
'accounting (in Code sec. 167(1) (8) (G)) for accelerated depreciation
in a manner which generally follows the interpretation of this provi-
sion now contained in: Treasury regulations. _

This added provision generaly would provide that normalization
is not compied with if, for raten aki purposes, a procedure or ad-
justment is employed which uses estimates or projections of the tax-
pay era's tax expense, depreciation expense, or reserve for deferred taxes
unieqs these estimates and projections are also used in determining the
other two such items and the rate base.

The Treasur_ also would be given authority to prescribe regulations
which define other procedures and adjustments which are inconsistent
with normalization. This specific authority to prescribe regulations
would not be intended to limit the Treasury's normal authority to in-
terpret, by regulations or otherwise, these new Code provisions or ex-
isting Code provisions relating to normalization.

Thin provision would be intended to make it clear that California's
so-called AAA" method (and any other similar method) of making.
adjustments for ratemaking pur does not comply with the nor-
malizatonrequirementsofCoesection 17(1) (8) (G).
2. Investment tax credit

The bill would add a new provision (Code sec. 48(f) (10)! to the
rules relating to normalization of the investment tax credit. The new,
provision generally would provide that the normalization rules are
not complied' with if a procedure or adjustment' is employed which
uses an estimate or projection of the taxpayer's qualified investment
for purposes of the investment tax credit unless such estimate or
projeti4onis consistent with the estimates and projections Of property
which are used, for ratemaking purposes,with respect to the taxpayers
depreciation expense and rate base.

The Treasury Department also' would' be given authorty to pre-
scribe regulations which deflhe other procedures and adjustments
which are inconsistent with the requirements of, the rate base method
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or the ratable flow-through method. This specific authority to prescribe
regulations would not be intended to limit the Treasury s normal au-
thority to interpret, by regulations or otherwise, these new Code provi-
sions or existing Code provisions relating to normalization,

This provision would be intended to make it clear that California's
so-called "AA" method (and any other similar method) of making
adjustments for ratemaking purposes does not comply with the re-
quirements of Code section 46(f).

The new Code provisions which would be added by the bill (new
Code sees. 46(f) (10) and 167(1) (3) (H)) would specify only one man-
ner in which the normalization rules may be violated. Thus, compli-
ance with these provisions would be a necessary but not sufficient con-
dition for eligibility for the investment tax credit and accelerated
depreciation.
3. Special rule for periods prior to March 1, 1980

The bill would provide that violations of the normalization require-
ments of present law (and of the bill) would not result in a public
utility's loss of eli bility for the investment tax credit or accelerated
depreciation if (arsuch violations involved the use of estimates, pro-
jections, or adjustments to the taxpayer's rate of return and (b) such
estimates, projections, or adjustments only applied for any period
ending prior to March 1, 1980, and were included in a qualified order.
For purposes of this special rule, a qualified order would be an order of
a public utility commission--(1) which was entered before Mareh- 13,
1980, (2) which used the estimates, projections, or rate of return ad-
justments to determine the amount 6f the rates to be collected by the
taxpayer or the amount of a refund with respect to rates previously
collected, and (3) which ordered such rates to be collected or refunds
to be made (whether or not such order actually was implemented
or enforced). Since the special rule would apply to rates which were
determined for periods prior to Marchr 1, 1980i an order may, be a
qualified order even if it requires that refunds be paid after Mqrch 1,.1980, so long asisuch refunds are attributable to adjustments to. rates
charged prior to that 'date. -

As indicated above, this transitional rule is designed to benefit Pacific
Telephone and Telegraph Company, General Telephone Company of
California, and Southern California Gas Company.
4. Effective date.

The, provisions qf the bill (other than the speci l rule) generally
woud. apply to taxable years beginning after December $179, How-
ever, these provisions could'beoverridden by th, special rile for pe-
riods prior to March 1 1980#

The bill would explicitly prQvide that,n a applying thnormaliza-tion rule (Code sees. 46(f)and 167(1)(8))to taxable yetrs begn-
ting before, January 1, 1980, 'no inference is to be drawn from the
amendments to these rules (new Codes sees. 46(f) (10) "and 16fT) (8)
(H)) or from the special rule. However, this no iniferen4% rule would
not be intended to -limit th- relief provided by the spe .i rule.

S The-bill also would, provide that no reftind or credit of any over-
payment ,of ,tx attributable to the bill Would be inade or allowed
prior to October 1,1981. , ' , .
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E. Revenue Effect

It is estimated that the permanent changes -made by the bill would
have no revenue effect.

If 'the orders of the California Public Utilities Commission appli-
cable prior to March 1,1980, to the three utlities which would be bene-
fitted -by the special rule do not comply with the current normalization
rules in the Code, the special rule in the bill would result in a revenue
loss of approximately f1.85 billion attributable to accounting periods
prior to March 1, 1980# Approximately $110 million of this amotunt
ha& been paid into the Treasury and could be the subject of claim for
a refund which could be filed at any time through February 1982.
Since the bill provides that no refund or credit o an' overpayment
of tax attributable to the provisions of the bill could be made or al-
lowed por to October 1, 1981, the $110 million of revenue loss would
probably occur in fiscal year 1982. The remainder of th $1.85 billion
revenue loss generally would occur in the fiscal year or years in which
determinations of tax liability for the affected companies would other-
wise become final. Such losses would probably occur in fiscal year
after 1981

If these orders do comply with the current normalization rules, the
special rule in the bill would result in no revenue loss as long as orders
in effect, for periods after March 1, 1980, are in compliance with the
revised normalization rules.

Senator BYRD.- The first witness this afternoon will be Hon.
Daniel I. Halperin, Deputy Assistant Secretary tor Tax Legislation
of the Department of the Treasury.
I Mr. Secretary, you may proceed.

STATEMENT OF HON. DANIEL I. HALPERIN, DEPUTY ASSIST-
ANT SECRETARY FOR TAX LEGISLATION, DEPARTMENT OF
THE TREASURY
Mr. HALPRIN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I will try to be as brief

as I can.
H.R. 6806 is a bill that deals with a very complicated subject. I

assume that some of the future witnesses , will be getting into the
details of it. We have not opposed the bill, and, we continue to take

.-that position.
It is obvious to us that the California Public Utility Commission

and the courts have required the taxpayers to account for the
benefits of the investment credit and accelerated depreciation in a
-manner inconsistent with the requirements Congress has set for
entitlement .to such benefits..

Therefore, we welcome that: part, of the bill which so states thct
the method used in California is improper,'.says it in so many
words, thus makes it eyen clearer tha existing law. -

As we have indicated in our testimony'on this subject in the
, past, we are concerned about the future consequences of the, other
aspect of this bill. The other aspect of this bill isto take away the
pen lty for the failuregto follow' the rules as to how to ac
the tai benefits Involved here. co' '

If we are correct that the method that the California commission
'used is wrong, itwould mean that the utility compns, telephone

'on , wu dma io
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companies principally, will lose the tax benefits of accelerated de-
preciation and investment tax credit.

Senator BYRD. You favor the legislation, do you not?
Mr. HALPERIN. We do not oppose it.
Senator BYRD. You do not oppose it.
Mr. HALPERIN. That is correct.
What this bill does is to say, let's forget about the past, and let's

absolve you for any penalties that may have occurred up to now.
We indicated our concern that this could be looked upon as a
precedent, and that othet commissions might say: "We can take
some chances. We can try things that may not be consistent with
the law because Congress will never let this penalty go into effect."

The House has indicated its concern about that. It has indicated
as strongly as it could that this should not be looked upon as a
precedent, and we would assume that if you act on this bill, you
would again try to make as clear as you can that this is the last
time that this kind of thing can go through.

Senator BYRD. I think that it would be well to say at this point,
insofar as the chairman of this subcommittee is concerned, I think
it should be considered in that light, and not be considered as a
precedent.

Mr. HALPERIN. In view of that, and in view of the fact that other
people have not expressed opposition to this bill from other regu-
lated utilities that presumably would be concerned if our fears are
deserved, we feel on balance that it is worth a try.

It is an -extremely difficult problem. It has absorbed an enormous
amount of the resources of the Internal Revenue Service, and of
our office at Treasury. We, as much as the telephone companies,
would like to resolve it without prolonged litigation and uncertain-ty.

On balance, we will not stand in the way of this bill, and let's all
hope for the best, and that in the future we will not have these
problems facing us.

Senator BYRD. In brief, if Congress decides to pass this legisla-
tion, you have no problem with it.

Mr. HALPERIN. That is correct, Mr. Chairman.
S. 3082 and S. 8094 are identical bills. We are opposed to these

measures. We don't feel that this is el time to get into the question
of freezing a 4-year-old revenue ruling, a revenue ruling that has
been considered by the Congress in connection with the Tax Reduc-
tion and Simplification Act of 1977.

In fact, the Senate passed a 1-year delay on the effectiveness of
the revenue ruling. That Was not accepted, and was dropped in
conference. The subject was discussed again in 1978, and we .do not
ee why we are going back to, it at'this time.

Moreover, if we are going to get into this question, we ought to
do it in terms of substantive legislation, and not merely 'saying a
particular revenue ruling should not go into effect.

The issue we have here is not really complex. Generally, invest-
ment income fromi interest and dividends is taxed currently as you
earn it. We haveone glaring exception to that, and that is involved
with annuity contracts.

If an individual goes out and buys an annuity contract at the ae
of 30 of 40, and there is no payout on that annUity until' age 65, in
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the ensuing 30 years there is no taxation on the income even
though we know that the insurance company, in effect, is crediting
interest on the investment made by the purchaser of the annuity
contract.

What we have in this situation is an effort by the promoters of
these investment annuities to make eVerything an annuity con-
tract. They want the exception for annuity contracts to swallow the
general role that interest and dividends are currently subject to
tax.

We believe and the IRS believes that this is an artificial device
and it does not work under present law. We have so indicated by
the issuance of revenue ruling 77-85. I think it is even clearer that
it should not work. We cannot continue to believe in the current
taxation of investment income, while permitting such glaring
avoidance techniques to exist.

If we are going to legislate in this area, what we do need is
tightening, and not a loosening, an indication of what are the
limits of the annuity exception, and apply that in a way that does
not totally swallow up the taxation of investment income.

For that reason, Mr. Chairman, we are opposed to S. 3082 and S.
3094. We will be glad to answer any questions you might have.

[Statement of Daniel I. Halperin follows:]

*1''~
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TAXATION; AND DEBT MANAGEMENT
OF THE SENATE COMMITTEE ON FINANCE

November 19, 1980

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Subcommittee:

I am pleased to have the opportunity to appear today to
present the views of the Treasury Department on S. 3082,
S. 3094, and 8.R. 6806.

S. 3082 and S. 3094

Both S. 3082 and S. 3094 would overturn Revenue Ruling
77-85. That ruling dealt with so-called "investment
annuities," through which individuals sought to shield
investment income from current tax while retaining the right
to select their personal investments. The Treasury opposes
these bills. They would sanction the use of paper
transactions to defer the imposition of income tax on
portfolio income. If such deferral is desired, it should be
permitted directly, rather than by artificial means, and by
specific legislation, rather than through a prohibition on a
Revenue Ruling. Enactment of legislation in the form of
S. 3082 or S. 3094 would irresponsibly avoid facing the
issues.

M-744



To put the issue raised by these bills in perspective it
is useful to review some basic features of our income tax
system. Sections 61(a)(4) and 61(a)(7) of the Internal
Revenue Code specifically provide that gross income includes
income from "interest" and from *dividends."

This general rule is subject to limited exceptions.
Before the Windfall Profit Tax Act of 1979, section 116 of
the Code allowed each individual to exclude from gross income
up to $100 of dividends received. With the Windfall Profit
Tax Act of 1979, Congress specifically reconsidered the
treatment of dividends and interest. As a ree tt Congress
enacted a temporary revision to section 116 which raised the
exclusion from $100 to $200 and revised it to cover interest
as well as dividends. Dividends and interest in excess of
this amount remains taxable.

There have been a number of attempts to defer taxation
of interest. For example, during the 1960's a number of
corporations took to issuing debt securities at a discount.
Although the increase in value of such securities as maturity
approached was tantamount to interest, no income was realized
until sale or surrender of the security. Congress responded
in the Tax Reform Act of 1969. It required a ratable portion
of the discount to be included in the investor's income as
ordinary income during each month the instrument was
outstanding.

As this example suggests, Congress generally has been
unwilling to sanction artificial arrangements designed to
defer current taxation of interest--oCr dividend) income.
There exists one major anomaly -- the treatment of what are
known as "deferred annuities.* Under a deferred annuity an
individual pays money to a life insurance company in exchange
foe a contract which at some future time may be converted
into an annuity. Generally the contract holder may elect to
receive benefits in one of a variety of forms, including
guaranteed payments for a fixed number of years or for life.
In addition, annuity contracts generally permit the contract
holder to surrender the contract in return for a lump sum in
cash.

The period until the contract is surrendered or
converted into an annuity is referred to as the "accumulation
period." During that period the insurance company credits
interest to the contract. Section 72 specifically provides
that, during this accumulation period the contracts holder
will not be taxed on interest credited to the contract.
Section 72 also provides that amounts actually withdrawn

/4,
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during the accumulation period will not be includible in
gross income unless such amounts exceed the amounts
previously paid for the contract. The tax treatment of
deferred annuities cannot be reconciled with the general
treatment of interest and dividends.

Thus, this Administration is on record as favoring
legislative change. Absent legislation, however, the rules
governing annuities remain in effect, and neither Revenue
Ruling 77-85 nor subsequent developments suggests that the
rules of section 72 can be alterled by administrative action.
Rather, Revenue Ruling 77-85simply responds to an attempt to
take artificial advantage of section 72. An investor would
pay "premiums" to purchase an investment "annuity," and the
proceeds of the premium would be invested in various
financial assets. The contract purchaser was furnished with
a list of investment securities that were approved by the
life insurance company, and each purchaser could select just
which investments he wished to make and how much should be
invested in each selection.

What the promoters of the *investment annuity" sought to
do was permit a contract purchaser to make investments using
a life insurance company as a conduit. The investor directs
the life insurance company to make, on the purchaser's
behalf, exactly the same investments the purchaser otherwise
would have made directly. However, by claiming that an
"annuity" had been purchased, current taxation of the
interest and dividend income was claimed to have been
avoided. While the Internal Revenue Service issued several
private ruling letters that tended to sanction this device,
Revenue Ruling 77-85 properly reached a contrary conclusion.
Specifically, Revenue Ruling 77-85 held that the purchaser of
a so-called "investment annuity" was for federal income tax
purposes, the owner of the underlying investment assets and,
as with other financial assets, that the income from the
assets was currently taxable to the purchaser. In so doing
Revenue Ruling 77-85 revoked, prospectively only, the
previously issued private ruling letters.

The issues raised by Revenue Ruling 77-85 and this
legislation are not complicated. In the case of the
investment annuity the purchaser did not rely on interest at
rates guaranteed by the issuing life insurance, and did not,
as with a traditional 'variable annuity," look to the
investment expertise of the life insurance company in
managing a diversified portfolio Of assets. Instead,
purchasers simply contributed cash to a life insurance
company and then selected precisely which investments they

6
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wished to make. in substance, the life insurance company was
offering the investor nothing more than a piece of paper that
said the investor had purchased an annuity and could
therefore claim to be free of current taxation on interest or
dividends from those investments. Under those circumstances
Revenue Ruling 77-85 held that the investor had, in effect,
purchased the assets directly and should be taxed in exactly
the same fashion as if he had. We believe that the
conclusion reached in Revenue Ruling 77-85 was correct. The
special tax treatment of annuities cannot be permitted to
engulf the general rules for taxation of interest and
dividend income.

The Treasury therefore opposes S. 3084 and 8. 3092.

H.R. 6806

H.R. 6806 involves the complicated provisions of the
Internal Revenue Code which require that the investment
credit, and the tax savings attributable to accelerated
depreciation, be "normalized" for public utility ratemaking
purposes. While the provisions are complicated the basic
thrust of the normalization requirements is to prohibit these
tax benefits, which are in effect subsidies to capital
investment delivered through the tax system, from being
"flowed through" to current ratepayers as a reduction in
current cost of service. Under the Code the penalty for
violation of these requirements is the loss of the tax
benefits.

There is a long history of dispute over the
normalization provisions, especially in the State of
California. The California regulatory authorities have
entered orders which violate the normalization requirements
of the Code, and, under existing law, the penalty to the
affected utilities is the loss of investment credit and
accelerated depreciation for the years for which California
adopted flow-through ratemaking. E.R. 6806 would absolve
those taxpayers that were subject to ratemaking orders in
California from the loss of substantial tax benefits. The
principal beneficiaries of the bill are Pacific Telephone
Company, a subsidiary of the Bell System; General Telephone
of California, a subsidiary of General Telephone and
Electronics, and the Southern California Gas Company.

In addition, H.R.' 6806 would amend the statute in an
attempt to make clear that imaginative schemes to violate the
normalization provisions will not be countenanced in the
future.
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On April 15, 1980, the Treasury testified in detail on
L.R. 6806 before the Committee on Ways and Means. A copy of
Our April 15 testimony is attached. We there testified that
we did not think there was generally any policy to be served
by collecting some $2 billion in back taxes from three
utilities in California. On the other hand, the severe
penalties that flow from violation of the normalization
requirements are there for the express purpose of
discouraging such violations. Thus, we expressed the view
that H.R. 6806 would appear to be an appropriate measure of
relief if one could be reasonably confident (1) that further
disputes would not arise in California, and (2) that
providing relief in this instance would not encourage other
states to test the Congress' will with respect to the
normalization provisions.

It is still not clear to us that passage of H.R. 6806
will in fact end controversy in California. The affected
taxpayers fervently hope that it will. Similarly, it is
difficult for the Treasury to maintain that passage of H.R.
6806 will encourage other states to violate the normalization
requirements, when regulated public utilities located in 49
other states, who stand to suffer the greatest damage if that
should occur as the result of H.R. 6806, appear not to object
to the bill.

On balance, then, and although the future is far from
certain, the Treasury will not stand in the way of passage of
this legislation.

0 0 0
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b r. Chairman and Members of this Committees

I am pleased to have the opportunity to appear before
this Committee to diqcuss LR. 6806 and H.R. 3165. Both
bills deal vith aspects of the rules of the Internal Revenue
Code that require the investment credit and the tax deferral
attributable to accelerated depreciation to be "normalized"
in establishing rates for regulated public utilities. Last
year the Treasury presented extensive testimony on this
subject before the Committee's Oversight Subcommittee. for
the record of these hearings I am attaching a copy of our
previous testimony, which I will not reiterate in detail.

As we testified last year, the Treasury regards the
investment credit, and the tax deferral attributable to the
excess of accelerated over economic depreciation, as
subsidies to investment that are delivered through the tax
system. As we also testified at those hearings, the Treasury
has concluded that it is appropriate for these tax subsidies
to be made available to regulated public utilities, which are
among the most capital-intensive industries in the country
but that, as long as these benefits are available to
regulated public utilities, they should be treated as
subsidies to investment rather than as simple tax reductions.

This point should be underscored. We would not be here
today if the cash equivalent of the investment credit and the
loan equivalent of the tax deferral attributable to.
accelerated depreciation were delivered directly rather than
through the tax system. We do not believe that accounting
for comparable# but appropriated, subsidies would be

iV
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controversial. The fact that they are cleared through the
tax system does not change -- and should not be permitted to
obscure -- their essential character. Thus, in regulated
ratemaking, they should be treated in the same manner as any
comparable appropriated capital subsidy. Neither should be
considered to reduce current regulated tax expense. The
investment credit should be treated as a 10 percent reduction
in the price paid foe equipment, and the tax deferral
attributable to accelerated depreciation as an interest-free
loan. We believe that this treatment -- "normalization" --
is unquestionably the correct method of accounting for these
subsidies end that, in the long run, such treatment is in
the interests of ratepayers as well as owners of equity in
regulated utilities. On balance, we also concluded last ye&ar
that the normalization requirements of the lnte;nal Revenue
Code constitute an appropriate means to ensure proper
accounting for these subsidies.

Quite obviously there are those who do not share our
point of view. Specifically, the regulatory authorities in
the state of California have accounted for the subsidies in a
manner that is the equivalent of their being "flowed through*
to income (i.e., as a reduction of current tax expense), a
result that-does not comport with the rules of the Code. But
we recognize that the forces that have led to the existing
situation in California are both complex and politically
charged. Consequently, while we believe the method of
regulatory accounting adopted by California unquestionably
violates the applicable provisions of the Code and
regulations, the Treasury is willing to offer its cooperation
In attempting to arrive at a solution to this difficult
situation. But we must insist that one can expect as part of
any legislative solution a reduction if not the elimination,
of further major disputes about the operation of these rules.

It is with that point of view that we approach R.R.
6806. H.R. 6606, as. we understand it# has two objectives.
First, under existing law, failure to normalLze results in a
loss of the benefits of the investment credit and accelerated
depreciation. Sections 3 and 4 of RA. 6806 would operate to
absolve those companies, which have been-required by
Califotnia to flow through improperly the investment credit
and the tax deferral attributable to accelerated
depreciation, from the loss of those benefits. Second,
recognizing that the improper flow-through stemmi;3n"CTMaily
from an estimating procedure adopted by the California Public
Utilities Commission, sections 1 and 2 of L.R. 6806 would
amend the investment credit and accelerated depreciation
rules to state specifically in the statute that such
procedures are impermissible.

We believe that the statutory clarifications of sections
1 and 2 of H.R. 6806 are consistent with existing law and,
therefore, are appropriate. The balance of H.R. 6806 we vie%



with reservation. Regulated public utilities age among the
most capital-intensive industries and therefore are among the
most significant recipients of capital subsidies delivered
through the tax system. Consequently, retroactive
disallowance of these subsidies exposes the companies subject
to the California rate orders to tax deficiencies that by any
measure are substantial. If, by reason of legislation, the
difficult circumstances as they have developed in California
could be defused and the normalization rules made to operate
properly there as elsewhere, we see no policy that would be
served by collecting such deficiencies.

The difficult question is whether R.R. 6806 can achieve
this goal, which both we and its sponsors seek. Zn our
judgment, legislative relief for past violations would be
preferable if it preserved some measure of sanction short of
collecting the full tax deficiencies or insisting on complete
abatement of the rate refunds that already have been ordered
by California. Such legislation might serve to defuse the
existing situation while making clear that the normalization
rules cannot be disregarded with impunity.

But the Treasury is not unalterably opposed to a.R.
6806. f, as the result of its enactment, the situation in
CalifornTa could be defused and the California authorities
persuaded to accept normalization and if it was considered
unlikely that other state regulatory authorities would be
induced to start down the road taken by California; and if,
finally, this Committee and the Congress were to make it
clear that attempts to circumvent these rules in the future
would meet with no sympathy on the part of the Congress, then
a measure such as .R. 6806 could be desirable.

Whether it is realistic to have such expectations --
which, Mr. Chairman, I emphasize are in our judgment
essential to the Treasury's acquiescing in this legislation
-- it is not yet possible to say. If the California
authorities, and those public lawyers whose intervention in
the California rate proceedings has been an essential feature
of this controversy, were prepared to accept normalization
for the future, that action would go far toward alleviating
our concerns. We say this recognizing that the Supreme Court
of California, which we assume cannot speak to the question
outside the confines of a judicial proceeding, also has
played an essential role in California. But ue also point
out that, in considering the wisdom of H.R. 6806, this
Committee must also reach a judgment about the possibility
that its enactment would induce other state regulatory
authorities to follow California's lead. We are not in a
position to express an independent judgment on the likelihood
that this will happen. Perhaps the Committee will hear trom
witnesses, subject to regulation by states other than
California, who will make their views on this subject known.
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We must point out, however, that if A.R. 6806'were
enacted, and if, contrary to the Committee's expectations,
California persevered in the course that it has staked out,
or other public utility commissions were persuaded to follow
California's lead, the consequences could be quite serious.
Our testimony last year to the effect that retention of the
normalization rules was appropriate rested on several
fundumental premises, among them that the subsidies provided
by the inVestment credit and accelerated depreciation were
appropriate ftor regulated public utilities as long as they
were properly accounted for through normalization; that, in
general, the tax normalization rules seemed to operate
properly and that, absent such rules, benefits that are
intended as subsidies to investment well might be converted
into rate subsidies. But we also pointed out that these
rules do not operate well when they are the focus of
controversy. If, either as the result of California's
continued pursuit of flow-through or because of efforts by
other public utility commissions to follow suit, the
normalization rules prove to be a source of even further
controversy, the Treasury might feel constrained to recommend
a review of Congressional policy toward the provision of
these investment subsidies to regulated public utilities. It
might prove necessary to re-examine the wisdom of retaining
the normalization rules. Or, recognizing that flow-through
operates to convert investment subsidies into direct rate
subsidies, the inability to achieve normalization accounting
might warrant reconsideration of allowing these tax subsidies
to regulated utilities. We do not mean to suggest that the
time for such reconsideration has arrived; only that, if
these rules cannot be made to work properly, the underlying
policy may have to be reconsidered.

As I mentioned at the outset, Mr. Chairman, the Treasury
is prepared to work with this Committee and other interested
parties in an attempt to remedy this difficult situation. At
this moment we are not confident that l.A. 6806 will provide
a solution. We look forward to seeing how the situation'
develops, and in particular to the views to be expressed
before this Committee in the balance of its hearings today.

The other bill dealt with in this hearing, S.A. 3165,
addresses the appropriate technique of normalizing the
investment credit. It is the reasury's view that the
investment credit was intended to stimulate investment in
productive capital by reducing the cost of capital goods.
Such a reduction means that investments will becomq feasible
at a lower level o expected returns than would be the case
in the absence o the credit. Thus, we believe that proper
normalization of the credit would result in its being
accounted for in regulated ratemaking in exactly the same way
as any other 10 percent reduction in capital costs. First,
the regulated taxpayer's *rate base,' to which its *faittate
of return* is applied in determining the allowable return to
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equity investors, would be reduced by the amount oi the
credit. This would reflect the fact that a portion of the
taxpayer's investment had been financed by the government.
Second, the base for determining regulated depreciation
expense would-Also be reduced by 10 percent (to reflect the
actual cost of the investment), thus reducing annua
depreciation charges (and, hence, regulated "cost of
service') by 10 percent as well.

In its current form, section 46(f) may not quite
accomplish this goal. It provides two alternative methods of
normalizing the investment credit# neither of whichh
unambiguously permits both a rate base reduction and a
reduction in regulated depreciation base. Under one method
-- Oectibn 46(f)(1) -- the regulatory body establishing rates
may require the regulated taxpayer's rate base to be reduced
by the amount of the credit. However, under section
46(f)(1), it is not clear that any other reduction, for
example a reduction in depreciation expense, is permitted in
the taxpayer's regulated cost of service. Under the
alternative -- section 46(f)(2) -- regulated *cost of
service' may be reduced by a ratable portion of the credit
earned each year (the equivalent of reducing the tax;ayer's
base for computing regulated depreciation expense), but the
taxpayer's rate base may not be reduced. Consequently,
section 46(f)(2) permits the regulated taxpayer to earn a
return on the portion of its investment that is paid for by
the government through the credit. Most regulated utilities
elect section 46(f)(2).

As we testified last year, we believe that the correct
technique by which to normalize the investment credit
involves a combination of the two existing methods, under
which, through reduced depreciation, the regulated taxpayer's
cost of service is reduced by a ratable portion of the credit
each year while, simultaneously, the taxpayer's rate bass is
reduced (to exclude the government's contribution) by the
amount of the allowable credit. This treatment would
recognize the investment credit as providing a 10 percent
reduction in capital costs.

We are convinced that the arguments in support of
retaining section 46(f)(2) are based on a misunderstanding of
the way in which the investment credit was intended to
operate. Many of those who have. considered this issue agree
that conceptually we are correct, but attempt to jstify
section 46 f)(2) on other grounds. Specifically, it has been
said that allowing a regulated utility to preserve the
investment credit in its rate base, as permitted by section
46(f)(2), to some extent mitigates the consequences of
'regulatory lag" (j , the inability of current iatemaking
orders to keep up ilili financial demands on a regulated
utility), a phenomenon that is aggravated by high rates of
inflation. We believe that it simply is improper to justify
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improper normalization of the investment credit as an
antedote to deficiencies in the ratemaking process. Those
deficiencies, if they exist, should be remedied by the
regulators.

In sum, Mr. Chairman, N.R. 3615 attempts to correct what
we regard as a deficiency in the existing investment credit
normalization rules. While we have some technical
reservations, the Treasury supports the objective of S.A.
3615 and would be happy to cooperate with the Committee or
its staff to work out suitable revisions.

Senator BYRD. Thank you.
The next two witnesses will be Mr. Theodore F. Brophy, chair-

man of the board and, chief executive officer of General Telephone
& Electronics Corp.; and Mr. Jay Curtis, director of taxation, Pacif-
ic Lighting Corp.

Mr. Brophy, may I ask you, you are, aside from your position as
chairman of the board and chief executive officer of General Tele-
phone & Electronics, chairman of the Business Roundtable?

Mr. BROPHY. I am cochairman of the. Business Roundtable, Mr.
Chairman, and chairman of the taxation task force of the Business
Roundtable.

Senator BYRD. That is, of course, a very fine organization. You
are the chairman of the tax committee of that as well?

Mr. BROPHY. Yes.
Senator BYRD. I think that organization can be very helpful to

the Congress in legislation affecting tax schedules.
Mr. BROPHY. We certainly hope so, Mr. Chairman, and we have

recently formed a subcommittee of the taxation task force on the
budget, and Roy Ash will be working with me as chairman of that
subcommittee.

Senator BYRD. On the budget?
Mr. BROPHY. Yes.
Senator BYRD. That is fine.
Mr. BROPHY. We have become convinced that one cannot look

only at this taxation side, or from the Government's view the
revenue side, but one has to become involved in the spending side
if we are going to do a responsible job. So we are taking an interest
in that side.

Senator BYRD. I think you are so right. I had not been aware of
that, and I am so pleased you will be doing that. As I see it, a tax
reduction needs to be coupled with the control of spending, and a
reduction in the rate of increase in spending. I fear that the cut in
taxes will be eaten up by the increased inflation so that no one
benefits.

Mr. BROPHY. It is certainly a great concern we all have. We hope
that we can make a contribution in that.

Senator BYRD. Thank you, sir. Would you proceed as you wish.

STATEMENT OF THEODORE F. BROPHY, CHAIRMAN OF THE
BOARD AND CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER, GENERAL TELE.
PHONE & ELECTRONICS CORP.
Mr. BROPHY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
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My name is Theodore F. Brophy. I am chairman and chief execu-
tive officer of General Telephone & Electronics Corp., which is
known as GTE.

GTE has the second largest and operates the second largest
telephone system in the United States, which serves approximately
15.6 million telephones. Our largest operating subsidiary is General
Telephone Co. of California, which I will call "General." General
serves approximately 4.1 million telephones in the State of Califor-
nia and has a net investment of about $3 billion.

I have submitted a comprehensive written statement to the sub-
committee on H.R. 6806 and respectfully request that it be incorpo-
rated in the record.

Senator BYRD. Without objection, so ordered.
Mr. BROPHY. H.R. 6806 is designed to provide equitable relief to

utilities in California, such as General, which have been required
by order of the public service commission to flow through to their
customers a part of the benefits of accelerated depreciation and the
investment tax credit. This flowthrough of the tax benefits has
been imposed on the utilities as a result of decisions of the Califor-
nia Supreme Court interpreting the normalization rules of the code
aspermitting such partial flowthrough.

The IRS, on the other hand, deems the flowthrough to be a
violation of the code and, through no fault of the utilities, retroac-
tively disqualifies them from taking accelerated depreciation and
from having the benefits of the investment tax credits.

The end results of this disagreement on the inter rotation of the
code between the Supreme Court of the State of California and the
Internal Revenue Service are assessments against the utilities of
staggering amounts of back tax liabilities. The amounts, if paid,
would dangerously decapitalize the utilities and could destroy their
ability to provide service.

General s potential liability for back taxes and interest as of
December 31, 1979, was $394 million, or some 42 percent of its
equity capital on that date. Today, General's only option is to
contest these assessments in the courts, and that option has been
characterized as "Russian roulette." I would suggest that, in fact, it
is Russian roulette with all of the cylinders in the gun loaded.

Because of the magnitude of the tax assessments, the utilities, as
I said, have no choice but to challenge them in the courts. If the
utilities, in fact, succeed in their challenge, then there is little
doubt that there will be an increase in the flowthrough of the
investment tax credit and the accelerated depreciation not only in
California, but in other States.

This will deprive the utilities of vastly needed capital and under-
mine the intent of Congress in enacting the normalization rule. If,
on the other hand, the challenge to the tax assessment is unsuc-
cessful, the affected utilities will be penalized and be required to
pay back tremendous amounts of back taxes which will also dan-
gerously decapitalize the utilities.

In either event, during the period of litigation, which we esti-
mate may take from 5 to 10 years, the utilities will be faced with
continued uncertainty and inability to state their true financial
condition. That, in turn, will serve as a major impediment in the,
ability of those utilities to finance.
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The sad fact is that this game of Russian roulette is one in which
the public will be a big loser.

H.R. 6806 was reported out by both the Ways and Means and
Rules Committees of the House on voice votes, and passed the
House on a voice vote. I believe you will conclude, as did the
House, that the bill is noncontroversial and fully deserves your
support. For this reason, I will try to keep my testimony very brief,
but I would welcome the opportunity to answer any questions you
may have.

The bill itself would clarify the normalization rules to prevent
any further misunderstandings in California and elsewhere and
provide a transitional rule that forgives the potential back tax
liabilities of the affected utilities.

I suggest that the positioning which the affected utilities find
themselves presents a compelling equitable case for the forgiveness
of the potential back tax liabilities that not even the IRS wants to
collect. Let me mention a few of the reasons.

The utilities are caught between conflicting Federal and State
interpretations of a very complex section of the Internal Revenue
Code, the normalization rules. The California Supreme Court has
required the utilities to use newly devised partial normalization
methods, but it is the utilities and their customers, not the Califor-
nia Supreme Court, that would be required to pay the back taxes.

Where a State's highest court has interpreted some of the code's
most complicated provisions to permit an unintended result, basic
fairness requires that the provisions be clarified first and only then
should a tax, be exacted for noncompliance.

The tax forgiveness, if that is the correct term, does not place the
utilities in any more favorable a position than any other utilities
which normalize.

Forgiving the potential back tax liability does, in fact, represent
a compromise, but I believe a reasonable one. It accepts the partial
flowthrough methods of the California Supreme Court and the
commission for the period prior to March 1, 1980, and requires, as
it must, that rates after that date be established on the basis of full
normalization.

The California Commission, for its part, has made what I believe
are conciliatory moves to resolve the dispute. It recently issued an
order permitting rates to be collected on a full normalization basis,
subject to possible refunds down the road only if this issue is not
resolved in a manner that effectively precludes that refund. H.R.
6806 would preclude that refund.

I cannot overemphasize the importance of enacting this bill
during the current session of Congress. The recent commission
order has been appealed to the California Supreme Court, and that
court will undoubtedly once again annul the commission's order
utilizing full normalization as it has done twice if H.R. 6806 is not
enacted.

If this happens, causing the California Commission to revert to
its old, partial flowthrough methods, the potential tax liabilities of
the affected utilities will continue to mount and they may not be
able to obtain the necessary funds to provide the telephone service
their customers demand.
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So far, the problem only exists in California, but other State
regulatory commissions and courts are awaiting the outcome of
H.R. 6806. Should it fail to become law, other States may interpret
this failure as an acceptance of California's partial flowthrough
methods.

We urgently request that this subcommittee and Congress give
prompt approval to H.R. 6806 and end what I have characterized as
a game of Russian roulette. The future viability of the utilities
involved can thus be resolved, and they can get on with their
business of serving the public.

Thank you very much.
[Prepared statement of Theodore F. Brophy follows:]
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Mr. Chairman, Members of the Subcommittee:

I will testify today on H.R. 6806, a bill designed to
address a serious inequity having a very significant impact on
General Telephone Company of California ("General"), GTE's
largest telephone subsidiary.

H.R. 6806 was reported out by both the Ways and Means and
Rules Committees on voice votes, and passed the House on a
voice vote. I believe you will conclude, as did the House,
that the bill is noncontroversial and fully deserves your
support.

As a result of the California Supreme Court's interpre-
tation of the normalization rules in the Code, General has been
required to flow through to its customers a part of the
benefits of accelerated depreciation and the investment tax
credit. The IRS deems such flow-through to violate the Code,
to be contrary to the intent of Congress and, through no fault
of General, retroactively to disqualify it from taking
accelerated depreciation or receiving the investment tax
credit. The end result is an assessment against General of
staggering amounts of back tax liability. The amounts, if
paid, would dangerously decapitalize General and could destroy
its ability to provide service.

General's potential liability for such back taxes (includ-
ing interest), as of December 31, 1979, was $394 million, an
amount equal to 42 percent of its equity capital on that date.

I believe you will agree that the position in whioh General
finds itself is unconscionable - it is caught between conflict-
ing federal and state interpretations of the normalization
rules. H.R. 6806 would provide the equitable relief so
desperately needed by forgiving the back taxes. It would also
clarify the normalization rules to prevent any future
misunderstandings by making clear that full normalization is
the only acceptable alternative.

It is essential that this bill become law during the cur-
rent session of Congress. A recent order of the California
Commission is on appeal to the California Supreme Court. That
Court may again annul the Commission order utilizing full
normalization if H.R. 6806 is not enacted, causing General's
potential tax liability to continue to mount. Furthermore,
your rejection of H.R. 6806 could be considered by ,he
California Supreme Court and other state courts and regulatory
commissions as an acceptance of the partial flow-through
methods.
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Mr. Chairman and Members of the Subcommittees

My name is Theodore P. Brophy. I am Chairman and Chief

Executive Officer of General Telephone & Electronics Corpora-

tion, known as GTE. GTE is the parent company of a group of

companies that provide telephone service# other forms of com-

munication service and manufacture electronic and electrical

equipment and products. it is the second largest telephone

system in the U. S., providing service to approximately 15.6

million telephones.

It is my pleasure to appear before you today and testify on

a proposed bill, H.R. 6806. This bill has been reported out by

the Ways and Means and Rules Committees of the House by voice

votes, and passed the House on September 24th by a voice vote.

H.R. 6806 would correct a serious inequity having a very

significant impact on GTE and its telephone operating subsid-

iary in California. Needless to say, I am vitally interested

in the action you will take on this bill.

INTRODUCTION

The serious inequity addressed by H.R. 6806 results from

conflicting federal and state positions concerning the proper

method of accounting for the tax benefits of accelerated depre-

ciation and the investment tax credit. Congress carefully
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fashioned sections 46(f) and 167(1) of the Internal Revenue

Code to require "normalization" of the tax benefits so as to

ensure that the benefits have their intended effect of provid-

ing an incentive for capital investment. The governmental

authorities in one state, namely the California Supreme Court

and the California Public Utilities Commission, have seen fit

to interpret those provisions to achieve an increased alloca-

tion of the tax benefits to present customers at the expense of

the affected utilities and future customers, and in violation

of the generally understood meaning of the statutory

provisions.

As a result, the eligibility of certain California

utilities for the tax benefits has been placed in jeopardy,

exposing them to staggering amounts of back tax liability

which, if paid, would dangerously decapitalize the utilities

and have the potential to destroy their ability to provide

service to the public. General Telephone Company of California

("General"), GTE's largest telephone subsidiary, is one of the

affected utilities. It serves 4.1 million telephones and has a

total investment of $3 billion in telephone plant and equipment

in the state of California.

The problem has arisen first in California, but it is not

certain that it will end there. Other state courts and regula-

tory commissions are awaiting your response to the interpreta-

tion placed on the normalization rules by the California

authorities. Should H.R. 6806 fail to become law, other state

courts and regulatory commissions may adopt California's

interpretation.
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NORMALIZATION REQUIREMENTS

The tax benefits of accelerated depreciation and the

investment tax credit were expressly designed by Congress to

provide an incentive for capital investment. If, however, the

tax benefits are not available to a public utility because a

regulatory commission, in setting rates, requires that the

benefits be passed on (or "flowed-through") to customers in the

form of current rate reductions, the stimulus for capital in-

vestment is lost.

A utility is normally entitled to recover its cost of pro-

viding service to the public. Since one component of such cost

is a utility's tax expense, absent a statutory restraint, a

regulatory commission could flow-through the tax benefits to

present customers in the form of current rate reductions by

computing a utility's tax expense net of the two tax benefits.

This is a form of ratemaking known as "flow-through ratemaking."

In 1969, Congress took steps to put an end to what it viewed

as an undesirable trend to flow-through ratemaking by enacting

the normalization requirements for accelerated depreciation.

The requirements provided, as a condition of eligibility, that

the tax deferrals resulting from accelerated depreciation be

"normalized,* i.e., set up as a reserve rather than used cur-

rently to reduce rates, as is done under flow-through rate-

making. This rule carefully balances the interests of all

concerned - it provides a stimulus to capital investment by

permitting a utility to use the tax savings from accelerated

depreciation and it provides a benefit to the utility's
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customers in the form of lower rates since, in most cases, the

deferred tax reserve is excluded from the rate base on which a

utility is permitted to earn a return.

In reinstating the investment tax credit in 1971, Congress

again responded to flow-through ratemaking and required, also

as a condition of eligibility, that the credit be "normalized"

so as to prevent the immediate flow-through of the tax benefit

to the customers. In enacting these requirements, Congress

again balanced the interests of the utilities, and present and

future customers.*

I submit there can be no question about the wisdom of the

normalization requirements. To accomplish the Congressional

intent of stimulating capital investment, these requirements

are unquestionably necessary. Flow-through ratemaking is

completely contrary to this intent. While flow-through

ratemaking may achieve current rate reductions for present

customers, it is accomplished only at the expense of future

customers and undermines the intent of Congress in providing

the tax benefits of accelerated depreciation and the investment

tax credit.

Deputy Assistant Secretary Emil Sunley reached thesame

conclusions in his testimony before the Oversight Subcommittee

of the Ways and Means Committee last year and Deputy Assistant

Secretary Daniel Halperin reaffirmed these conclusions in his

*In putting an end to an undesirable trend to flow-through
ratemaking in respect of both tax benefits, Congress permitted
the continued use of flow-through ratemaking in those limited
situations where a utility was subject to flow-through rate-
making in 1969. This has no application to General.
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testimony on H.R. 6806 before the Ways and Means Comittee on

April 15, 1980. The recent action taken by the Federal Com-

munications Commission provides further support for these

conclusions. The FCC substantially revised its depreciation

practices to improvi the capital recovery of telephone com-

panies for the avowed purpose of encouraging increased capital

investment, with the expectation that the new investments will

result in benefits to customers that far outweigh any initial

increases in telephone rates.

THE UNIQUENESS OF THE NORMALIZATION REQUIREMENTS

While the normalization requirements are necessary to ac-

complish the intent of Congress, they do create a unique situa-

tion in which a utility's eligibility for the tax benefits is

dependent not upon any action taken by it, but rather upon

action taken by a third party, i.e., the action taken by a

regulatory commission in setting rates. Typically, a person

takes an action and is responsible for the consequences. Here,

a regulatory commission can take an action, but the consequences

fall upon the utility. It is this separation of action from

consequences which has placed General in a terribly unfair

position.

The California Public Utilities Commission, responding to

mandates issued by the California Supreme Court, has adopted

newly devised, partial flow-through methods designed to flow

through a portion of General's tax benefits to current custom-

ers in violation of the generally understood meaning ascribed

to the normalization requirements. As a consequence, General
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has incurred a substantial, potential liability for back taxes

(and interest) of $394 million as of December 31, 1979 and it

continues to grow by more than $40 million annually. In

addition, on the assumption that the partial flow-through

methods satisfy the normalization requirements, the Commission

has ordered General to refund to customers approximately $110

million of the tax benefits (including interest) in June, 1980

and June, 1981. Hence, if General does not satisfy the

normalization requirements as a result of the action taken by

the California governmental authorities, General will be

required, in effect, to return the tax benefits to the federal

government by paying the back tax liability, even though it

will already have paid a portion of the same benefits to its

customers.

The title of an article which appeared in the September 10,

1979 issue of Fortune magazine aptly describes General's plight

- "The Tax Break That Turned Into a Nightmare." I submit that"

General's situation, caused by no action on its part, presents

a compelling case for relief.

This is the reason for H.R. 6806. It is designed to pre-

vent a similar problem from arising in California and elsewhere

in the future and to provide relief to General (and others

similarly situated) during a transitional period ending on

March 1, 1980.
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THE SITUATION IN WHICH GENERAL FINDS ITSELF

Following the enactment in 1969 of the normalization re-

quirements pertaining to accelerated-depreciation for utilities,

General elected to use accelerated depreciation for federal in-

come tax purposes. The California Commission issued an interim

decision that, for the period beginning January 1, 1970, General-

could use accelerated depreciation and could normalize its tax

expense in compliance with the generally understood meaning of

the normalization requirements. Subsequently, the California

Supreme Court in 1971 annulled the Commission's interim ruling

on procedural grounds, stating that the Commission had erred in

failing to at least consider alternatives to normalization that

would be more favorable to current customers and remanded the

matter to the Commission for it to consider such alternatives.

In 1974, three years later, and after a rehearing before

the California Commission, the Commission again decided that

General could use a full normalization method in fixing rates.

At the same time, in deciding a separate rate increase applica-

tion, the Commission reaffirmed that position and adopted a

ratable cost-of-service reduction for the investment tax credit

in compliance with the generally understood normalization

requirements in section 46(f)(2) of the Code. Late in 1975,

the California Supreme Court annulled the 1974 Commission

orders with respect to the treatment of accelerated deprecia-

tion and the investment tax credit, remanding once more for

consideration of alternatives to *normalization" on the one

hand, and "flow-through" on the other.

70-595 0 - 81.- 4
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As a result, in 1977, the California Commission issued, an

order in which it interpreted the Internal Revenue Code as per-

mitting a change from the normalization procedures theretofore

used, which clearly satisfied the normalization requirements in

the Code and preserved eligibility, to newly devised, partial

flow-through methods of setting rates. Under these new

methods, the Commission achieved an additional flow-through of

General's tax benefits to current customers, requiring it to

reduce rates for the future and make refunds, going back to

1971, of some $110 million. The Internal Revenue Service has

ruled that the Commission's partial flow-through methods

embodied in the 1977 order do not meet the statutory standards

for eligibility.*

On November 8, 1977, the Commission granted a stay of the

1977 order pending judicial review. General, on December 7,

1977, appealed the order to the California Supreme Court. On

July 13, 1978, the California Supreme Court denied the appeal.

General then petitioned the United States Supreme Court, re-

questing review of the California Supreme Court decision. On

December 11, 1978, the United States Supreme Court denied

review, despite the urging of the Solicitor General of the

United States. The Solicitor General stated to the Court that

the California Commission's order caused General to lose its

eligibility for accelerated depreciation and the investment tax

*Private letter rulings nos. 7845018 (August 9, 1978)'and
7836048 (June 9, 1978).

0
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credit. On January 5, 1979, General filed a petition for

rehearing, which the high court denied on February 21, 1979.

Following the denial of review by the United States Supreme

Court, the Commission, on March 14, 1979, ordered the filing of

a refund plan and a reduced tariff, as required by the Commis-

sion's 1977 order. The United States District Court for the

Central District of California subsequently denied a request by

General for a preliminary injunction that would have stayed the

Commission's order, which denial was affirmed by the United

States Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit on July 18, 1979.

An appeal from the latter ruling was denied by the United

States Supreme Court.

Having exhausted all possible appeals, General filed a

refund plan and a reduced tariff, the Commission held hearings

with respect thereto and, on February 13, 1980, the Commission

ordered refunds of $110 million as a result of its 1977 order

to be made by General in June, 1980 and June, 1981.

The Commission also ordered that future rates be collected

on a full normalization basis, subject to refund if California's

partial flow-through methods are subsequently determined to

satisfy the Code's normalization requirements. Various inter-

ested parties have appealed the California Commission's recent

order to the California Supreme Court seeking, inter alia,

to have future rates collected on the basis of the Commission's

partial flow-through methods embodied in its 1977 order.
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THE URGENT NEED FOR LEGISLATION

As of December 31, 1979, General's potential federal in-

come tax liability is a staggering $394 million and equals

approximately 42 percent of its common stock equity. The mere

existence of this potential liability is already presenting

difficult financial problems to General. Its outside auditors

have required General to restate its financial statements to

reflect the potential loss of eligibility for the tax benefits

and, as a result, General's financial picture looks bleak. In

late 1979, Standard & Poor's downgraded its ratings for

General's securities. Such a downgrading in ratings will lead

not only to increased interest costs in any financing at a time

when interest rates are already at extremely high levels, but

may also substantially limit the amount of potential funds

available to General.

The problem is exacerbated by the demand for communications

services in California which continues at unprecedented levels

and requires continuing, enormous capital expenditures. General

projects capital expenditures of $662 million, $704 million,

$787 million, $920 million and $948 million in 1980, 1981,

1982, 1983 and 1984, respectively, an increase of 128 percent

over the preceding 5-year period, with the financial cloud

hanging over General's head, it is uncertain whether the nec-

essary external funds can be found to meet this demand. If

somehow the funds can be found, it will only be at an increased

cost borne by the customers.
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As bad as matters are now for General, they may substan-

tially worsen. Earlier this year, the California Commission

established General's rates for the future on a full normali-

zation basis. The Commission's order is on appeal to the

California Supreme Court which has twice annulled Commission

orders utilizing full normalization. If H.R. 6806 does not

become law during this session of Congress, the Court may well

overturn the Commission's recent order, as it has in the past.

Indeed, the failure to enact H.R. 6806 may strengthen the

Court's apparent resolve to overturn any Commission orders

based on full normalization. If its order is annulled, the

Commission may conclude that it has no alternative but to

revert to the use of partial flow-through methods in setting

rates. Furthermore, your failure to act favorably on M.R. 6806

may be interpreted by other state courts and regulatory com-

missions as an acceptance of California's partial flow-through

methods.

I respectfully suggest that you must act now to foreclose

these possible results. Their occurrence would be a tragedy

for Congress, for General and its customers, and for other

utilities and their customers - for Congress because its avowed

purpose in enacting the normalization requirements, i.e., to

provide an incentive for capital investment to the highly

capital-intensive utility industry, will be undermined at a

time when increased capital investment is generally recognized

as a cornerstone to our nation's economic recovery for General
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and its customers because any further increase in its already

enormous potential tax liability may cause irreparable harm to

be done to telephone service in California in the foreseeable

future and for other utilities and their customers because the

loss of funds for capital investments would occur at a time

when inflation is already seriously eroding their capital, and

its replacement can be obtained only at extremely high interest

rates.

Accordingly, there is a very real and urgent need for re-

lief in this session of Congress. H.R. 6806 would provide the

necessary equitable relief.

If you do not act favorably on this bill, the only avail-

able means for resolving this dispute will be tax litigation

brought in the Tax Court, a district court or the Court of

Claims, the resolution of which may be expected to take several

years, especially if, as seems likely, an initial court deter-

mination is appealed. During these years, of course, the exist.

tence of the potential liability for back taxes will have grave

effects on General and on its customers (and on other utilities

and their customers if the utilities are required to adopt

California's methods).

If the California Commission's partial flow-through methods

are held not to satisfy the Code's normalization requirements

by a final court determination, such a determination will, of

course, provide no relief and may be the death-knell for

General and telephone service provided by it in California.
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If, on the other hand, it is determined that the partial

flow-through methods satisfy the normalization requirements and

the back taxes are, therefore, not payable, there is little

doubt that utilities throughout the country will be required to

flow through all or part of the tax benefits from the invest-

ment tax credit and accelerated depreciation. This result

would clearly undermine the intent of Congress in enacting the

normalization requirements, i.e., the intention to provide a

stimulus for capital investment to the highly capital-intensive

utility industry.

Surely, allowing this controversy to be determined by liti-

gation would be a mistake - neither of the possible- results of

litigation is desirable.

THE NECESSARY RELIEF

I believe you will agree that the situation in which 0

General finds itself is unconscionable. It is caught in the

middle between conflicting federal and state positions.

General is no mere bystander - at stake is some $394 million as

of December 31, 1979.

H.R. 6806 would provide the equitable relief so desperately

needed. it provides, in effect, that the partial flow-through

methods adopted by the California Commission will not retro-

actively result in the loss of the tax benefits to General (and

others similarly situated). The bill limits this relief, as it

properly should, to a period of time ending on March l, 1980.

In other words, from that date forward, the Commission must ad-

here to full normalization of the tax benefits or General Will
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not be eligible for any post-March 1, 1980 tax benefits. This,

I believe, would be clear to all. This portion of H.R. 6806

is, thus, a very limited response designed to overcome a

particularly egregious problem. It goes only as far as neces-

sary to provide a solution - and no further.

THE BILL ALSO MAKES CHANGES TO PREVENT FUTURE MISUNDERSTANDINGS

H.R. 6806 would amend the normalization requirements in

sections 46(f) and 167(Q) of the Code so as to prevent any fu-

ture misunderstandings of the requirements. It adds specific

language to make clear that the California Commission's partial

flow-through methods do not satisfy those requirements. The

bill also grants to the Secretary of the Treasury the explicit

power to adopt regulations prescribing other procedures and

adjustments that are inconsistent with the normalization re-

quirements. I believe this accomplishes two very important

objectives: first, it provides a clear signal to all that the

federal government is serious about requiring adherence to full

normalization; and secondly, it places the Treasury Department

in a much better position to issue binding regulations

explaining the meaning to be ascribed to the normalization

requirements.

I believe that the changes made by the bill to sections

46(f) and 167(1) of the Code provide a complete answer to any

concern that the relief provided to General (and others sim-

ilarly situated) in the bill may encourage other state regu-

latory cmmissions to stray from strict adherence to full

normalization with the expectation that Congress will enact a
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similar relief bill for them. The general changes made by H.R.

6806 clearly, and quite forcibly, indicate just the contrary.

Congress, in H.R. 6806, is reaffirming its support for full

normalization. The message from Congress would be perfectly

clear - full normalization is the only alternative. This will

be understood by the California Supreme Court and other state

courts and regulatory commissions.

Even beyond this, it seems a simple matter to make clear in

the legislative history accompanying H.R. 6806 that no one

should expect any further relief for failure to comply with the

requirements of full normalization. Compelling equitable

grounds exist for the relief afforded to General in H.R. 6806.

After Congress reaffirms its support for full normalization in

H.R. 6806 and makes the requirements more explicit, there can

be no equitable justification for a state court or regulatory

commission to adopt a partial flow-through method. The Report

of the Ways and Means Committee accompanying U.R. 6806, dated

July 30, 1980, accomplishes this result. It states (at page

11) that the relief provided by the bill "is designed to meet a

specific, one-time problem which has arisen as a result of a

misapplication of the normalization requirements ... 0 and that

the Ways and Means Committee "does not intend that the

provision of relief in this instance should be regarded as a

precedent for similar relief in subsequent incidents.*

THE APPROPRIATENESS OF THE RELIEF

I believe that the members of this Subcommittee will agree

that the position in which General finds itself presents a
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compelling equitable case for the relief provided in H.R. 6806,

i.e., the forgiveness of the back taxes. Simply stated,

General is caught between conflicting federal and state

interpretations of the normalization rules. The California

Supreme Court has required General to use newly devised,

partial flow-through methods of normalization. The use of

these methods is not of General's choosing. But it is General

and its customers - not the California Supreme Court - that

would be required to pay the back taxes.

Where a state's highest court has interpreted some of the

Code's most complicated provisions to permit a result pre-

sumably unintended by Congress, basic fairness requires that

the provisions first be clarified and only thereafter should a

tax be exacted for noncompliance. In addition, the relief in

H.R. 6806 is fair vis-a-vis other utilities. It does not treat

General any more favorably than other utilities which normalize

their tax benefits.

In any dispute, it is always attractive to seek a fair

compromise. H.R. 6806 represents such a compromise. In

forgiving the back taxes, the bill accepts the partial flow-

through methods of the California Supreme Court and Commission

for the period prior to March 1, 1980, but the bill requires,

as it must, that after that date rates be established on the

basis of full normalization. I submit that this compromise is

particularly appropriate in the present circumstances. The

California Commission has recently made what I believe to be a

41
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conciliatory move to resolving the dispute. It has issued an

order permitting rates to be collected on a full normalization

basis, subject to a possible refund down the road only if the

issue is not resolved in a manner that effectively precludes a

refund. It is now time for Congress to take the final step in

resolving the dispute by enacting H.R. 6806. If it does, I am

confident that rates will be set in California on a full

normalization basis as is done in all the other states, refunds

will be precluded, and General can get on with its business of

serving the public.

Senator BYRD. Thank you, Mr. Brophy.
Mr. Curtis, I assume that you approve of this legislation?
Mr. CURTIS. Yes, Mr. Chairman, I certainly do.

STATEMENT OF JOHN J. CURTIS, DIRECTOR OF TAXES,
PACIFIC LIGHTING CORP.

Mr. CURTIS. My name is John J. Curtis, and I am testifying today
on behalf of Pacific Lighting Corp., and its principal subsidiary,
Southern California Gas Co., which is the Nation's largest gas
distribution company in terms of number of customers served. We
certainly favor H.R. 6806.

Since Mr. Brophy has pretty much covered all of the points that
I wished to cover, I would like at this time simply to submit the
remainder of my statement to this committee for the record. I am
ready and willing to answer any questions you might have with
regard to our situation, or with regard to the bill in general.

[Prepared statement of John J. Curtis follows:]
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TESTIMONY OF JOHN J. CURTIS, DIRECTOR OF TAXES OF
PACIFIC LIGHTING CORPORATION ON BEHALF OF PACIFIC

LIGHTING CORPORATION AND SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA GAS
COMPANY IN SUPPORT OF H,R. 6806

BEFORE THE SENATE FINANCE SUBCOMMITTEE
ON TAXATION AND DEBT MANAGEMENT GENERALLY

NOVEMBER 19, J980
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SUMMARY OF PRINCIPAL POINTS

PACIFIC LIGHTING CORPORATION AND SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA GAS
COMPANY FAVOR ENACTMENT OF H.R. 6806 BECAUSet

1, THE BILL CLARIFIES AND SPECIFIES NORMALIZATION

REQUIREMENTS IN EXISTING FEDERAL TAX LAW WHICH

HAVE BEEN THE SUBJECT OF MUCH CONFUSION AND

DEBATE BEFORE THE CALIFORNIA PUBLIC UTILITIES

COMMISSION AND THE CALIFORNIA SUPREME COURT.

2. THE BILL AVOIDS THE UNJUST POSSIBILITY OF

SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA GAS COMPANY LOSING INVESTMENT

TAX CREDITS WHILE AT THE SAME TIME CHARGING LOWER

RATES ON THE ASSUMPTION THAT SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA

GAS COMPANY WILL NOT LOSE CREDIT ELIGIBILITYs.

3. THE BILL AVOIDS PENALIZING THE CALIFORNIA UTILITIES

INVOLVED FOR PAST DECISIONS OF THE CALIFORNIA

COMMISSION AND CALIFORNIA SUPREME COURT WHICH WERE

UNIQUE AND WHICH ARE UNLIKELY TO BE REPEATED IN

CALIFORNIA IF H.R, 6806 Is ENACTED ro CLARIFY THE

FEDERAL TAX LAW,
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TESTIMONY OF JOHN J, CURTIS, DIRECTOR OF TAXES OF
PACIFIC LIGHTING CORPORATION ON BEHALF OF PACIFIC
LIGHTING CORPORATION AND SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA GAS

COMPANY IN SUPPORT OF H.R. 6806
BEFORE THE SENATE FINANCE SUBCOMMITTEE

01 TAXATION AMD DEBT MANAGEMENT GENERALLY
NOVEMBER 19, 1980

MR. CHAIRMAN, I AM TESTIFYING TODAY ON BEHALF OF PACIFIC
LIGHTING CORPORATION AND ITS PRINCIPAL SUBSIDIARY, SOUTHERN

CALIFORNIA GAS COMPANY, WHICH IS THE NATIONS LARGEST GAS

DISTRIBUTION COMPANY IN TERMS OF NUMBER OF CUSTOMERS SERVED

WE FAVOR H.R. 6806.

ON BEHALF OF PACIFIC LIGHTING CORPORATION AND SOUTHERN

CALIFORNIA GAS COMPANY. I WANT TO COMMEND AND THANK THIS COMMITTEE

AND ITS STAFF FOR HOLDING THESE HEARINGS AND ADDRESSING THIS

CALIFORNIA PROBLEM.

IN CALIFORNIA, AND PERHAPS TO A LESSER EXTENT IN A FEW

OTHER STATES, THE INTERPRETATION OF INTERNAL REVENUE CODE

SECTION 167(L) AND, 46(F) HAS BEEN THE SUBJECT OF CONSIDERABLE

CONFUSION AND MUCH DEBATE. SOCAL GAS HAS BEEN INVOLVED ONLY WITH

PROBLEMS SURROUNDING SECTION 46(F). CONSEQUENTLY, OUR TESTIMONY

TODAY DEALS ONLY WITH SECTION 46(F) AND NOT SECTION 167(L).

IN 1975 SOCAL GAS ELECTED, PURSUANT TO'SECTION 46(F)(2),

RATABLE FLOWTHROUGH FOR THE ADDITIONAL INVESTMENT TAX CREDIT

PROVIDED BY THE TAX REDUCTION ACT OF 1975. A TAXPAYER MAKING

SUCH AN ELECTION LOSES THE CREDIT IF ITS REGULATORY AGENCY REQUIRES

IT TO FLOW THROUGH THE CREDIT IN ITS RATES FASTER THAN RATABLY.
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IN 1976 THE CALIFORNIA PUC REDUCED SOCAL'S RATE OF RETURN

BY .25Z AND ORDERED REFUNDS. THE AMOUNT OF THE REFUNDS ROUGHLY

EQUALED THE AMOUNT OF THE ADDITIONAL TAX BENEFIT OBTAINED BY SOCAL

FROM ITS ELECTION OF RATABLE FLOWTHROUGH,

THE CALIFORNIA COMMISSION CONCLUDED THAT ITS RATE OF RETURN

REDUCTION WOULD (AND I QUOTE) "BEST RECOGNIZE SOCIAL'S 'REDUCTION OF

RISK BECAUSE OF INCREASED CASH FLOW, INCREASED INTEREST COVERAGE,

AND RELIEVED FINANCIAL REQUIREMENTS RESULTING FROM THE TAX REDUCTION

ACT OF 1975". (PUC DECISION #86117, 7/13/76)
THE PUC ALSO EXPRESSLY CONCLUDED THAT ITS ACTION DID NOT

RESULT IN FASTER THAN RATABLE FLOWTHROUGH AND THUS O.ULDtOT CAUSE

SOCAL TO FORFEIT THE ADDITIONAL ITC. THE CALIFORNIA SUPREME COURT

AFFIRMED THE COMIISSION'S REFUND ORDERS IN 1979 ROUGHLY 31 MONTHS
AFTER THE COMMISSION'S DECISION. As A RESULT, SOCAL'S RATES ARE

CURRENTLY BEING DETERMINED ON THE ASSUMPTION THAT IT IS ELIGIBLE

FOR THE ADDITIONAL ITC,
HOWEVER, IN A LETTER RULING TO SOCAL GAS, THE -RS CONCLUDED,

CONTRARY TO THE CALIFORNIA PUC AND THE CALIFORNIA SUPREME COURT,

THAT THE PUC's ACTION WOULD CAUSE SOCAL TO LOSE ELIGIBILITY FOR THE

ADDITIONAL CREDIT BECAUSE IT =JW RESULT IN FASTER THAN RATABLE

FLOWTHROUGH,

CONSEQUENTLY, SOCAL NOW FACES THE OMINOUS POSSIBILITY OF

LOSING THE ADDITIONAL CREDIT WHILE AT THE SAME TIME CHARGING LOWER

RATES ON THE ASSUMPTION THAT IT IS ELIGIBLE FOR THE ADDITIONAL

CREDIT,

UNFORTUNATELY, THE PUC REFUND ORDERS, THE CALIFORNIA SUPREME

COURT DECISION, AND THE IRS RULING WERE ISSUED PRIOR TO THE

PUBLICATION OF THE TREASURY REGULATIONS INTERPRETING SECTION 46(F).

THESE REGULATIONS SPECIFY WHAT RATEMAKING PRACTICES OUTSIDE THE

CALCULATION OF TAX EXPENSE, INCLUDING RATE OF RETURN CONSIDERATIONS,
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WILL OR WILL NOT CAUSE A UTILITY TO LOSE THE CREDIT, THE
CALIFORNIA SUPREME COURT MODIFIED ITS DECISION AFTER THE

REGULATIONS WERE PUBLISHED TO CONCLUDE THAT SOCAL WOULD STILL

NOT LOSE ELIGIBILITY FOR THE ADDITIONAl. CREDIT. AiTER THIS

DECISION SOCAL REQUESTED THAT THE IRS REVOKE ITS EARLIER RULING

AND RULE AS THE CALIFORNIA SUPREME COURT HAS CONCLUDED, THAT

SOCAL WOULD NOT LOSE ELIGIBILITY FOR THE CREDIT. THE IRS

WAS EXTREMELY RELUCTANT TO RECONSIDER ITS CONCLUSION AND SUS-

PENDED ITS CONSIDERATION OF SOCIAL'S REQUEST WHEN H.R. 6806 wAs

SCHEDULED FOR HEARING BEFORE THE HOUSE WAYS AND MEANS COI*ITTEE,

To OUR KNOWLEDGE NO OTHER REGULATED UTILITY IN THE UNITED

STATES HAS EXPERIENCED SOCIAL'S PROBLEM. IT IS UNIQUE, MOREOVER,

TO OUR KNOWLEDGE REGULATORY AGENCIES ARE NOW CONFORMING AND WILL

PROBABLY CONTINUE TO CONFORM TO THE NEW REGULATIONS INTERPRETING

SECTION 46(F) IN THE FUTURE#

IN THIS REGARD, THE ACTION TAKEN IN 1976 BY THE CALIFORNIA

COMI~tSSION IN SOCIAL'S CASE WAS DONE ONLY ONCE. IN ALL SUBSEQUENT

RATECASES AFFECTING SOCAL THE CPUC HAS NOT DEVIATED FROM THOSE
RATEMAKING PRACTICES SET OUT AS PERMISSIBLE IN THE TREASURY

REGULATIONS. THEREFORE, IT IS UNLIKELY THAT THE PROBLEM SOCAL

NOW FACES WILL EVER OCCUR AGAIN.

WE BELIEVE IT WOULD BE UNFAIR TO SOCAL, ITS RATEPAYERS, AND

THE PUC IF SOCAL LOST THE ADDITIONAL ITC FOR MANY YEARS BECAUSE
CALIFORNIA ISSUED A RATE OF RETURN ADJUSTMENT IN 1976 WHILE THE

LAW WAS UNCLEAR AND BEFORE INTERPRETIVE REGULATIONS WERE PUBLISHED,

THEREFORE, WE STRONGLY SUPPORT H.R. 6806, PARTICULARLY
SECTION 4 BECAUSE IT WOULD CLARIFY THAT THE ADJUSTMENTS TO
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SOCIAL'S RATE OF"RETURN ISSUED PRIOR TO JANUARY 1 1980 woULD NOT
CAUSE A LOSS OF ITC.

I WANT TO THANK YOU FOR THE OPPORTUNITY TO TESTIFY HERE

TODAY, ,AND I WOULD BE HAPPY TO ANSWER ANY QUESTIONS YOU HAVE.

Senator BYRD. Very good. Your statement will be made part of
the record.

Treasury has no objection to this proposal- I will make every
effort to get it on the agenda of the Finance Committee at its
meeting tomorrow morning, and hope that it can be favorably
reported to the Senate by the committee tomorrow.

Mr. BROPHY. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. CURTIS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
We would like to thank all the staff and the committee for

holding these hearings.
Senator BYRD. We are glad to do it. I am just sorry that we had a

bad time in the Senate and we had to hold up so many fine people
who are in this room today.

Mr. BROPHY. Not at all. Thank you.
Senator BYRD. Mr. Thomas Kelly, president, Investment Annu-

ities Institute, Inc.
STATEMENT OF W. THOMAS KELLY, PRESIDENT, INVESTMENT

ANNUITIES INSTITUTE, INC.
Mr. Kzuy. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
My name is W. Thomas Kelly. I am here as the president of

Investment Annuities Institute. This institute is, basically devoted
to the arduous task of continuing an uphill battle against an arbi-
trary and capricious democracy that illegally and callously crushed
a fine innovative industry that was devoted exclusively to helping
people save and invest for life's later years.

I use the phrase "continuing the uphill battle," because the life
insurance company that I founded in 1963, which offered an entire.
ly legal, innovative, variable annuity in the public interest, could
not continue the battle in that it was totally destroyed by the
illegal acts of the IRS and the Treasury.

In a very few days the final liquidation payment at four cents a
share will be paidto our shareholders. This liquidation represents
an absolute loss to' our shareholders of at least $20 million of
invested capital that arises solely from this illegal act, and far, far
more than that in terms of wasted time and effort, and in terms of
the wasted economic lives of hundreds of employees and thousands
of agents who were thereby forced out: of a livelihood that they
totally believed in.

The whole affair, in my judgment, disgraces our Government. In
my judgment, this sordid affair represents a human and economic
sacrifice upon the alter of so-called tax expenditures theory as
practiced by the IRS and Treasury.

I am not a lawyer nor an economist. However, my professional
and business career, spanning over 30 years, has -been devoted'
exclusively to devising sound, practical, pension and annuity pro-
grams with one of our Nation's largest and finest actuarial consult-

70-59S 5
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ing firms, and subsequently as the entrepreneurial founder and
president, and chairman of a life insurance company offering a
badly needed form of variable annuity.

This variable annuity, for brand name purposes only, became
known as the investment annuity. This company grew from scratch
to become a national organization with over $380 million of assets,
and thousands of policyowners. The investment annuity is both
simple and sound. Briefly, there are two kinds of annuities: Fixed
dollar annuities, and variable annuities.

Everyone knows the problem of fixed dollar annuities. While
benefits are paid for life, they buy less and less due to inflation. To
help solve that very serious problem, the variable annuity was
invented in the 1950's. With the variable annuity, the insurer may
invest the annuity reserves in an equity oriented investment or
investment owned by the insurer. Benefit payments are made for
life, but they move up or down according to a formula based upon
the market value of the investment or investments.

The variable annuity theory that equities offered the opportunity
for annuity values and benefit payments to grow to keep up with
inflation. The problem was that with equities the person's annuity
values and benefits were tied to the roller coaster of equity values.

Obviously, the person was at risk investmentwise, but he or she
could not get off the equities value roller coaster without surren-
dering the contract and its favorable mortality rate guarantees.

As we all know so well, equity values, and thus the annuity
values and benefit payments can go down while inflation is going
up. The investment annuity form of variable annuity very simply,
and most attractively, cut the Gordian knot of these twin problems.

In view of the" fact that the person is always at risk invest-
mentwise under any variable annuity by definition, why should we
not permit the insurer to delegate to the person a limited right to
choose and change the type of investment or investments that are
owned by the insurer that fo the reserve underlying the person's
variable annuity policy.

Thus, each person could enjoy annuity values and benefits based
upon the type of investments most suiting the needs and desires of
that person, and as those needs and desires may change over the
decades that the annuity policy may remain in force.

Theinsurer owned investment or investments; thus the annuity
values and benefits could be equity oriented, that'is, stocks, or
fixed dollar oriented, that is, bonds or CD's., The emphasis, or mix
of investments could be changed by the person as personal. or
economic conditions changed.

Think back over the last decade and consider the dramatic shifts
in equity values, bond prices, and interest yields. Would'you want
to be locked into a fixed-dollar annuity over that period of time?
Would you want to be locked into -kn equity: oriented variable
'annuity over that period of time? Or would yoo' decide that the
investment annuity form of variable:annuity is 'mbre suitable? to
your needs? .

There is no question th the ,investment annity -is a superior
annuty by far n meeting the, diverse, ever-changing needs- of the.,'
Atfierican public.
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Senator, I had the impression that I had 10 minutes to speak. Is
this 5 or 10 minutes?

Senator Bvw. You were slated for 5 minutes. Could you abbrevi-
ate your remaining remarks, and your entire statement will be
placed in the record.

Mr. Kzuty. Let me just go on for a second.
Without question, the annuity policy offered to the public was a

variable annuity. When the national office of the IRS was request-
ed to provide tax rulings in 1963, contemporaneously with thep eof relevant, variable annuity tax legislation in 1962, the
no ineisted, and properly so, that, the mere delegation to the
policyowner of a limited right of investment selection for insurer
owned assets did not destroy the larger bundle of investment own-
ership rights held by the insurer.

That, as reflected in my one page summary, plus a synopsis of
my material, from 1973 to 1976 the IRS repeatedly, over 70 times,
reaffirmed their prior thoroughly thought-through tax position on
the so-called investment annuity.

In 1976, new IRS personnel started to inpose their clearly evi-
dent ignorance of the subject matter tax poicy to the investment
annuity, and this culminated in the issuance of revenue ruling
77-85 that destroyed a fine business and a fine industry.

The U.S. District Court has declared, as to the merits of this
matter, that the investment assets under the investment annuity
belong to the insurer, and that the IRS and the Treasury have
illegally and unreasonably gone beyond the limits of their stitu-
tory authority in issuing revenue ruling 77-85.

The appellate court even invited Congress to correct this matter
by listening to and acting upon the grievance and pleas of its
citizens. Senate bills 3082 and 3094 provide the required relief.

On behalf of the tens of thousands of very concerned citizens, I
make a plea that this committee act on these bills with dispatch.

Thank you very much.
[Prepared statement of W. Thomas Kelly follows:]
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INVESTMENT ANNUITIES INSTITUTE, INC.

Statement of W. Thomas Kelly, President

Before

The Finance Sub-Committee on Taxation and Debt Management

Hearing on S-3082 and S-3094

11-19-80

-One Page Summary of Principal Points Included in the State-

ment.

Synopsis.

What's the Invostmont Annuity?

Proposed Legislation and Congessional Record Statements.

The Court's Declared Opinion on the Illegality of Revenue
Ruling 77-85.

The Investment Annuity Matter: A Chronological Summary and'

Overview.

Investment Annuity Contractual Arrangements.

The Invesiment Annuity Matter:- Treasury Objections.

Peat, Marwick, Mitchell 4 Co., Insurance Newsletter.

Using the Anti-Injunction Act as a Weapon against the Tax-
payer.

The Insurer's delegation of limited investment selection to
-the policyowner: It makes no difference taxwise".
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INVESTMENT ANNUITIES INSTITUTE, INC.

STAT3 4E OF V. THOKAS KELLY
BEFORE THE FINANCE SUBC "4ITTEE ON

TAXATION AND DEBT MANAOD4ENT HEARING ON
8-3082 and S-3094

11/19/80

One Page Sumry of Principal Points in Statement

1. In 1963 and for 13 years thereafter, the IRS Insisted upon variable
annuity taxation for an innovative, flexible form o variable annuity
that became known as the investment annuity.

2. In 1977 the IRS reversed their own insisted upon rulings (over 70 of
them) by Issuing Revenue Ruling 77-85. This Ruling destroyed an
industry that had to rely upon the fairness and competency of the
IRS in issuing its prior rulings.

3. As has been amply demonstrated, the IRS and Treasury have no legal
rationale for Revenue Ruling 77-85. The District Court denounced the
IRS for its unreasonableness, illegality, ignorance of the law, and
for exceeding their statutory authority. Clearly the IRS and the
Treasury have usurped the power of Congress in this matter. While
the District Court decision ws overturned on other "Jurisdictional"
grounds, the District Court's decision on the "merits" of this case
is still an impressive and accurate decision.

4. In very recent weeks the IRS has issued Revenue Ruling 80-274 that
destroys another valid segment of the annuity industry. Revenue
Ruling 80-274 has no legal rationale and bottoms its conclusion on
the Court-denounced Revenue Ruling 77-85. Again, the IRS and Treasury
are forcing their brand of so-called tax reform upon taxpayers via
administrative fiat.

5. Romedlal legislation is required swiftly. S-3082
bills) provide such remedial legislative aid.

and 8-3094 (identical
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INVESTMENT ANNUITIES INSTITUTE, INC.

1. From 1963 until 1976 the IS insisted upon and issued over 70 consistent, accu-
rate private and public ruling based upon thorough, competent IRS consideration
of the relevant variable annuity law. The initial IRS rulingS were contempor-
aneous with the passage of clear, relevant variable annuity law. All rulings
were issued with the full knowledge by the IRS that an Important segment of the
annuity industry would be founded thereon, and that such rulings must be relied
upon by all taxpayers. Indeed, no such business could ever proceed without such
reliance. From 1963 to 1976, and even to this day, neither the relevant law nor
the facts of this matter have changed one iota.

2. In 1976 new IRS personnel conjured up a new theory of taxation that culminated
in the IRS' issuance of Revenue Ruling 77-85. With this Ruling the IRS completely
reversed all of its own prior, insisted upon, competent rulings. The IRS refused
to be swayed by documentable evidence by recognized experts (including the IRS'
former chief actuary who was an expert on variable annuities) as to the soundness
and correctness under law of the IRS' prior rulings. The IRS demonstrates its
own profound incompetence with the subject matter end the law when required to
articulate the rationale of their new theory.

3. It became, and remains, crystal clear, as reflected in the detailed history of
this matter over the last few years, that the IRS and Treasury cared little
about upholding their pledge and responsibility to administer our tax laws
properly and fairly. Rather, the IRS and the Treasury relentlessly pursued a
course of alleged tax reform formulated to their own special liking that would,
via administrative fiat, thwart relevant law and remove the legitimate tax
deferral attributes of certain annuities. Even today, the IAS' and the Tre-
sury's specious claim of authority for their actions is one that is used so
often by those who try to defend Illegal acts - they had to do it to protect
the public. Thus, their breaking of the law becomes i"hroic act, and that
which is sound, desirable and in the public interest is pejoratively labeled
by them as a tax gimmick, an abuse, a tax shelter and a tax loophole. However,
never has the IRS or Treasdry competently explained their new theory's rationale
under the law, as is so clearly evident in their abysmal failure in District
Court and in their completely barren legal analysis 'as found in Revenue Ruling
80-274.

4.. Revenue Ruling 80-274 cites as its authority Revenue Ruling 77-85. The erits
of Revenue Ruling 77-65 and its taxation rationale were thoroughly considered
by the U.S. District Court, District of Columbia. That Court's resolute decision
on the merits denounced Revenue Ruling 77-85 and its taxation rationale as beings:
unreasonable; unlawful; erroneous; beyond the IRS' and Treasury's statutory
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authority; not coutemporaneous vith the enactment of relevant law; inconsistent
with the IRS' earlier pronouncements and even one subsequent pronouncement;
motivated improperly by ideas of tax reform. The Court also concluded that sub-
stantial deference to the expertise of the IRS and the Treasury on this matter
is unwarranted!

While the District Court's decision was subsequently overturned by the Appellate
Court on the entirely separate "Jurisdictional" question, the Appellate Court
invited Congress to listen to its citizens vith a grievance or plea and .to pro-
vide remedial legislation.

For the IRS and Treasury to cite Revenue Ruling 77-85 as their authority for
the merits of their new, and equally bizarre, Revenue Ruling 80-274 is a true
travesty of law and order; it's a bootstrapping by the IRS of a separate "Juris-
dictional" success into an inferred court supported "meritorious" position that
is patently not so.

5. Clearly, here again via Revenue-Rullng 80-274, the IRS and Treasury are
defiantly usurping the powers of Congress to establish the laws of our Nation.

6. The gross injustices created by these two Revenue Rulings 77-85 and 80-274 can
be remedied by the passage of S-3082 and S-3094 (i4entical, companion bills).
These bills reestablish the IRS rulings as they existed prior to Revenue Ruling
77-85 and thereby also remove the basis for Revenue Ruling 80-274.

7. Remedial legislation (S-3082 and S-3094) is Imperative, and justice is long
overdue.
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What's an ZnvestmentAnnulty?

- It's merely a brand name for a "variable annuity" as
underwritten by several insurers. In trade jargon its
sometimes called a "wrap-around" annuity.

. j. yarlable annuities have cash values and benefits that
"vary" according to the market value of "segregated accounts"
owedbythe insurer. T ius,' the P owner takes the

investment risk; while the insurer takes the longevity gnd
expense risks.

- An insurer may have as many segregated accounts as it
desires, and may delegate their investment management to
anyone it desires. Policyowners may choose and change among
the accounts as permitted by the insurer.

- The basis of the Investment Annuity is simple and sound.
Since the policyowner a carries the investment risk
under all variable annuiites, a segregated account is set
up for-ach policyowner and the investment management is
delegatedto him - or to his chosen investment manager.
All investments must be sUable for an variable annuity
pursuant to state insurance law, and must be acceptable to
the insurer.

- The insurer's mere delegation of investment management
does not change the insurer's ownership of the segregated
account and all assets held therein. The policyowner has
no access to any assets held within the account.

a This delegation does not change the tax posture of the
insurer, nor of the polcyowner, from that of any variable
annuity. The law is clear, the law makes sense, and the
District Court has so declared - as did the IRS for over a
decade and over 70 rulings.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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The Investment Annuity form of variable annuity makes sense
without changing any-existing elements of the Internal
Revenue Code because:

- All annuities are very long term contracts spanning
many decades - 30,40,50 years and mcre.
- Fixed dollar annuities lose their purchasing power due
to inflation on such a lengthy period.
- Most variable annuities lock the pu-chaser into the
roller coaster of equity values and ': ohibit the policy-
owner getting off the roller coaster after benefits commence.
- Everyone knows that conditions change as the years go by -
equity values, bond prices, interest yields, economic *con-
ditions, inflation, personal and family circumstances and
even one's perception of these events. An axiom of any
long-term investment type product is "never lock yourself
in" because change is constant.
- The'Investment Annuity merely gives the policyowner needed
flexibility to make his annuity really do the Job for him
as he strives to save and invest for life's later years.
He can shift the segregated account investment direction -
and thus his annuity benefits - as fits his personal needs
and desires as life moves on. A truly singular advantage
in the public interest.
- All annuities help people live better in retirement be-
cluse they permit them to live on-bothcapital and income
with the insurer's guarantee that the can't outlive their
benefit payments no matter how long they live.
- These singular values of all annuities when combined with
the simple step of merely del-egating investment management
to the policyowner to produce the finest annuity ever de-
vised for the American public. A myopic bureaucratic
tragedy has removed it from those who need it badly.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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nion

The Investment Annuity clearly provides an innovative,
very attractive, badly needed form of variable annuity under-
writing for the American public. This has been proven in the
marketplace.

The IRS properly insisted upon variable annuity taxation
for the Investment Annuity from 1963 until 1977 and reaffirmed
its own conclusions via over 70 public and private rulings
prior to its arbitrary, ignorant and illegal reversal of position

Relevant law was established in 1962 contemporaneously with
the original IRS considerations. The law.has not changed during
the past 16 years nor have the relevant facts changed since the
IRS' basic ruling in 1965.

The Court had adjudged the IRS' Rev. Rul. 77-85 to be illegal,
unreasonable, Ignorant of the law, and that the IRS usurped Congress,
prerogatives to establish and change the law. In spite of the
Court decision, the Treasury Dept. and the IRS thwarted renewed
sales due to their threat to tax purchasers retroactively if these
regulatory agencies win on their appeal. FIAC, who sued the IRS
and won, was sold at great loss nevertheless due to FIAC's inability
to continue in business as a result of the Treasury/IRS threat.

The Ways and Means Committee rejected the Treasury's pro-.
posals to tax all annuities in the manner forced upon the Invest-
wont Annuity industry by the illegal Rev. RuI, 77-85. The Ways
and Means Committee also voted strongly (22-14) to override the
Illegal Rev. Rul. 77-85; thereby re-establishing the Investment
Annuity. This victory was negated by Committee procedural constraint:-

The Appelate Court did not consider the merits of this case,
The Court invites Congress to provide relief.HR-6287,S- 3082,and
8-3094 (identical bills) provide such, relief,

An important and badly needed segment of the insurance indus-
try stands alone as being grossly and illegally discriminated against
and abused by deliberate and ignorant bureaucratic anarchy As reflected
in Revenue Rulings 77-85 and 80-274.

Congress can and should correct this' severe inequity and
* injustice by merely reinstating the tax treatmentas it existed prior
to the issuance of the illegal Reyenue Ruling 77-85.

ST- . • " . t
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2''

Proposed Legislation and Congressional Record StAtements

Senate Bills S-3082 and 8-3094 as introduced
by Senators*Tower and Hatch respectively are
identical in wording to the House of Represen-
tatives Bill IIR-6287 as introduced by Repre-
sentative Conable. The Congressional. Record
statements of Senators Tower and Hatch and of
Representative Conable pertaining to their bills
are included herein.
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- CONGRESSIONAL RECORD-Extext/ee of ROmashe

LEGISLATION ON IRS ANNUITYRUING

HION. BARBER B. COMMLE JL
or saw volut

* Mor.Eer.Marchin, Jost
*Mr. COHABLE. Mr. Speaker. earlier

thi year I Introduced legislation, If.t
6167. which Is designed to remedy an
Injustice In the admInistration or out
tax laws. .R. 6287 reinstates the tax
treatment of snuity contracts with
reserves based on a segregated asset
secount as they existed prior to the Is
suance of Revenue Ruling 1745. This
bil Is identical to one (H.R. 12173)
that I Introduced In the 95th Con.
pres.

ftom 1063 to 1965. when the IRS
Isued basic rulings on this matter. all
relevant departments of the national
office of the Interns Revenue Service
Insisted that an innovative form of an.
nutly upon which the In$ had been
asked to rule was purely and simply a
variable annuity pursuant to the sepa.
rate account laws that had been re.
gently enacted In 1962-for sales Iden-
tifiation purposes, this variable annu.
ity became known as the Investment
annuity.

During the ensuing 12 years after
2965. the IRS reaffirmed ILs basic posi-
tion over 70 times. including the issa.
are of Revenue Ruling 68.488 per-
taining to deferred annuities. On
Ma rch 9. 1977. the IRS Issued Reve.
nue Ruling 7-85 that completely re-
versed Its long-slandine rulings upon
which an Important segment of the
lte Insurance Industry relied. That
mreult was. and continues to be, devas.

lating to this segment of the industry.
Many Representatives and Senators

protested this action to the Treasury
and the IRS. On April 29. 1077. the
Senat passed by a vote of 57 to 26
amendment No. 243 to H.R. 3477. the
Ta Reduction and Simplification Act
of 117. that would have deferred the
effective date of Revenue Ruling 7745
be 1 year In order to permit Congress
Ue opportunity to study the matter
and to legitate. it appropriate
Ansendment No. 243 %%a dropped In
subsequent negotiations on HR. 3477
by the conference committee.

Immediately after the conference
eounittc completed Its deliberations.
one Insurance company, the originator
of the Investment annuity and whose
* entire business was destroyed by the
IRO reversal, sued the Internal Reve-
nue Service In the U.S District Court.
District of Columbia. for arbitrary. U.
legal, and capricious ses.

On November 9. 1977. the court
ruled that Revenue Ruling 77.8 was
unlawful and beyond the statutory auo
thority of the internal Revenue Serv,
ke. The Judge expressed the confidentassumptI that the IRS would pro-
ceed to rectify Its error'Without the
need for the Issuance of an Injunction.

The IRS'refused and stated that It
would appeal any injunction Issued
and would retroactively tax any annu.
IUes sold during the Interim of the ap.
pellate process should the IRS win on
appeal.
, The President's 1918 tax program
proposed the taxaUon of all nonquall.

eddeferred annuities In the same
way as that imposed upon the Invest.
ment annuity by Revenue Ruling 17.
85: It u this same way that had been
declared unlawful In district eourL
These proposals for all annuities en.
compassed investment, annuities sub.
ject to Revenue Ruling 7745.

The President's 1978 tax proposals
relating to all annuities was rejected
by the Ways and Means Committee
while H.R. 12123. to override Revenue
Ruling 7-5. received a favorable
committee vote of 22 to 14. However.
due to procedural constraints at that
time, HR. 12173 was not Included in
the tax bill reported by the commit.
tee.

In October 1179. the appellate court
rendered Its decision upon the IRS
appeal of Its convition In district
coutt. The appellate court never ad.
dressed the merlri of the investment
annuity matter because that court
found that the Anti.Injunction Act
barred court empowered relief. The
court stated In Its conclusions Ut-

This Is not a situtle where there at me
remedif however. Congress kee a Wlteh.
li eye On deloomentS In the t-x field a
Will liten to etlseft With a grievance or
p"es

The advocates of the Investment an.
nulty have a serious grievance which

qires a congresslonal remedy. I be.
lieve that the action by the IM8 In Ia.
suing Revenue Ruling 1748 has re.
suited In severe Inequities and I hope
that the Ways and Means Committee
will consider this matter promptly in
order to restoretthe Investment annsu,
4y to its Wpor place under the law
and to r iy the Injustice that con.
Unues,.
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Sptember 4, 1980 col
ofare sa nedtp6 tots. and fto

pwpo 10 the mmittte on isance

. 814 A bil to ustste t eta treat-
meat with Mpe snty conu ts with

urem baed on a rested aset a"unt
a U* existed prt to Issuance of Revelluo
tuing "-ftS to t tte on Iftnance.

3W sbr. XR(TZ for bitlie. Mr.
11tr. *.I.Ooowan, Ur. NAVA-

KAWA. Ur. ,cxsotS. Mr. UOVIstHAe,
w: Ms. ~cs4 Ur. PACtw Oe. m 1.
Savvose.6 IretZoIC440 ants 610r

& J.. 1., Jolt resolution to provide
tor the designationm a **eek Ae "Nfational
tapes weeki to a Ooaumittee on the
Judiciary,

STATEMENTS ON1 I%*TMODUCW
31L AND JOINT RESOLUTIONS

By Mi. TOWER:
302. A bill to reinstate the tax teamt

meat with respect to annunhty contracts
vith reserves based on a aeregated asset
account A4 they existed prior to Issuance

t Reveenud Ruling 77-45; to the Com-
asittee on -l ,ste.
* Mr. TOWER. Mr. President. t am to-
da Introducing legislation to rectify in
injustice caused by the Intenal Revenue
Service' sudden departure from long-
standing procedure In the taxation of in-
vstment annuities. This bil. identical to

iJt 6$281, Introduced earlier this year In
the House by Congressman Bssaa Cost.

.AsL. would reinstate the tax treatment
of annuity contracts with reserves based
on & segregated auet account as they
existed prior to the issuance of Revenue
Ruling 771. This ruling wis subse-
queetly held la ful by the U.. District
Court. Ditrict 'of Columbia. on the
ground that It constituted in ille.ai. ar-
bitrary, and capricious act beyond the
statutory authority of the IRS. bared on
an unreasonable Interpretation of the
Internal Revenue Code. The appellate
court. while not addressing the merts of
tM district couit's decision. did invite
Congress to provide relief. which this biU
i designed to sccomplisl.

Frot 1#03 to 19Ca. when the IRS issued
basic rulings on the subject of variable,
or investment annuities. all relevant doe.
prtments of the national office of the
iRS Insisted that an innovative form of
SnnuMyton which the Service had been
asked 54 rule was purely and simply a
table annuity pursuant to the sepa*
rate account laws that had previously
bee enated in 1* .

DUring the eisping 42 years after 19W
the IRS i rmed Its basie position ors
7* ties. including the issuance of Reved
nue Ruling 68-48 pertaining to defere
11nun111es. On March 0, 1911. the IP
biued RevenuRul' 77145. which cm
pletely reversed its longstanding rulifn
upon which an Important sesnent of thi
lift Insuance idsrhad relied. lT,
result was, and continues to be. devastate
Il to this segment of te industry.

Several Members of Congress protle
• this action to the Treasury and the IRS

On April 29, 1977. the Senate passed. b:
a vote of 68 to A, an amendment to Hii
314", the Tax RPducUiOUi aid SIzpllfllc
ieM Act at l1t. which would have d

NGRESSlONAL RECORD-,SENATE
feed the effec tve date of Revenue Rid.
inS 17-85 for 1 year in order to ermft
Congress to study the matter and to con&
aider any appropriate legilatio. U-
fortunsteW. this ametm t was not.
adopted in subsequent negotiations on
HJL 3477 by the HouWe8esatt OWf-
ence committee.

Immediately after the conference
committee completed Its work, one In. I
surance company, the originator of the
Investment annuity and whose enUre
business was destroyed by the IRSs sud-
den i-o of position on this matter ,
sued t e Internal i avenue Service in
Federal District Court for the District at
Columbia for arbitrary, Illegal A ca-
priclous cts.

On November 9. 1911. the Court ruled
that Revenue Ruling 1-45 was indeed
unlawful and beyond the statutory ai-
thority of the IRS. Judge Charles R.
Rchlty expressed the -€onfdent as-
sumption" that the IRS would proceed
to rectify Its error without the need for
the Issuance of an Injunction.

However. the IRS refused. stating that
It would appeal any Injunction issued
and would retrosctively tax any an-
nuitits Sold during the Interim of the
appellate process should the IRS pte-
vail on Appeal.

The President'8 118 tax program pro-
posed the taxation of all nonquaitled de-
ferred annuitiea in the same way as that
imposed upon the Investment annuity by
Revenue Ruling 7745. which, of course.
lad been declared unlawful by Federal
district court.

The President's 1978 tax proposals re.
lattin to all annuities were wisely re-
jected by the House Ways and Mea ns
committee during Is consideration of
H.R. 12173. to override Revenue Ruling
17-5, which was approved by committee
by a vote of t2 to ii. Due to a procedural
constraint at that time, however. H.A.
12173 was not incorporated In the tax
bill reported by. the committee.

The appellate court declared that It
did not have jurisdiction and. therefore.
reached no decision on the merits of the
Cas The appellate court added lan-
guage. however. inviting' Congress to
fashion appropriate relief:

ThIs IS Ae a situation where theri are ae
remedies, however. Congress sete a wat".-
ful eye o doveopmentis In the tUx ifiS.
end will listen to cituseas with a grvanree
o pies.

Mr. President, the entire matter,
quite frankly. Is a cssio case of, the wil
of Congress being frustrated and sub-
verted b agency action In LUencing
the I stive process. The advocates of
the Investment annuity have a serious
grloace which, In my mind, requires a
prompt congressional remedy. I believe
that the action by the IRS in Issuing the
manifestly unreasonsble and unsupport-

e able Revenue Ruling 774S deserves the
" attention of the Senate before adjourn-

Ment this year In order to restore the
I investment annuity to its proper place

d tax-Vise, under the law and to resolve
y the severe Inequities which have ro-
. united frm the internal revenue. sery-

Ies arrogant disreIard for sound Judl-
C I auheretY.O

8 1207
D Mr. 3* E (for himself.
Mr. 3cc nd Ir, Cu isU ):

8. 3084. A bill provide that a led-
ral agency myl teol re that 8y
person maintain reco for a period
excess of 5 years, a a Federal agency
nay pot commnne action for an.
torement of a law or egulation Or for
olleetion of A civil e after & yer

from the date of act which Is the
subject of the rorcement- action Or
fine. and for other rAps to the Com
mittee OovernmentI Afftairs.

aS, 1 %cO oohCalt cuor see
0 Mr. 1E1TSEI. r dent, I think
It is indeed Ironic that ch of the crim-
iW element in this untry--our for,
ert. embesters. thie and extortion-
ists-ar protected by statute of Uin-
Itations. If they can rpetrate a crime
and renal under .for a spee1it
number of years. th can be assured of
Immunity from pro tion for that
deed. no matter how a C the case
against them

But there is no stat e of limitltit for
the honest, hardwor Ing small bushotsL-
man +or entreprene r who unwittiriv'
violates one of the r as or regulation .
that spew forth from s city like vol-
canil ash from the su mit of Mount St.
Helens. The innoen taxpayer who hap-
pens to violated late of DOE or tho
EPA Is liable forev- and he would b's
well advised to maint- records that ro
back years and years tust in case he i*
called to account by a Federal agency
for an alleged misdt d sometime in the
distant past.

I can really see 1 good reason, Mr.
President. to accord he pro.erso..
criminal element In his country P
greater measure of p, tcctlon than r,
offer to our lsw-abi lnx citizens. I am
therefore introducirti le lcation today
with Senators .e and Cnitrs tha:
would place a Cycar alutile of limia-
tions on the enforceme:t of rules tr,:
regulations promulgated by Federtl
agenc es. This legislaln would olto
limit to8 years the lee period required
for Individual recor/keepng.

Ur. President. t( time when compl-
ance with Federal ies and regulations
creates a 8100 bulllo6n annual drug on
our economy, it Is obNious in our na-
tional Interest to redu whenever pos-
sible and appropriate crushing bt.
de of Feeral Intonte Ce.

We should und and that this bur-
den falls most h 'lly ot the shoulders
of small and medl sWsd enterprises--
thost segmnts of our omy least ablU
to afford It. The foi ae $00'opora-
tions can afford the wyes the trade
associations and e accountants re.
quired tO keep abr ast af and in com-
pliance with all cral refulations.
They can afford to in ro nm their rec.
ords and keep them In finitely as Insur-
ace against a a~s. however IlI con&
celred, that they v acted a Federal reg-
ulation a decade O

out theesmall to fta.y frequently
lacks the resources for tIIS sort of rnon-
Itorig and recordkee r. Theae corpo.
rations ar more Iike#lVo put their scarce

omure Into the o R of k D. or ew
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a 1208 CONOMMSIONAL, REWRD- SENATE
hreseen. the enmt aid wall" city M y. r oe s an

sa its hewl i an 1 a *f r 50 ostUn facial
ewe w~hose ae up sloops in the hre n a an eas day's hike
£A11111111611 a mona st fit Waes bk trafrm other, sad Brit-

eeisop " to, at foreve 4 appy." M hal ee260 hos is dotting the English
.eep eooe ate. ad Uwe have and Webb for the benedt

these whO ha mavlevoently suggested f British youth. I my own hoome State
tht hie ki Inde teamaboUt, of Washinn President. the hoo.
WA I goOl. ' rensls It teline monemnt gaining great me-

A.14 san" it" a r all baor YAWS mtntuen as &e Haon Hostels, a non-world.~~ ~ ~ "Aytthnaha M o o profit organizati .has established I•two" bappeatn" u . One ON them " . . . ..
"o UK feet that. so& 1. a ecoprholO" hostels; and Is p aning expeaai of Its
Amsflwan youth system. isettiing recreationel pro to 30 mor* facil.
jse to resllty. ties. The coat for m ulslton and ren-

The bin o develop a onal system of ovation however. normouis and oftenb te ouse Inhibits or slows ssiematic growth. But
Uesiatees On may Is ae baom wass with enseatment 0 thebW we are'intro-

SSe Senate fMow hIU4W , thre lread aprom duclag today. we 'help to expand
aedas caM s Tooth slit. this " m Amelca~s bosteling 'to coirple-
AMr4 teme the eountry h"e will "*eAte a ""e meat its Erpe counterpar.'t Pdnd

w. a e eveT plane to convss thereby help to Ins e that aLl In Al. 0
tom hiame t: t p rle Into 1ivin ea who apprecl our peat ultar.1l
mosuatt Ef by as li hoste. and natural hearto, and wo .t :,YNU 0 I "a t m my 6 O- trhvelg and act en patkng in sIeh
yeose aige-y"Ut hotel Is much. much activiltes as baclcpi king. bikting. Skiing.
m ene " h -ust h . . ..I xp ns .pd e to and bicycling. ca afford to do so.
Veg With othe 614 geis epstatee. Mr. President. t Rouse of Repre.
It is muchimere ts a.mooesnet that sentatives 1s-5 ty IPa a4 similar

esw ye toe te ." It e 4 ind at measure. and there t I Urge al Mem.
etheea00io1,11~ p OrmIteepC bers of theSenate Join tstoday InIM n their iOs hice at a minl coss support -of the Nati I Hostel Systemi a spcal 4 a ut srl lv the r Act Of IM so that e MAY begla to es-

la as w re ocut iesae. tabtis a coherent y th bootelng syso
d bing$ to Inda g e of &ross Amerlca serve Americas

mt4 t the bb h eagenles of all the yoth in their travels d doopmntt.o
dI.ul an et th t that hate b n 8- U _. HATCH:
bappeoaI the wed reei.ntlo . we ore fr- By Mr. hACH:

getn the uttr cas s) l 6rrdent f ut S. 2094. A bill to reinstate the taxture. tetthehasen e r bca tumeWhen tre. with respect to sut.ty con-
we moe tyul need getn att our o n. o . . . o, .
its) to know sad app a Omer Cultume tracts with reserves based on a sort*.
a" to "rnomr out .ted asset account as they existed prior
Tem rcleary a ative ways to res to to issuance of Revenue Rulfg 71-8;

te e ents o the 6h 10 d0y: With fear, to the Committee on Finance.
with withdrawal, I .i more exchenqss of 0 Mr. HATCH. Mr. President. this pro.
bi.tlitf And ther postive ways: by posed legislation to very Important not

n etior.g te of cu tuIre• m dmeehag.b s41 prgait: only because, It rights I, tremendous In-
the oth&sel one. aeoug- Justice In the adriinistratlon, of our tax
Amevsoane and visitors an . t b. laws, It Is important to the authority ad
t. of energy eand tm ia Integrity of the U.S. Senate and the laws
sta6e WAY, of our country. It is a matter of tax laws.

And Volem the we and wind of the but more importantly. also A matter Of
Toth*lteteI have ol nd.s I NrOai et.- who makes the law. The Internal Revs-
111dm that if there i Taseteli 464 nue Service has I theO specific tinatanco
out t". they will I pertaining to this matter usurped that
* Mr. JACKON. I resident, I want authority in the falc of Opposition of the
to t110 just a morn t to join with Sen U. . Senate. a US. district court decision
ahu T5613 bI lighting the merits and the expressed will Of the House Com-
41 the bW we are I reducing today- mitte oan Ways and Means. '
The National Hostel S stem AI of 19L The specific matter at hand pertains

The measure is Into ded to set in mo- to IRS Revenue Ruling 774S that re-
U011 tic sppr h for the deoel- versed Over 70 consistent public and Dr",

plan or a network of vate rulls that covered a time span of
Aerien hostels w h winl serve onI- more than a deade. Thin ruling not
Itons of vling you in the decades only strangled an Innoative snnuty in-
ahead vding with a 'lean dustry to the detriment of the well-being
ad habi environ eat at an Afford, of our Nation's cluens. This , ruing. a
em. coot. It wll also ,t enar~ythe IRS actions related thereto. con-
burgeoning American hostel mo n stltuta a documentable case ol astbtrar.

S=prvldlNg limited ds f the o-. capricious a" Illegal acts that not
ai" of existing I un is so that they be acceptable le Wf tole44ble to the,
nat accommodate bu nt-min and Seate.

c tra with a safe The merits of t proposed amena.
es d ovenigh dweUln, men Me clear reflected in th various

this regield. Cur penn countries courts pronouncements. The U.S. Ml-
have long supported h styling a way trict Cot-A. Dtrict of Columbia declared
of promoting tnexpen .ve travel amons that: Revenue Ruling 7?4 t en er-
thebr young people so hat they wlU con. roneous and unreasonable interpretation
tnuue traveling throt(ihout their lives. of thie Internal Revenue Code: the rul-
Sad have ta 4li401hd system which is ing was unlawful and beyond the I.8'-
rea trkal lor Its growth and sea-su5* statutory authority. sand that substantial

September 4l 1.980
deterence tothe lt expertise is unwar*
ranted n this matter. While the appel-
late court never addressed the merits
of this matter, bece it based #s And-
Ings upon a jurisdction. question, the
appellate eortstated:.

Thi is ot a tituatlOn where there are no
teo4ies%; bowevr. Congress kWOO a Watchfuleye ot devenlopmenuti this ta Aid ad
wilt liax to ettise Vto p ivenhoe or
Vies.

The true victims of these Illegal. un-
reasonable IRS actions am our Nations
citizens who are being i eisly denied
a moot Innovative and useful ainut,
that was developed In the public Inter-
csL Thus. this Is a situation that war-
rant$ remedial action by the Senatel
action that will also restore the authority
of the Congress In the wrltlne of our tax
laws-a most Important matter that
commands our Immediate and resolute
actloo.9

By fst. CRAAISTO, 4for himself,
Mr. BAv . iuMsoa . Mr.
Ds x. r, OAie. lt. Obts.
WATEs. Mr.flysxsws. Mr. JACK-
soe. Mr.t.Mo'iibAX. Mr. NgsoN.
Mr. PAcsc :00. Mr. STyAroso.
Mr: 5uvTipw and14 Mr. WE&-

8J. Res. 201. Joint fesoluton to pro.
vide for the deaignstio a week a 01a4
tiornal LupusWeek: tOt Cornmitteo
the Judiciy.

"leavwoseas a tewreg
0 Mr. CRASTON. It President. today
I am Introducing. on half of myself
and a bipartisan p of 13 other S.n-
tort, a resolution p ding for the des-

lgnstlon -of the leek of October 19
through 25. 1 V80. National Lupus
Week.' This IesItloZ has been intro-
duced each of the It t 3 yeara Once
again. I am happy to rovdo my assst-
ance to focus nat1 attention on the
serious nature of the disease lupus
erythematosus.

.Mr. President, I w Id like to explain
briefly the nature of lu erythematosus
ad the intent of te esolution.

Lespuss erytheMat," Is a disease of
the Oonnective tsuef the body includ-
i the skin. 1 Ci 5ses are unknown. It
is essentially a disoaer of the bdys in-
mune system which the first line of
defense against infect n and inflamma-
thu anywhere within he body. It main
targe is women n a early and young
adlt ae brec ot 14,0 40. here
may be as many $0.000 caes lthe
United States with xImetely 50 00
new case disp W h a. The ma-
jority of the ci be -effectively
threat: however. tsa ly. lowpu causes
$AM0 deaths ann

Th intent of resolution ts to help
the American LpU Sociaet, the volun-
tew anlston. ahe the publo
awae of the tri of lupus ery*
thmatosus. The Amn en Lupus Society
Is a nonprofit orl~nlzatlor orlinally
founded n 1971 f alifornia. The pur-
pose of the organisln Is to ass:it lupus
patient and their fa tiles it, their fight
against the"dtse . develop and en-

oiln programs a toward making
An *Waftof u ad to raise

OP
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i-I. R. 6287
It frinxtate, flit tax treatment with reslwCt to llitll||.v contracts with reseres

lIned on S sIIegre.gnt'd axset nrcoutl As they existed prior too iuuafce of
Iteve',w ituuling 77-85.

IN TIlE HOUSE O1F REIltl'Si'tNTATIVES

JANIARY 24, 1141
M1r. CONsAnIK intrdurced tih following bill; which wIN -derred to the Committee

on Ways and Mcains

A BILL
To reinstate the tax treatment with respect to annuity contracts

with reserves based on a segregated asset account as they
ioximted prior to issuance of Revenue Rutling 77-85.

I ie it enacted by the Senate aind llouac of Reprsenta.

". tires of this United Sttes of Amcic'a in Congress ussembled,

:1 That it the vase of annuity conlra('t8 which have related

. z1i14iilIts hii tId Oil a segre'ggttd asXes't ac.olut, the' tax trenat.

.5 lent of slush contracts tunder section f Iof the Internal Reve.

I nue Votoh of 1)54 (defining gross income.) and section

801(g)( I )(11) of such Code (relating to r',ntracts with reserves

8 5astii on a segregated asset account) shall he determined-

1 (1) without regard to Rovenue Ruling 77-85 (and

• 2 without regard to aly other retplation, ruling, or dec-

3 sion reaching the same result as, or a result- similar to,

I tlw result set forth in such Revenue Ruling); and

5 (2) with full regard to the rules in effect before

Al Revenue Ruling 77-W BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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The Court AdJudged Illjeslity of'IRS Revenue Rulinm 77-85

The United States District Court, District of Columbia, declared in Judge
Charles R. Richey's Hemorandum Opinion of November 9# 1977:

* "REVENUE RULING 77-85 IS AN ERRONEOUS Atl|) UNREASONABLE INTERPRETATION

OF THE INTERNAL REVENUE CODE, AND IN VIEW OF THIS FACT THAT SUBSTANTIAL

DEFERENCE TO THE AGENCY'S EXPERTISE IS , "WARRANTEIQ BY THE FACTS OF THE

CASE. THE COURT WILL DECLARE THE RULING TO BIE UNLAWFUL AND BEYOND THE

SERVICES' STATUTORY AUTHORITY."

* "REVENUE RULING 77-85 IS UNLAWFUL AND BEYOND THE SERVICES' STATUTORY

AUTHORITY IN THAT ITS DETERMINATION THAT THE POLICYOWNER, RATHER THAN

THE ISSUING LIFE INSURANCE CO14PANY, IS THE OWNER OF THE INVESTMENT

ANNUITY CUSTODIAL ACCOUNT ASSETS IS ERRONEOUS AND UNREASONABLE."

* "THE SERVICES' DECISION IN REVENUE RULING 77-85 WAS NOT CONTLVfPORANEOUS

WITH THE ENACTMENT OF SECTION 801(s)(l)(B), DOES NOT REFLECT A LONG-

STANDING AGENCY POSITION, AND IS INCONSISTENT WITH EARLIER PRONOUNCEMENTS

AND EVEN ONE SUBSEQUENT ANNOUNCE4ENT, OF THE AGENCY. ACCORDINGLY,

SUBSTANTIAL DEFERENCE TO THE SERVICES' EXPERTISE IS UNWARRANTED IN THE

INSTANT CASE.

* "SUBSTANTIAL DEFERENCE TO THE SERVICES' EXPERTISE IS ALSO UNWARRANTED

BECAUSE THE SERVICE WAS IMPROPERLY MOTIVATED BY CONSIDERATIONS OF TAX

REFORM WHEN IT ISSUED REVENUE RULING 77-85."

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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The Investment Annuity Matter
A Chronological Suotmary

1062 The Internal Revenue Code was amended to permit life Insurance companies
to establish "separate accounts" to facilitate the underwriting of variable
annuities. (Section 801(g) (1) (9))

Under $&variable annuities the policy owner'- cash values and benefits "vary"
directly with the investment results (apprec.latin, depreciation and in'ome)
of the related "separate account," Therefore, -,hile the Insurer underwrites
the expense and longevity (mortality) risks of th,. variable annuity, the policy
owner assumes the investment risk regardless ot whether the insurer manages
the "separate accounts" portfolios or whether the insurer delegates that
investment management to others.

1963 An Innovative form of variable annuity was developed and a new life Insurance
company was organized to underwrite, sell and administer the annuity. Ap-
propriate tax rulings for the insurer and policy owners were requested of
the National Office of the IRS. Under this annuity the insured merely estab-
lished a separate account for each policy owner and delegated, under pro-
scribed conditions established by the insurer# the investment management
of the separate account to the policy owner or to the policy owner's chosen
Investment manager. The IRS recognized from the start that a new company
and a new segment of the life insurance industry was to be bottomed upon
the National Office tax ruling to be issued.

1966 From the start of its consideration of the tax ruling matter in 1963 until it
issued its first basic ruling in 1966, the IRS consistently insisted that the
annuity under consideration was a variable annuity falling fully within the
separate account provisions of the law recently enacted in 1982. Every
relevant department of the IRS contributed to the IRS' very thorough two
year consideration; and it was concluded by the IMS that the delegation of
investment management to the policy owner by the Insurer did not'change
any elements of variable annuity taxation to the Insurer or to the polcy,
owner.

At about this time the brand name "Investment Annuity" was coined solely
for legitimate business identification purposes and the name of the insurance
company was changed to First Investment Annuity Company of America'

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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1905- During this twelve-year period the National Office of the IRS issued over1977 70 public and private rulings covering different Investment Annuity contracts
for different markets. All rulings consistently reaffirmed and reinforced
the basic rulings established in 1965. Nine or ten other insurers emulatedFIAC's brand ot variable annuity during this period and secured appropriate
and consistent National Office tax rulings.

1976 The IRS announced a reconsideration of its prior Investment Annuity rulings
and requested comments from Interested parties on three specific areas of
importance to their reconsideration. The entire InvestmentAnnuity industry
responded with relevant facts and complete. conclusive answers to the IRS'
important questions; said answers clearly showing that the IRS' historicposition was correct legally, actuarially and in accord with Industry practice
in regards to variable annuities.

1077 The IRS issued Revenue Ruling 77-85 that completely reversed its historic,
14-year position as reflected in over 70 previous rulings! in lssuing Rev.
Rul. 77-85 the IRS ignored the very questions it said In 1976 were important
to its reconsideration

Revenue Ruling 77-85, effectively and Immediately closed down the entireInvestment Annuity industry and thereby put FIAC completely out of business.

1077 Tbe Senate passed Amendment 243 to HR 3477 by a strong vote of 57-26 that
deferred the effective date of Revenue Ruling 77-85 for one year to protect
the legitimate interests of the Investment Annuity industry and to give
Congress the necessary time to consider the matter. Many members of
the. Senate Finance Committee as well as other members of Congress werevery concerned about the precipitous and ruinous IRS action that completely
reversed long standing tax law administration that had become Imbued with
the force of law.

This Amendment 243 was subsequently dropped In the House/Senate Con-
ference Committee due to Treasury Dept. lobbying and the House/Senatebargaining over resolving the House/Senate differences on HR 3477.

977 Following the Conference Committee's dropping of Amendment 243, FIAC
sued the Treasury Dept. and the IRS in the U, S. District Court, District
of Columbia, for arbitrary, capricious and illegal acts in issuing Revenue
Ruling 77-85.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE



After thorough consideration, the Court decided that the IRS' actwa*
illegal and unreasonable, that the IRS had exceeded'its statutory authority;
was motivated by theories ot tax reform which is Congress' business; and,
that substantial deference to the expertise of the IRS In this matter was
unwarranted. In plain language the Court was stating that the IMS; our
nation's administrator of our tax laws, didn't know what it was talking about'

The Treasury Dept. and the IRS appealed the District Court decision and
stated that anyone purchasing an Investment Anniuity during the time span
of their appeal would be taxed retroactively if the IRS won its appeal. The
IRS threat precluded FIAC starting up its business again even though
PIAC had won a very strong victory in court on the merits. The only hope
the Treasury and IrS had for their appeal was upon the highly techni-
cal court jurisdiction question.

1977- The day after the favorable Court decision was issued a major insurer made
78 a bid to purchase FIAC's corporate shell at liquidation value. When FIAC

was unable to secure any tax assurances from the IRS and Treasury for
new selling, the majority owner of FIAC (from the United Kingdom) voted
to accept the liquidation value bid. All employees were terminated.

A $300 million company that had developed and marketed a fine.
innovative product in the public interest has been destroyed by the illegal.
arbitrary act of the IRSz over 4500 agents left without the annuity to sell;
and shareholders have lost at least $20 million of values (Investment Annuity
stock was selling at over $5 per share when the IRS reversal matter
started. And will be liquidated at less than $1.75 per share -- at least a
$3.25 per share loss x 6. 3 million shares outstanding 5 $19.5 million.)

1978 President Carter's 1978 tax proposals included taxing all annuities generally
in the manner the IRS illegally forced on FIAC. The Treasury Dept. 's rationale
for those tax proposals was basically the same the Court found to be
erroneous in the Investment Annuity matter. These tax proposals were
rejected by the House Ways and Means Committee in Aprl, 1978; and,
by a strong 22-14 margin, the Committee voted to reestablish the Invest-
ment Annuity as It had existed for 14 years prior to the illegal IRS reversal
In March o 1977 via Rev. RuL 77-85.

The Ways and Means Committee, bogged down subsequently on other tax
matters, eventually passed the Ullman/Jones/Conable Compromise Tax
Bill that included very few amendments due to procedural constraints. While
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the Investment
committed that
subsoquent tax

Annuity matter was not included, Chairman Ullman
it would be taken up again- by the Committee in a
bill.

1978 A Senate "f floor Amendment* was introduced to reinstate
the Investment Annuity. This Amehdment was a companion bill to
that voted favorably upon by the House Ways and Means Committee.
The Senate Parliamentarian ruled that the Investment Annuity
Amendment h-! no revenue impact because the court had declared
that the IRS had acted illegally in issuing Revenue Ruling 77-85.
Subsequently, when cloiture was invoked to limit Senate debate,
the Investment Annuity matter was precluded from being brought
to a vote in the Senate because of a "genraneness" point of order
on the grounds that there is nothing in the bill dealing with
Investment Annuity contracts.*

1979 The Appellate Court declared that it did not have jurisdiction
and therefore reached no decision on the merits of the case. The
Appelate Court added: "This is not a situation where there are no
remedies,however. Congress keeps a watchful eye on developments
in the tax field, and will listen to citizens with a grievance
or plea."

1980 The Appellate Court's "jurisdiction" decision was appealed to the
Supreme Court. The Supreme Court did not accept the case for review.

1980 Representative Conable reintroduces a bill (HR-6287) to reinstate
the tax treatment of Investment Annuities as they existed prior to
the illegal IRS issuance of Revenue Ruling 77-8S. Senator Tower and
Senator Hatch introduce identical bills to HR-6287;namely,S-3082
and S-3094,respectively.

1980 Without giving interested parties the opportunity to be heard,the
IRS issued Revenue Ruling 80-274 that:

- Wiped out certain types of annuities and destroyed another valid
segment of the annuity industry.

- Provided no legal basis for the ruling;it merely stated the IRS
conclusions.

- Ignored the fact that the IRS had issued favorable rulings on this
very subject this same year (1980) and in prior years.

- Pulled the rug out from under many financial institutions and
thousands of individuals that had relied upon the competence and
fairness of the IRS in the issuance of their prior rulings.

1980 Senator Byrd's Finance Sub Committee
holds hearings on S-3082 and S-3094.

on taxation and Debt Management
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Chronology*"OviTview

It Is relevant to point out the following:

1) Throughout this entire "reversal. of IRS position"
affair (1976 to the present) the IRS and Treasury
explanations and positions have been'woefully ignorant
of the subject matter as well as involving contra-
dictions, misleading statements and half-truths.
Not only have these been in evidence in their
dealings with the taxpayer(s) but also in presenting
their positions to their superiors and to Congress.

2) At least two congressmen have attempted to secure a
clear, written statement of th..Treasury's explanation
for their Investment Annuity position. In each in-
stance the Treasury response was unintelligible in terms

* of the law, logic or any other rational perspective.
In short, the Treasury gave no explanation because they
have none that makes sense.

3) During the Court procedings the IRS issued a favorable
tax ruling to a competitor of FIAC that permitted
the competitor to underwrite the Investment Annuity.
When the Court demanded an explanation the IRS had
none acceptable to the Court. The IRS revoked their
new ruling.

4) The Treasury and IRS claimed the Investment Annuity was
a "tax shelter". As demonstrated conclusively by the
respected accounting firm of Coopers & Lybrand, no
annuity, including the Investment Annuity, meets the
definition of a "tax shelter". Even Stanley Surrey's
book entitled, "Pathways to Tax Reform" states that
tax deferral that includes a "market rate of interest"
payment to the government is a proper mode of tax de-
ferral. Such a payment of interest to the Government
to exactly what any annuity provides.

5) The Treasury tries to imply that thh Investment Annuity
buyer enjoys some kind of favorable capital gains tax
treatment. Nothing could be more erroneous. It so
happens that realized long term capital gain is taxed
twice undar anL variable annuitys first at the company's
capital gain tax rate (28%) with the balance after

'.-ax then being taxed a at policyowner's ordinary
tax rate when paid as-a---enefit to the policyowner."

6) It can be demonstrated conclusively that it makes no
difference "taxwise" as to who decides how an insurer's

Segregated Asset Account" is invested. The IRS
insisted this was correct over 70 times during 13 years

(1963-1976) and they were correct.
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7) Our citizens and our Congress are becoming acutely
" aware of our nation's great need, for greater savings
and investment within the private sector# We must
build up the "supply side of our economy'. The In-
Vestment Annuity facilitates this needed development
because the Investment Annuity is compatible with,
and helps, all segments of the financial community
including savings and loans, mutual'savings banks, and'
credit unions. The Investment Annuity helps them attract
and hold savings assets, and because annuity contracts
stretch out over decades it hel s these financial
institutions invest "long" thereby enhancing their
ability to place mortgages and finance housing. (For
example, see California Federai letter attached.
California Federal is our nation's largest Federal
Savings and Loan.)

8) The proposed legislation (HR-0287.S-3082, S-3094) is not

o only a correction of a gross bureaucratic injustice. These

bills are a particularly welcome piece of legislation at

this time when many financial institutions and our nation
can utilize a means to attract and hold personal savings
and-investments thereby building capital for investment,
more jobs, more productivity and less inflation.
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SCAUFORNIA FEDERAL
e.imnn't. t LU~. I otcetat

March 7, 1980

W. Thomas Kelly, President
Investment Annuities Institute, Inc.
Suite 1128 Bender Building
1120 Connecticut Ave., 1.W.
Washington. D.C. 20036

Dear Mr. Kelly.

Our institution has been familiar with the
investment annuity for several years. We under-
stand that HR-6287 has been introduced to reinstate
the tax treatment as it existed prior to the issuance
of Revenue Ruling 77-85.

We support this legislation and are hopeful
that this product will be reinstated as a financial
service for our customers and others.

Very truly yours,

4xvR~. Michael' Phtlbin :".

Senior Vice President

JRP:mlh

cc: John Patton Farrell*
Farrell Marketing Inc.
Don M. Muchmore,
California Federal



investment Annuity Contractual Arrangements

All annuities are long term contracts involving serious
insurer risks.Longevity is lengthening. The trend is against
the *insurer. Such risks apply immediately upon contract purchase
because the insurer provides benefit guarantees that can be
started anytime at the election of the policyowner.

- All insurer assets must be invested pursuant to State law. No

;olicyowner has access to any insurer assets. ALL assets of 
the

nsurer support the insurer's liabilities- namel-y the insurer's
uarantee to provide the insurance or annuity policy's stipulated
enefits.

- A segregated account of a variable annuity is merely a convenient
way for the insurer to have its annuity benefits move up or down

in regards to some measurable ndex. The segregated account can be

equity oriented, or balanced, or bond oriented, or invested in
certificates of deposit and savings accounts,or invested in a
mutual fund(s),etc. The account is merely used to establish the index

for benefit changes- all assets are entirely the insurer's as is
true of all life insurance and annuity assets.-If the assets prove
insufficient to provide the guaranteed benefits,the deficiency
must be made up from the insurer's surplus or shareholder's equity.

o Insurance law prohibits any insurer from disbursing assets
from any segregated account to any policyowner. Money flow
from a segregated account must always be in cash and solely
to the general account of the insurer.

- Annuity policy cash values and benefits are contractual
rights that must be paid when the policyowner so elects.
ATl assets held by the insurer are fungible and no policy-
owner has claim to any specific assets. Insurance law and
regulation and good business practice require an excess of
assets over liabilities structured in such a way that all
liabilities can be met.

- In no way can any portion of an
a policyowner's. The law and the
this.

insurer's assets be deemed
Courts .are consistent on

9.1
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How can the account assets be owned by the individual when:

a) He can't get his hands on them.
b) He's limited by the insurer as to whathe can choose z an

investment of the account.

c) The insurer can remove an asset from its acceptable list
and force tIhe saTF the asset in the account.

d) The variable annuity reserve liabilities and related assets
are reported on the balance sheet of the insurance company

according to state law and regulations and )ursu R to IRC
Section 801(g) (1) (B) (i).

e) These segregated account assets of the insurer. are directly
related to the insurer's liability to the individual for

annuity payments pursuant to the annuity policy provisions.
The state insurance departments can require the insurer to
bolster its stated liability if the -tate insurance departments
believe that annuitant longevity is increasing and thus the
liability is understated. Such an increase would come out of
the insurer's shareowner surplus. The individual would enjoy
greater benefits than that measured by the value of his account.
The insurer has a very real risk from the date the policy is
purchased and the insurer must have the account assets to support
this liability.

f) The individual's annuity purchase contributions are reported
by the insurance company as premiums or stipulated payments
for annuities pursuant to state law and pursuant to IRC Section
809(c)(1). Thus, they are the insurer's, not the individual's.

g) Pursuant to the policy and the application, the individual,with
full knowledge, irrevocably commits to the insurer all of his
annuity purchase contributions for the annuity policy, as well as
all of the income thereon.
h)The individual is under no obligation to the insurer. It is an

unilateral contract.

i) All parties to the annuity policy agree to its terms.

j) The insurance company, not the individual, assumes the loss
arising From an defacati-n-related to the account assets.
This requirement was one of those required over the years by
the IRS to further establish that the ownership of the assets
rests with the insurer.

k) The individual cannot use the assets in the custodian account
as collateral for a loan.
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1) The individual cannot substitute assets within the account
for assets the individual holds outside the account.

m)There is absolutely no expectation by the individual of
recovering any assets as is found under a pledge arrangement.
The individual hasn't pledged any assets at all; he's-given
them up.

n)And as a part of the transaction,. the insurer assumes
immediately a significant mortality risk- expense risk,
as well as an investment risk that account assets upon death
will not match the insurer's assumed value. All of these risks,
are bottomed solely on the contractual fact that all assets
in the accounfiii-irrevocably committed to the insurance company..

o)Rev. Rul. 68-487 and Rev. Rul. 68-488 were specifically
addressed to this identical question of setting aside monies to
purchase annuities. Rev. Rul. 68-488 stated that the Inve'stment
Annuity underwriting procedure was in fact the current urchase
of a variable annuity whereas RI-. Rul. 68-487 described some
other arrangement that did not constitute the current purchase
of an annuity.

o) A creditor of-an individual can not gethis hands on any assets
underlying the insurer's policy obligations. The creditor can
only get his hands on the policy.

------------------------------ ---------

In 1963, and for thirteen years thereafter, the IRS insisted
that the mere delegation by the insurer to the policyowner of
limited rights to select among investments as authorized'by
the insurer did not constitute transferring ownership to the
policyowner.7TfT=TRS position is soundly based in law as was
again reaffirmed by the U.S. District Court in the Investment
Annuity matter. The IRS ignores clear fact and precedent and
thwarts the law in this instance.
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INVESTMENT ANNUITIES INSTITUTE, INC.,

INVESTMENT ANNUITY MATTER

TREASURY OBJECTIONS

This is the Investment Annuity matter'as reflected in, remedial
legislation, Senate Bills S-3082 and S-3094. Those bilis are
identical, companion bills to override Rever.e-Ruling 77-85 and
are identical to the House of Representatives 3ill HR-8267.

Revenue Ruling 77-8S has been declared by the 'U.S. District
Court, District of Columbia, as being unreasonable, illegal and
ignorant of the law. The Court states that F-nce to the
expertiseof the IRS on this matter is unwarranted. FUsthe
Treasury objecs WE unclean hands--with ignorance, unreasonab)e-
ness and illegality-- as the Court has declared on the merits of
this case.

This matter is well known to most all members of the House Ways
and Means Committee and the Senate Finance Committee.

THE TREASURY'S ALLEGED OBJECTIONS

It's an Alleged
"TaxShelter,

It's an AllegedATuse "

It's an Alleged
Revenue Ls

The Investment Annuity does not meet any
definition of a tax shelter. This has been
documented by Coopers & Lybrand, the well
respected Accounting firm. Their conclusion
is: "It is evident that deferred annuities
(including the Investment Annuity) lack a

'prime ingredient of tax shelters' namely,
an interest-free loan from the Government
in the amount of the tax deferred". (See
letter attached)

The Court asked the Treasury and the IRS for
evidence of their alleged abuses. None were
forthcoming.

The Treasury's numbers are .etherial, undocu-
mented and even bizarre in that the Treasury's
numbers for a small Investment:Annuity segment
of the Annuity industry have on occasion ex-
ceeded their numbers for the entire Annuity
industry.

SIrw 1126 Sende W"lldlnq
1120Cdnnttawt Ave.. N.W.
Wslngton. D.C. 20036
120218333 237

ax SM. V&lev Forp, Pa. 19482" -
216) 641-4452
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INVESTMENT ANNUITIES INSTITUTE, INC.

4

More importantly,' the Treasury's numbers
ignore the pertinent fact that the Treasury
is paid a market rate of interest by the tax-
payer to compensate the government for the tax
deferral found in all annuities.

This important fact is documented by Coopers
Lybrand and meets even Stanley Surrey's* per-
ception of reasonable governmental compensa-
tion for tax deferral. Coopers & Lybrand
state: "The existing mode of deferred annuity
taxation results in an interest element being
charged to the taxpayer as proposed by Mr.
Surrey. In fact, under most circumstances the
existing mode of annuity taxation provides more
tax dollars for the Government than Mr. Surrey's
proposals". (See letter attached)

*Stanley Surrey was Assistant Secretary
of Treasury for Tax Policy during Pres-
ident Kennedy's and Johnson's terms. Those
officials now in charge of tax policy at
the Treasury and at the IRS are disciples
of Surrey's theories of taxation.

The Treasury obviously relys upon the Court of Appeals decision
overriding-the District Court decision; or Revenue Ruling 80-274
could not have been issued.

It is a fact that the U.S. District Court, District of Columbia
decided this case on its merits and denounced the IRS and Treasury
for acting illegally, unreasonably and in ignorance of the law.

The Appellate Court's overriding decision was not on the merits;
it was on the complex "Jurisdiction of the CouTtT question.

The District Court decision can be cited as a precedent as
reflecting the Court's decision on the merits of this matter.
It was overturned on other grounds. The Treisury and the IRS
are "bootstrapping" when they base the merits of Revenue Ruling
80-274 upon Revenue Ruling 77-85 that was declared on its merits
as being illegal, unreasonable and ignorant of the law.

swi 1123 *'tr W n M, Se s83.Vle F",a Pa. 1 9M.2
1120 CO'inegicut MO9.. N.W. 4215) 647442
W3uhirgwon. F),(.. 2003
(202) 033-1937
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'The tax reflection of the cost 'he investment insofar as that investment
based on borrowed dollars shoud not be faster than the investor's repaymen.
of the borrowed funds. Hence. the tax shelter benefits of acceleration of
deductions ,houl 'be confined to the taxpayer's equity investment, i.e., the
initial investment, iny, of his own funds and the subsequent increase inh hi
own investment as Ae repays the principal of the borrowed funds. TY
restraint, as in the suggestion of confining deductions to income frorje
investment, would be lited to the acceleration of deductions produ;d by
the tax expenditures and ,t to deductions under the income tax pro 'r.' The
two suggested restraints ar not alternatives and are compatibi,/th each
other.%

The description of this p'rojpo ed restraint is in terms of borro funds that
can be directly related to the shell red investment, such as a/. "j6wing secured
by the investment itself. This is th. typical situation in the thnvestments. But
suppose the investor, to defeat th restraint, borrows .?6d under a general
obligation or secured by other pope not involved Aneltered activity, such
as diversified stocks or securities. c the dolla" so borrowed now the
taxpayer's "own funds" when invested n the tax telter and thus an equity
investment in that shelter, entitled in 11 to, e accelerated deductions it
produces, or are the Jollars still borrowed'us? The question itself, and the
problems it raises, are not enough to negate the proposal since in most cases
the borrowing is related directly to the si lete] investment. Presumably any
borrowing not so related would qualif Oas an ecqz.ty investment so as to avoid
the need for too detailed a tracing f dollars. Ae problem would then be
confined to the appropriate tech cal treatment 6)the receipt of borrowed
money under the income tax oper. Thus, if a ta- payer with appreciated
securities needs money but i ..tad of selling the s tritis and realizing a
taxable gain, borrows on th securities, the present la%\'qocs not find a gain, 5
This rule could be reexam' ied, and if the gain were taxede the borrowingas tj -)~~ust as w ud(i
would properly be treat as the taxpayer's own funds - a would funds
obtained on a sale ohe securities.'

aymeat for the Ingre'dcnt of Dfecrr "

A pri f ingredint - tax shelters is the deferral of tax on current.income,
- rovided by the shelter. This

deferral, as described earlier, is an ir-e n-ftrr AGn in
' the of, ofhte "tix ' c&md-Fee, also. the ingredient suggest

a opriate restrain ct-l-- eliminate the interest-free character of the deferral ' ,
i~y char ing in erest o h erc17

ome economists have suggested, as a fundamental change in the in..e i ,o6c1
tax, a ulative averaging- or "'cumulative assessment" syst would
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make the timing of tax liabilities essentially an unimp, itint matt.' Under
this approach taxpayers would in effect carn inheres',: xes paid and owe
interest on taxes deferred. Assuming that TIlin1rest IC J icts market
rates, the deferral of taxes simply introduces another source of borrowed funds
and enhances general liquidity.Earl payment of taxes b.cdmes a method of.
investment. This c(--iye averI -would, according to its proponents,
permit a taxpayer -oooChse any rate of depreciation or other timing of
deductions and any rate of realization of income." Under this approach, the
present tax shelters would simply be absorbed by such optional arrangements.
Cumulative averaging is of course aimed at broader goals, such as major
simplification of the income tax by removing the present stress on accurate
yearly timing and the provisions supporting that stress, and also achicing
greater equity among taxpayers through its averaging effects. But a by-product IJ \S
or its adoption would be the essential elimination of the tax shelter problem 1,

i as its proponents observe," since the deferral offered only to afew today at ..no cost would become, in effect, available to all, but at an interest cost.
We are unliely in the immediate future to see the tax shelter problem solved

his way. Cumulative averaging is a major change that still rcquircs discussion
and experimentation. Some economists dislike the use of a lifetime to average
income; others are concerned about its counter-cyclical effects; others see I]J
mancomplcxities in its operation."

In the absence of such a change, the question reverts to whether the interest. j '
free loan of specific tax shelters can be altered 'trough charging interest in j .
thbse situations on the deferral of tax obtained. The Senate version of the Tax
Reform Act of 1969 sought to meet the tax benefits obtained by the use of
family trusts to accumulate income for later payment to beneficiaries - which Ifl.
achieves a deferral of tax if the rate of tax on the trust is less than that on
the beneficiary - by charging, in effect, 6 percent interest on the deferred tax."
The provision was not carefully prepared, and this, plus- opposition by trust
companies and the tax bar, lcd to its deletion in Conference. B~utthe suggestion'
has basic validity, both for the shelter of accumulation trusts and for the tax
shelters we are considering. It remains to be see whether the idea can
technically be translated into a workable arrangement that, as in the other
restraints earlier discussed, would apply the interest charge to the deferral
obtained by the acceleration of deductions under the tax shelter. We will return
to this matter in the later discussion of the minimum tax."

Removal of Ingredient of Capftal ain
on Yale of ivstnnt ";.

ThU third ih~ s Jfel r e izs yat of the application c capital gain
treatmn a>J2 sale ot the inv iient to the' *gatn"X ted by the
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COOPERS & LYBRANO
cGtRTe1rso 0SJUC ACCOUNTANT*

100 TMRU[ GIRARO PLAwA

IN PmNCOL A^"* PHILAOgCLP9IA. PA. 1910a
oP Ie WOLD ill) ie-tOOO

June 2, 1978

Mr. W. Thomas Kelly
R.D. 3, Box 72
Malvern, Pennsylvania 19355

Dear Mr. Kelly:

As you requested, we comment, hereinafter, upon
whether the existing federal income taxation of deferred
annuities allows the annuitant benefits similar to those
contained in "tax shelters" or whether annuity taxation
meets certain criteria set forth by Stanley S. Surrey in
his book "Pathways to Tax Reform".

In Chapter VII of the book entitled "Corrective
Reform Measures to Moderate Tax Expenditures Abuses"
Mr. Surrey proposes that one corrective measure would be
a payment for the deferral ingredient, as follows:

"A prime ingredient of tax shelters is the
deferral of tax on current income, achieved
through the acceleration of deductions
provided by the shelter. This deferral,
as described earlier, is an interest-free
loan from the government in the amount of
the tax deferred. Here, also, the ingre-
dient suggests an appropriate restraint --
eliminate the interest-free character of
the deferral loan by charging interest on
the deferred tax."

We have prepared and attach as Exhibit I a
simple illustration of Mr. Surrey'is corrective measure
using a$ & model the accelerated depreciation deferral.

tA
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Mr. W. Thomas Kelly - 2 June 2, 1978

Here a taxpayer obtains an interest free loan from the
Government equal to the difference between accelerated
and straight line depreciation tax-effected at 50 percent.
The loan increases each year that the accelerated depre-
ciation exceeds the hypothetical straight-line depreciation
and then decreases when the hypothetical straight-line
depreciation exceeds that claimed whether it be accelerated

- or straight-line. The taxpayer would pay interest to the
Government each year on the deferral loan and be entitled
to a deduction for the interest paid as it would for
interest on any other loan. The net result would be a
payment of $232 to the Government on the deferral loan.

Extending Surrey's theory to a deferred annuity
we have prepared Exhibit II which compares the taxation
of a certificate of deposit with the taxation of a deferred
annuity to arrive at the deferral loan. Since no interest
is paid currently on the deferral loan, we have added the
unpaid interest to the deferral loan. The interest rate
used is an after tax rate of four percent assuming the
market rate of interest is eight percent and the annuitant
is in the 50 percent tax bracket.

The conclusion cne can draw from Exhibit II is
that when the annuitant withdraws his funds the payment
made to the Government ($5,794) contains an element of
interest on the deferral loan since the actual taxes paid
on the certificate of deposit total $4,804 and the compound
interest on the deferral loan is $891 or a total of $5,695.
The additional $99 paid by the annuitant results from the
fact that an amount derived from compounding at eight per-
cent and then halved is more than the amount derived from

compounding at four percent.

10590-81 -7T'
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Mr. W..Thomas Kelly - 3 June 2, 1978

If a period different than 10 years was used,
the spread between the annuitant's payment and the deferral
loan would be greater if the period was longer and less
if the period was shorter, but-the annuitant would always
pay more to the Government than he would under Mr. Surrey's
proposal. If the tax bracket of the taxpayer was greater

than 50 percent the spread would also be greater since the
interest rate compounding on the deferral loan is a function
of the tax bracket and would decrease in proportion to the

rise in tax bracket while the interest rate on the deferred
annuity would remain constant. Conversely, if the tax
bracket of the taxpayer was less than 50 percent, the
spread would narrow and eventually the amount paid as the
withdrawal of the deferred annuity would be less than that

on the deferral loan.

In conclusion, it is evident that:

1. Deferred annuities (including the investment
annuity) lack a "prime ingredient of tax shelters"
namely, "an interest-free loan from the Govern-
ment in the amount of the tax deferred;"

2. -The existing mode of deferred annuity taxation
results in an interest element being charged to

the taxpayer as proposed by Mr..Surrey;

3. In fact, under most circumstances the existing
mode of annuity taxation provides more tax dollars

for the Government than Mr. Surrey's proposals;

4. The existing mode of deferred annuity taxation is
similar to the Government's own "Series E" bond
(unless an election is made to be taxed currently);
and

5. Because of the foregoing it is quite inappropriate
to lump deferred annuities (including the investment.
annuity) in with so-called "tax shelters.".

...... vry truW yours,
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that for Federal Income tax purposes, the
polcyholder and not the life Insurer is lthe
owner of the CO Issued oy the S&L. Based
on 04s conclusion. the revenue ruling
states that the policyholder IS currently
taxable on the interest credited under the
annuity contract.

This appears to be another instance
where the IRS Is etlemoting to change the
law by administrative interprotation Instead
of by the legislative process. It Is our view
Ihal Revenue Ruling 80.274 lean errone.
ous Interpretation of the law. We undei.
stand that hio insurers involved with this

du wil mount a campaign to reverse
Impact of Revenue Ruling 80.274 by

leiOslative or other means.

General Matters

-S& Annuities Critically
Wounded

Past Issues of Insurance Newsletter have
dicussed savings and loan annuities and
the favorable private rulings issued by the
IRS. The product has been extensively
marketed in the MkIwost and was on the
verge of bing offered by S&ls and banks

As you recall. under the typical annuity
contrat, the S&L Is the group annuity con-
trct holder, and the depositors are issued
Indvdual annuity certificates. The life insurer
Invests in and holds legal title to a certificate
of deposit (CD) issued by the S&L. The life
newer agres to pay interest to the annuity

ftoatO holder at the rate which the Ise.........
Iturer earn's on "hi CO. lest a sqorvice fet.

R '1 "t" uti A,: 1 0.2 4 1 ' . . # ,e

IR's p:ovicus prvA,.e rulitIg 0. 03 d "O,

Peat, Marwlck. Mitthell & Co,/October 1980
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Using The Anti- Injunction Act As A Weapon Against The Toxpayer

Without question, some form of anti-injunction actis appropriate
in order to protect the government in fulfilling its role in the
collection of taxes.

However, as requested in S-1939 introduced in the 9Sth Congress
by Senator Gravel ( for himself, Mr.Thurmond, and Hr. Matsunaga),
a copy of which is appended hereto, aggrieved taxpayers are not
only subject to deadly economic peril, they are placed at enormous
disadvantages in securing legal redress against an illegal act of
the government.

The Investment Annuity matter is a chamber of horrors example of
this gross imbalance of power. Based upon a flimsy theory of tax-
ation that has no basis in law, and that was denounced by the U.S.
District Court, the Treasury and the IRS have been able to impose
their will on taxpayers with impunity. The government has all the
time and the money in the world to impose its will. In comparison,
taxpayers have very limited means in both time and money.Thus it's
clear that bureaucrats who know the ropes, and who are so inclined
to use themcan easily impose their own tax theories regardless
of the law by using the Anti- Injunction Act as a weapon against
the taxpayer.

In this particular instance, the IRS, attack was on the more
flexible form of the variable annuity.The Troasury,itself, stated
that other forms of variable annuity would be removed later.Obviously,
once a ruling is issued and in place for a period of time, it be-
comes the basis or cited precedent for the next attack as for example
Revenue Ruling 80-274 is bottomed on Revenue Ruling 77.85.In this
nibbling fashion the IRS and Treasury undoubtedly hope to eventually
achieve that which they failed to achieve in their 1978 tax proposals
to Congress; namely, the destruction of the tax deferral attributes
of all annuities, and eventually cash value life insurance.

As soon as the IRS and Treasury revoke a ruling, this puts the
burden of proof upon the taxpayer. Because this Anti-Injunction Act
is too powerful and because the Court case process is so long, .
expensive and frustrating (as per the Investment Annuity matter),
the Treasury and the IRS can easily proceed with Star Chamber
proceedings-- and does.

Congress must address this gross imbalance of power.In this clear
display of bare-knuckles, unreasonable illegal, and ignorant attack
on the taxpayer, Congress should immediately pass S-3082 and S-3094
to redress a most serious breach in thq integrity and the competence
of the IRS and the Treasury.
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Uuhake Sines

Amviut PROCIDINOS AND DIDATI s O 9H b CONORUiIR SESSION

Vo. 12, WASHINGTON, WEDNElS)AY, JULY 27, 1977 Ne, 128

S6en
Mr. ORAVEL. 4r, President, the leeta-

lation which I Intloduce today is de-
signed to remedy A problem In the ad-
ministration of our tax laws which has
vexed taxaors for many yors, In the
time I have sApnt on the Senate Flinpnce
Committee I have seen several oxamplas
on Internal Revenue service wiministra-
Uvo action which has caused dd.lcult and
unnecessary, problems for toa:payors, I
am sure that most of my colle:ues are
aware of the problem of which I speak,
having been approached at d.ferent
times by affcctcd taxpayers. The problem
to which this legislation is directed isthe
periodic rovision by the Internal Revenue
Service of long-standinN interpretations
of the tax law.

The Internal Revenue Service Lsues
revenue rulings which interpret our tax
laws. These rulings are intended for the
guidance of taxpayers Gnd IRS a/onts in

the pr L ration and Auditing of ttx ro-
turns. These rulings do not hove the
force or authority of law. But, they do
have far-zntinc influence on the daily
operation of houtsnds of busireos In
our country.

The Internal revenue Service takes the
position that revenue rulings are ntar-
pretive only and therefore subject to
thane at any time. The Service main-
tains that theoretically a rua:ng current.
ly In effect reflects the law as it has at.
ways been. Of course, the concept of a
ruling a correctly reflecting what the
law has always bees is a fiction since tol.
tngs are subject to change. Indeed, rul-
ings are often revised'as the Internal
Revenue Service reinterprets the law' in
light of changinq business climates and
personnel, But, throughout this proess,
the revenue rulingm which are current
epreent the Service's Position as to the

meaning of & particular tax law provi.
Now, slnce the IRS and taxpayers both

9ely on revenue rulings for the ordering
of their affair, a change in an existing

sling can have drastic consequences.
3f a taxpayer has built up a business
baed on existing interpretations of law
od then, those InterpretAtions are re*
'visedr,he may find himholf suddenly out
of busIness. ,$uch an- event his occurred
recently and many o(, my ollearues have

,been approached by the auected taxpay.
Ws In the nestnint annuity industry,
Now,I do no wlsh to weak here to the

rj',si %nco of the claim made by the in.
w:i-.,t rnnuity industry, but I would
1Ii. t k-l you something about how that
Inn1i,' y come to seek congros~iocM te.
drovi r. ring the recent consideration of
the Reduction and Simpllfcation Act
of 1017. •

In 1,0,03 a new life insurance comnony
was formed solily to offer investment
anuidea, a type of varftb,, a n)utty. Tho
company requested the ins to rule
whether the eln.mont of policyho .d er cen.
trol of investments would cause invest.
mont Income to be taxed to the pol.cy.
holder or to the insurer. The company
took the Wosition that It shoud bo tftxd
to the policyholder. The Servio ru!ed
that thlro was not su,.ctont Invevvor con.
trol to reQuire the I.ncome to be tt.ced 6o
the Investor and therefore the comee
would be taxed to the company. The do.
cision was bned on section 801(g) f ' e
Internal Revenue Code.

The Service issued its ori!nal ruling
in this area in 1905. Ar'tinit t968 %.
published a rulnfi reat Irmlnc the pomsi.
tlion established In 1065. The SerVire
knew full well that investors tand busi.
nIessmen were basinR daily decisions On
these revenue rulings,

In reliance upon these ru1!ng 'a sli.
nificant new Industry deve'op'd, the in.
vestment annuity Industry. The invest.-
ment annuity asitrblished i aetf In the
market as a desirable inveotment on the
part of many Americans. One company
specializing In such annuities had over
$300 million In aoets under its policies.
On March 9,1071 disaster struck. The In.
ternal Revenue Service reversed itself on
investment annuities, In revenue, rulln4
7-45 the M9 took the Ioition that the
Income from the Investment annuity was
taxa1e to the policyholder rather than
to the company.

This position Is Just the reverse of its
orinal holding of 11 yoars standing. It
is a position which the Service rejected
in 1968 when it issued it$ orIgInsl ruling.
Neither the ,facts nor the law had
changed in the Mtqrlz--the iR8
simply Ohaned Its bUtucratio mind.

The issuance of revenue ruling 17.4
completely and Immediately stopped the
sal e of ivestMent- onnuIei. 'Agents
Were laid off, salesmen ternUsated, pol-
loYholders were left with svem e ,t
Of questosable value, and at leas. one
oOmpan W4facd with bWMwuroy. The
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affected company sutht to amelforate
the'MS decision int through converse.
tUons with the Service and then through
action in Congress. We here in the San
ate acted to give some reilof to this be-
leaguered industry. We opted an
amendment to the Tax Reducation and
Simplification Act of 1977 allowing A
delay in the effective date of the rullut
but this amendment was dropped in con-
fterenco. The Investment annuities indus.
tr was loft with no cfeotve recourse In
its digreement with the Znternil ftey
enue Service.

Why, you might ask, did the Indu3try
not take the IRS to court over this rove-
nue ruling? It certainly could And I
understand has now clone to, but this
does not solve the problem for the indus-
try. Under the law as It now stands, even
it the Industry challenges the ruling it
remains in affect until a court decision
holds It to be Invalid, It might tpico years
for the acted taxpayer to rocoeiv ro.
dress thro4,,h tax court proceedings. In
the meanume the revenue ruilni, stands
to prevent operation of the taxpayer's
business, This is because an Injunction
against the IRS 1s spocfca'Iy prohibited
by a Plederal statute, the .ntl-nJunctlon
Act.

Now, Mr, President, I am not here to
champion the investment annuity Indus.
try or any other special Interest. The
Investment annuity Industry is not the
only Indutry which has been nderscly
affected by a revernt, of an Internal Rev.
onus Service ruling. I woe personally in.
volved in the legislative solution to an.
other revenue ruling reversal which af.
fected the operators of private water
Oompanio. Aoie public utilities obtain
a substantial portion of their capital
needs through contributions in aid of
construction from taxable income. Then
in 1975 the IMS revoked the 1058 ruling
in revenue ruling 75-8557. The change in
the IRS ruling Increased substantially
the taxes of those utilities which had
treated contributions In si of construe.
tio as nontaxable contributions to capi-
taL These utilities had their taxes sub,
stantially increased by IRS reinterpreta.
ton. of the law. But, because they oper-ate as regulated utilities, they would
not be able to pass the coet of this In.
c tax through to their customers
In a timely fuhion. Since the utilities,
like the investment annuities industry,
could not obtain an InJunction against
the Issuance of this new ruling, its only
reoursewas through the courts ortheCwd"An. Unlike the Investment annui.
#UStle the utilities were fortunate

ongre responded to their plight, and
passed remedial lonisl tio, as p4a of
toe Tax Reform Act of 19,,

The two examples I haveolte.4her* are
n6t unique. The IS coCMtantly reviews
revenue ruin and. rovis or reipsues
them. But, rulings of long itandin are
retled on by taxpayers and the Service

alike, and byvifue of thefr ase take on
the colnr of la.

Mr. sidcnt, relief through the courts
from an incorrcct revenue ruling reversal
i a tune consuming and costly prec6.
During, the entire appeals procem the
chfLilanzed ruling remains In cfezt by
vague of the antlinjunctlon statutes, IU

rut. rling reversal Is i real threat to the
.:w'P.4 er'e businons or Investment, thAt
' t.uczj or investment may well have
c1,3,red before logsl redress is oh-
o Irtiii. Victory for the taxpayer in court,
. ",;,!LorY comes, may be a hollow and

,t'1, -" exve.ence when it comes too late
tPu %;.1 i.A s investment.

I ;!c gIlative process provides limited
reclr ,.* to taxpayers. Indeed, the utilities
In.. cry found solace within the Con-
grcu, znd a , ol: :ton o Its problem. But,
thatl rure. If the ruling reversal affect&
only a small' group, or a group without
the financial resources nocesszry to waqe
a major le;1latlve campaign, CongrJs
may woll turn a deaf ear tothe tzaxpay-
er's problqn. The bill I propose today. ".tr.
President, will provide taxpayers with re-
dres through the courts while at the
ait% time allowing him to cOtinno, in

the oatcrn Gstabllshcd by the Int-mal
Revenue Service in earlier ruiinrs in-II
the courts have determined that the IRS
reversal of position waa wall founded in
law.

Mr. President, I would ll1ce to summar-
bze this legislation for the Sena.e. 'Zio
bill creates a now section of the Internal
Revenue Code, section 7478. The ction
provides that In the Cee of an %ctual
controversy ifivolving a ruling by the l1r
in' which the nS has reversed a puc-
lshecr ruling of 5 years' stancing or more,
an affected taxpayer may ile a suit for
ciaclaratry judgment with the Tax Court
to determine whether the ruling is con-
sibtant with the Internal Revenue laws to
which the ruling relates. I would empha-
sze, Mr. President, that th!s lqw.only ap-
plies to reversals of ruling& which h.ve
been iRS policy for 5 years or mote. The
billalso provides that when the IR$ Is-
sies a ruling roversing, repealing, or re-
viing a ruling of 5 year&' standing or
more, the slw ruling may not be effective
retroactively and. may not become elfec-
tlve until 00 days from the day of publi-
cation. During the 90-day period any tax-
payer directly affected may -fle a suit
with the Tax Court. Filing suit in the
Tx Court suspends the eff active oate
of the ruling beyond the 90 days until a
determination is ade by the Tax Court
and any appeal of that decision is fnaL

Some will argue that delaying the of-
festive date of the challenged ruling will
allow taxpayers affected'bY the ruling
to operate uner afire sale approach,
flin nslit only t give themselves a118w
more months to marriet a tax iheltor or
avoid a ta.'c. Mr. President ifthat, Is.nic.
essart for )UStleb to be done under Our
tx laws, so be it, However. I would.point
out that this legilation does not apply
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WtIthe ssuance" of new',tu ings bY the
I ". It does not apply to situations where
% .haqt.pt.h%4 th4%.2p.orpuAity to
act, Ar. President. this rfaht of appeal
with the delay of the efcctlve date only
applies where the Service, having acted
In the paSt tnd eMtblsh~od the precedent
under which the taxpayer orates, then
rtvert., Its Positlion for whatever season.
In the situation where the U.8 reverses
a long held position I think It only fair
that the burden of proof ret'rdinc the
correctness of Its new potitlcn o carried
by the .Sorvice before such a new poslUos
becomes elfective.

And so. 4Mr. President. In conclusion
Z would like to say that I hope my col'
lessues here in the Senate wW adopt this
much needed correction in the bahlnce
between tWe power of the Oovernment
and the protection of our people. This
bill will do a small part In holping to
restore the faith of the American people
In our system of raising revenues. It wnll,
In its own small way, reconfirm that
there Is Justice In America.
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INVESTMENT ANNUITIES INSTITUTE, INC.

THE INSURER'S DELEGATION OF LIMITED INVESTMENT SELECTION
TO THE POLICYOWNER: IT MAKES NO DIFFERENCE TAXWISEE"

The categories of the actual investments made by all FIAC policy-
owners are reflected in Table 1. FIAC, the innovative insurer
that delegated limited investment selection to the policyowner
was killed by the IRS' illegal Revenue Ruling 77-8$. This desig-
nation by the insurer is limited in as much as all variable annu-
ities must conform to state law limitations upon acceptable
investments. Several pertinent observations may be made:

1. From the insurer's perspective, the magnitude and types of
investments reflected in Table 1 are not unlike a "b alanced"
variable annuity segregatedd account" portfolio. (ie a combin-
ation of equities and fixed income investments.) The only
difference is that FIAC had an investment committee made up
of all "policyowners" whereas other insurers would have a
two or three person investment committee, or would have farmed
out the investment management task to some investment advisor.

2. By far the largest category of actual investments is "mutual
funds". Obviously, when a policyowner selects a mutual fund
the net result is a so-called. "mutual fund wrap-around annuity"
in today's parlance. "Wrap-around annuities started and
remain today, as nothing more than so called Investment Annu-
ities but with a more limited number of mutual funds to
choose from. And yet, the identical so-called Investment
Annuity was killed by the IR fle net result is an absurdity
with tax policy being established and practiced according to
mere "nomenclature", not substance.,

3. The policyowner's choice of a mutual fund investment within
an insurer's segregated asset account Is just as much an
investment choice as the selection of a stock, bond, savings
account or certificate of deposit. The same holds true for
divesting such an investment. Surely, the selection of an
"open-end" fund is no different in substance "taxwise" than
the selection of a "closed-end" fund, a stock- Why should
any line be drawn for"tax purposes" as to what an acceptable
variable annuity investment should be, and what is not.
Obviously, there is no neod nor sound rationale,"taxwise"
to draw any such line.

115Smnalwe 4sw 1. ~'
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4. Section-1035 of the Internal Revenue Code properly permits
one annuity' to be exchanged for another .nnuity without it
being a "taxable" event. It's imperative to understand Just
what this means. M annuity contract can be exchanged
without involving a taxable event, for anfy other annuity
contract offered by an insurer regardlesT--of how different
their investment ob jcives might be. In reality this
provides an infinite variety of investment choices, and
properly so. Thus a gain, there is no need nor sound rationale
taxwise" to limit the policyowner's choice of authorized

investments within a segregated account.

S,"Qualified" thrift and profit sharing plans permit. a trust
(the owner of the assets) to delegate the full investment
management of the participants own account to the partici-
pant. This does not create "constructive taxable income"
for the plan partT-Tpant. Similarly, there should be no
"constructive taxable income" under annuities where the"
mere right of investment direction is delegated to the
policyowner. The IRS insisted this was so in this matter
until 1976, sound taxation precepts support this position
as does the U;S. District Court. Only the current decision
makers at the IRS and Treasury are out of step with the law;
except that they impose their weird brand by bureaucratic
fiat.

6. As reflected in Table 2, all variable annuities, includingthe so-called Investment An-nuity involve excessive taxa
tion applicable to long term capital gain. NOlegislator,
nor my othe person, should believe that such annuities
have tax advantages related to long term capital gain,
Any perception that a policyowner's right to choose and
change the investments within the insTrer's segregated
asset account somehow avoids or defers the tax on such
capital gains is totally erroneous. See Table 2 that
demonstrates that-ong term gain is taxed twice and excessively.
The one and only favorable tax feature of alannuities
(both "fixed dollar" and "variable" types) is the tax deferral
of interest and dividend income that accrues to the benefit
of the policyowner. There's nothing new about this; it's
true of all annuities and of cash value life insurance
for entirely proper reasons that are reflected in existing
law.

tovonw ol e. SNm 55V.I pp g.14
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The annuities singled out by Revenue Ruling 71-85 And 80-274
ore sound, proper annuities in every sense of those words.
They are definitely in the public interest. There is no-
thing in the law that precludes them, and relevant law
clearly covers them. The simple, entirely proper and badly
needed correction of this gross abuse of regulatory agency
power is to restore the IR ' own proper rulings as they existed
prior to the IRS' issuance of Revenue Rulini 77-S Sand 80-274.
Senate Bills 5-3082 and S-3094 do exactly t ia. Anything
less than such action is a sanctioning by Congress of a
Court adjudged-and clear for everyone to see- usurpation of*
Congress' power by the Treasury and the IRS.
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TABh 1
* Uenh 20,1,P76 .

*' I:UWSIN T POITFOLIO TAXATIOS
" 0F

n7 ZVt TIZ ANNUITY COMPANY (FlAC)
"A L3LI AOIZTY 8uSEGATZI ACCOUNS

TPe of investment 13 at1/76 Make Value

Cash $ 4a968,288,55
Stocks 66871,542.02
goods 51,719,405.26
Mutual funds 126,526,716.20
Savings Accounts 12o936,747.93
clrtifioates of Deposit _ ,783,685.85

1. The above values are spread over approximately 40,000 investments. These
investments are of the type any insurer can utilize in its legally required
ieSresated accounts" to underwrite variable annuities. IC 801(g) allows

insurers to establish any number of Segresated Accounts. Such accounts often
include mutual funds.

2. All realised gains art taxed in exactly the same way- at the same tax vate un-
der any variable annuity separate accounts, Lnluding the+ Investment Annuity.
Thus if AT&T stock is sold for a $1,000 long-term gain, the insurer must pay
a 301 ta 'to Uncle Sem. It makes no difference whether the insurer's own
investment staff made the decision to "sell" AT&T, or whether the insurer had
delegated investment responsibility to everyone else; e.g. an outside invest-
West manager like Lehman Brothers, or even to the polloyowner, The tax results
are the same regardless as to who made the investment decisions; tbey should
be because the insurer always Ms the aesetl and Uncle Sam always collects
the same tax dollars.'

AMd, as shown in the accompanying example 'realized gain"; is taxed tvie to
the detriment of the policyovnoer Surely, such taxation can't be called a
O 'tax shelter" when in fact its "excessive taxation".

30. Investment income (MOT realized gain) is the only element of any annuity that
i is tax deferred; not avoided, nor tax free. 5uW tax deferralis entirely
Xegal, practice., soundly based in historic legal precedents end is in the

. . public interest.

4, The only thing that 1IAC's form of variable annuity does is,to make such invest-
Smeant shifts more feasible economically (i.e. less expensive administratively
. to do so), and more responsive to the individualLs needs and desires as these

-may change over the many decades that annuity pO;le1 remain In R0oe.

m oust the polieyvnsrs be "locked-in" to the investment management of the
insurer over tA many dis 3de a nnu ty pol.ay' can remal In toral C1early
fte '"LAW dotstt eqUie tfnL. 'LOCA-LM", flgr SAOUld SUCn a. 1VIn'A" be requ'.:sd.
The government souLd encourage. a,, not kILL, Chis hly -e stable consumer . .
tore or wariale anulty, Jeosled tRe Investment Annulty.

NO AM ITY is A "TAX-SULTZ .I-t1
*Currently the insurur's tax is slightly lower. ,-;The principle of

taxation is the same.

..,BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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OPAAISON O or I vIDJuAL'S Rt-AMR-TAX BALANCE

ARISING IROM REALIZED LONO TEIX CAPITAL GAIN

.WOWN STOCK HELD BY INSURER IN VARIABL AMIUTY SEPARATE ACCOUNT*

000(0 STOCK LD INDIVIDUALLY

I. Assumed Long Term Capital Cain
,. Upon Sale of Comon Stock

. 2. Capital Gains Tax Imposed

3. Net Afte: Tax Balance (I - 2 )

4@, 4. OrdLnary Income Tax Imposed
On Balance in (3) when Paid As
Cashb Value o: Benefits To Annuitant

So Individual' s Net-After-Tax-Balnoce

I eurer Ovoedtook In
Variable Annuity
Separate Account*

$ 1#000

300

$700

$ 476

6.'Added tax arisLng from all Variable Annuity taxation
Annuities: $840, less 4476 a $364 or 76Z more tax,

SndivoduallOwned

Stock

11,000

160

$ 840

Pot Applicable

.0 $40

inaludin8 Itveetment

VM.ES

h All variable annuity accounts (includinS Investment
aTetaxed identically. .

Annuity accounts)

la** .t e Aseumpion.t Individual's TM Bracket - 322,. Insurer's Taxes a

X 4UiloREtSaiini 3ut long term.

. ealised capital gain is taxed twice under all variable annuities Lncludng
Investment Annuities. Obviously individuals in hLhe: tax brokets would,
'weeLve even less after-tax benefit froi realized capital gains.

CLEAR?, , TSlt$ COMIAIISON SHOWS THAT VARIABLE AMlY OWV1U, INCLUDING

* IRV2SMWN? ANNUTY OWNERSs ARE TAIK0 TWICE ON RIALIIED CAPITAL GAIV.

ANNUITIES RAV . RELEVANCE WHATSOEVER TO O-CALLD 'TA-SH2LTE R*.

' IE 3/16/76 *Currently the insurer's tax is slightly lower.. The
. principleof taxation is the same.

BEST COPY- AVAILABLE.
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Senator BYRD. Thank you, Mr. Kelly.
You mentioned, during the course of your remarks, tax expendi-

tures. I am hopeful that as a result of this last election, we will be
hearing less and less around here about tax expenditures.

Mr. KzLLY. I certainly welcome that comment, Senator.
Senator BYRD. It seems to me to be totally ridiculous to say that

a person who pays interest on a mortgage to buy a home that it is
a tax expenditure of the Federal Government, because he or she is
permitted to deduct that as an ex on the income taxes.

A person gives money to his church, or to a charity and there
are people around Capitol Hill and In the Treasury Iepartment
who say that it is a tax expenditure. /hat they are saying in
effect, is that whatever anyone earns belongs to the Federal -Gv.
ernment.

Mr. KzLLY. You are absolutely right, Senator. I applaud your
Comment.Senator BinD. My way of thinking is that it belongs to the
individual, except the Federal Government has the right to take
what is essential and necessary to operate the essential functions
of Government.

I believe that, that so-called tax expenditure philosophy, as a
result of this past election, will not be as prevalent in these halls
as it has been inthe past at least I hope so.

'Mr. KaumY. Sir, I wouid agree totally, but I must say that be-
cause of those tax expenditure theories, a very, very innovative
form of industry has been wiped off the face of this earth. I: would
believe that it should be Congre s opportunity, and I would cer.
tainly hope that they would do so, to quickly reestablish the rules
and the regulations as they existed before- this illegal act by the
IRSand the Treasury.

Senator Binn. Thank you, Mr. Kelly.
Next there will be a anel consisting of Gary Corbett, Senior

Vice President of SAFECO Corporation- Alexandra Armstrong, In-
ternational Association of Financial Planners; Robert R. Barrow,
President, International General Insurance Corporation; Forre t
Burt, President-Elect, Texas Association of College Teachers; and
Judith A. Hazenauer, attorney-at-law in Westport Connecticut.

Ladies and gentlemen, welcome. You may proceed as you wish.
STATEMENT OF GARY CORBETT SENIOR VICE PRSIDwrNT,

SAFECO0 CORP.'
Mr. Commrr, Mr. chairman, my name is Gary Corbett,, senior

vice president of SAFECO Corp., responsible for the corporation's
life and health insurance companies.
" Senator By a. Each of you has Sminutes. If you ish to make it

less than 5 minutes, it will be satisfactory.
Mr. Comft. I have submitted some written remark which I

request beincluded in the record of. the hearing
Senator B"Dw Without objection, so ordered.
-Mr, Coutrr. I would like to make some( brief additional re-

.marks' addressed primary t4 the writtenn presentation of Seer-
~tay Upeii.

o r f ,aH, SecrerIalperin's testimony is addressed to the
entire suboct':Of defefred: annuities. It ,is an atta' on the contin-
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ued taxation of deferred annuities as annuities under section 72 of
the Internal Revenue Code.

It certainly is true that the Treasury does oppose deferred annu-
ities and has been trying for a number of years to get the law
changed so as not to permit deferred annuities to be taxed as
annuities. But they have been unsuccessful.

In this regard, Secretary Halperin's statement on page 8 of his
testimony is a non-sequitur. He says: "Absent legislation, however,
the rules governing annuities remain in effect, and neither revenue
ruling 77-85 nor subsequent developments suggest that the rules
can be altered by administrative action." But revenue ruling
77-85-and subsequently 80-274--did, in fact, administratively alter
the rules governing the taxation of annuities.

Secretary Halperin's testimony concerns itself only with deferred
and not with immediate annuities. The investment annuity had
two forms. It was not only an investment annuity in the accumula-
tion period, when it is a deferred annuity, but it was also an
investment annuity when immediate annuity benefits were being
paid during the payout period.

I have never heard the Treasury question that immediate annu-
ities are, indeed, annuities. Without question section 72 was intend-
ed to apply to immediate annuities. With revenue ruling 77-85 the
Service effectively threw the baby out with the bathwater.

Secretary Halperin discusses the investments underlying an in-
vestment annuity by claiming that the company acts only as a
conduit. Life insurance companies always act as conduits. They do
not take the money that people pay them for life insurance policies
or annuities and use this money for their own operations. They
always invest these funds in some outside investment-mortgages,
corporate bonds, government bonds, et cetera. In other words all
life insurance companies are investment conduits. '

I take particular exception to Secretary Halperin's statement on
the top of page 4: "In substance, the life insurance, company was
offering the investor nothing more than a piece of paper that said
the purchaser had purchased an annuity."

I ask Secretary Halperin whether if mortality rates decline sig-
nificantly, as they might in the 21st century, we can then go to the
Service or a court andasay:

This is only a piece of paper, and we should not be required to pay these benefit.
that are far in excess of what we have taken in as premiums, because mortality has
declined to a much greater extent than what we thought it would?

We do give mortality guarantees in an investment annuity or in
any other deferred annuity. These guarantees could result'in insur-
ance companies experiencing substantial losses, with a conconitat
gain to policyholders, if there are significant decreases in mortality
in the future. I . I

The last point I. would like to make is with regard to State
regulation. Life insurance and annuities have been, and are, ov-
erned by State laws., Investment annuities are clearly annuities
under State laws They, are taxed as annuities for premium taxes,
Annuity reserves based on life contingencies, must be established.
Such reserve requirements could result in our companies' being
required to put up substantially greater"funds than we have ever
earned if, as is very possible, mortality rates line Ajgnificantly.
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For all of these reasons, I suggest that investment annuities are
clearly annuities. Annuities can be defined only with respect to
their benefit structures, and not with respect to how the underly-
ing assets are invested.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I would be willing to answer any
questions.

[Prepared statement of Gary Corbett follows:]

70-595 0 - 81 - 8
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SAF:ECO
TELEPHONE i206) 6455000SAFECO CORPORATION

SAFECO PLAZA
SEATTLE, WASHINGTON 98185

* To:
Subjects
Date:
Presenter:

Senate Finance Subcommittee on Taxation
S. 3082 and S. 3094
November 19, 1980
Gary Corbett

Summary of Position

I am Gary Corbett, Senior Vice President of SAFECO
Corporation, and an actuary. The position I support
in my written presentation is that an Investment Annuity
is identical in all material respects to other forms of
Variable Annuities. The substantial mortality risk
assumed by the insurance company that issues a Variable
Annuity is similar to that which arises from issuing
other forms of annuities.

In Revenue Rulings 77-85 and 80-274, the Internal Revenue
Service has attempted to distinguish what is and what
is not an annuity entirely on the basis of how the con-
sideration is invested by the insurer. In neither ruling
was the question of the benefits provided by a policy
even mentioned. Prior to these rulings, I know of no
body of opinion, legal, congressional or other, that
looked beyond whether a policy provided annuity benefits
in order to determine whether the policy was indeed an
annuity.

I suggest that any legal definition of an annuity, whether
for taxation or other purposes, must logically direct it-
self to the benefits provided and not to how the consider-
ation paid by the policyholder is invested.
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To: Senate Finance Subcommittee on Taxation
Subject: S. 3082 and S. 3094
Dates November 19, 1980
Presenter: Gary Corbett

Statement of Position

I am Gary Corbett, Senior Vice President of SAFECO Corporation

responsible for all life and health insurance lines. Our

life insurance subsidiary, SAFECO Life, did market an

Investment Annuity prior to the issuance of Revenue Ruling

77-85 and we have an interest in selling this annuity again.

However, I am testifying today primarily as an actuary I

am a Fellow of the Society of Actuaries and a Member of the

American Academy of Actuaries).* My position is that an

Investment Annuity has all the attributes of an annuity,

as that term is commonly understood by Congress, the public

and the courts, and therefore should be taxed like all

other annuities.

The provisions of an annuity contract obligate'the insurer,

in return for a consideration paid by a policyholder, to

make periodic payments,. generally for the lifetime of such

policyholder. The insurance company clearly takes the risk

that annuitants will not die in accord with actuarial projec-

tions. It the annuitants live longer -than the company

predicted the company will suffer .a loss and if they die

sooner the company will experience a gain.
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This risk is immediate when the annuity is in the pay-out

period (an Immediate Annuity) but is also present prior to

the pay-out period (a Deferred Annuity). In the case of the

Deferred Annuity the insurer guarantees the rates it will

employ to calculate annuity benefits in the pay-out period.

The insurer's actuaries have generally projected future

decreases in mortality rates in establishing such guarantees

but such projections are the product of informed guesses as

to the probability of cures being developed for diseases,

such as cancer, that cause annuitants to die before they

have completed a normal life span of 80-90 years. Of possibly

greater consequence is the possible extension in the normal

life span to 110 or even 150 years. One way such an extension

could occur is by the isolation and blocking of an "aging"

hormone. What was science fiction 10 years ago is much less

so today with the research going on today in DNA and related

fields. If, for any reason, future annuitants live longer than

we have projected in calculating rates, insurers will experience

substantial losses on annuity policies. State insurance

departments, who have the responsibility of assuring the

solvency of insurance companies, would undoubtedly require

the companies to transfer surplus to annuity reserves, whether

or not the policies were in the pay-out period., There is

no question that the mortality risk a company assumes upon

the issuance of an annuity is substantial.

This mortality risk is present in the Investment Annuity to

exactly the same degree as it is in other Variable Annuities

or in Pixed-Dollar Annuities. Also, the risk that future



expenses might be greater than what the company estimates is

borne entirely by the company for all types of annuities.

Fixed-Dollar Annuities, Investment Annuities and other Variable

Annuities Are thus not distinguishable by degree of mortality

risk but only by reference to how the consideration for the

policy is invested and who bears the investment risk. The

company bears the entire investment risk on PiXed-Doilar'

Annuities. The annuitant retains some :elements of control

over how the consideration is invested for Investment-

Annuities and for some other Variable Annuities.,

For all types of annuities the consideration must be invested

only in securities approved by the State Insurance Depart-

ments for that type of annuity. In no case does the insurer

retain the funds for its own use. The only difference is

that'wit Variable Annuities, including investment Annuitiei,

the amount of investment income to be passed through to the

policyholder is not set at the time of issue, as is the case

with Fixed-Dollar Annuities, but' is rather determined by the

amount of income actually earned on the invested funds.

From the points of view of benefits to the policyholder and

risk to the insurer, the Investment Annuity can not be

distinguished from other Variable Annuities. The only

distinguishing feature of an Investment Annuity is that

under such an annuity the policyholder selects from a list

of eligible investments and generally may direct a change
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to some other eligible investment at some time in the future..

By the way, there are a number of other Variable Annuities

still being issued which provide substantially the same

discretion to the policyholder and which are still taxed

as annuities by the Internal Revejnue Service,, Today we

have the anomalous, and certainly inequitable, situation

that even Investment Annuities with a vqry restricted asset

list are denied annuity tax treatment while other Variable

Annuities, where the policyholder retains a wider choice of

investment vehicleS, .O continue to receive this treatment

In Revenue Rulings 77-85 and 80-274 the Internal Revenue

Service has attempted to distinguish what is and what is

not an annuity entirely on the basis of how the consideration

is invested by the insurer. In neither ruling was the

question of the benefits provided by a policy even mentoned 0 -

Prior to these rulings 1 know of no body of opinion, legalrf

congressional or other, that looked beyond whetheF a policy

provide annuity benefits in determining whether the, policy

was indeed gn annuity.

In conclusion, I would like to suggest that any legal definition

of an annuity, whether for taxation or other purposes,. must

logically direct. itself to the benefits provided and not to,

how the consideration paid by the policyholder is invested.
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Senator BYRD.,Thank you, sir.
The next witness.

STATEMENT OF ALEXANDRA ARMSTRONG, INTERNATIONAL
ASSOCIATION OF FINANCIAL PLANNERS

Ms. ARMSTRONG. My name is Alexandra Armstrong. I am a
newly elected director of the International Association of Financial
Planners. I am reading the statement that they prepared in Atlan-
ta this weekend on this issue.

The International Association of Financial Planners is a non-
profit organization which represents 6,800 members, and is the

adding association of planners and counselors who advise clients
on a broad range of financial matters.

We feel the Senate subcommittee should not consider this pro-
posed legislation in a narrow sense, as it affects one financial
product or tax-policy issue. We feel we should look at the overrid-
ing issue as it is perceived by the financial service consumer andtaxpayer..

We feel that the investor currently is confused by the multitude
of products available, and we feel the confusion is increasing with
the new legislation, Investors need clear direction and consistency
in tax policy.

We feel that the investor should have incentives to provide for
their, own, retirement with dignity., We feel that this is one of the
best investment vehicles available today to private individuals, and
we should have that opportunity through these annuities.

We feel that we should not discourage creative new products and
innovation which is in the consumer's-best interest. Give the finan-
cial services industry a chance to research and develop, creative
new solutions to financial problems.

Thank you.
[Prepared statement of Alexandra Armstrong follows:]

, ' , , •
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SUMMARY OP REMARKS MADE BY ALEXANDRA ARMSTRONG TO THE SENA TE SVBOMI'T

I am speaking for the International Association of Financial Planners,
a non-profit organization whioh represents 6,800 members, and is the
leading association of planners and counselors who advise clients on
a broad range of financial matters. The Senate subcommittee should not
consider this proposed legislation in a narrow sense, as it affects one
financial product or tax-policy issue. It should look at the overriding
issue as it is. perceived by, the financial service conpmer- and taxpayer.

1. Don't add to the confusion surrounding the rapidly changing economy
and financial markets. Investors need .clear direction and consistency
in tau. policy.

2. Give investors incentive to provide for their own retirement with dignity.
Don't take away one of the best investment vehicles private individuals now
have for determining their own standard of living during retirement years.

3. Don't discourage creative new products and innovation which 'is. in the
consumer'sbe', interest. Give the financial services industry a chance
to research and develop creative new solutions to financial problems*
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My name is Alexandra Armstrong and Z have been asked by the Board

of Directors of the International Association of Financial Planners,

Inc. to make the following statement. The International Association

of Financial Planners is a non-profit organization which represents

6,800 members nationwide. It is the leading association of financial

planners and counselors who advise clients on a broad range of matters

relating to investments, insurance, budgeting, tax planning and estate

planning and who in many instances are able to satisfy the client's

need by selling an appropriate investment product. 'Some of our mem-

bers are insurance agents, stock brokers or real estate brokers.

Others work in the traditional professions of law and accounting. All

of them believe that the client is best served if the adviser does not

have vested interest in one particular product or service, or a pre-

conceived notion of what investment philosophy works best for a

client. Rather, it is the financial planning professional's role to

interview the client, record important data about assets, goals and

investment temperament, and help the client devise an overall plan or

strategy. Only then do we believe it is appropriate to recommend spe-

cific products or services which will implement this plan.

To promote this philosophy, the IAFP sponsors regular monthly

meetings in its more than 50 active chapters, and an annual convention

which is regarded as the largest event of its kind in the financial

services industry.

The embers of the IAP are governed by a Code of Ethics and

Standards of Professional Conduct. IA?? publishes a monthly msagsine,

The Financial Planneg, and educational newsletters. It offers a

Professional Development traininS program through which financial

planners can improve and update their knowledge.



Finally, it works to educate the public and the public s represen-

tatives in Congress upon the importance of private savinge,.

investment, and financial planning,

Rather than speaking directly in favor of the proposed

legislation, as other speakers may, the 'AP o.ld like to speak in

raising some questions which our membership feels have overriding

importance. Far too often, we as financial planners believe that

policymakers focus upon specific financial products or tax issues,

rather then look at the situation through the eyes of the person

who counts the most - the consumer and taxpayer.

Our business is to know these people and their financial needs

intimately. We are only as good as our knowledge of our clients.

Therefore, we want to paint a picture of this particular issue as it

is seen through the eyes of our clients - and your constituents-- and

leave you with a policy-making challenge. You can then determine for

yourselves whether the consumer's and the taxpayer's interest is

served by this proposed legislation.

First, our clients look at both the economy and the financial

marketplace and all they see is confusion. They read and hear contra-

dictory advice. They do not know what to make of wil4ly rating

interest rates and market prices.. They would like to have faith in

the future of the American economy and its financial markets, but they

no longer can totally ignore the cries of the doom-and-gloom

forecasters. They turn to us for help in sorting out this confusion,

and we in turn look to you for clear direction in tal policy Oive 4s

clear direction. Many of our clients depend, in part, upon our

annuity recoendatione for their personal, endeavors to achieve ade-

quate financial resources.
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Don't tell our clients that one annuity is perfectly final at least

temporarily, while another annuity which appears to have the same

structure and characteristics is not to be granted the sam tax

treatment. Don't tell us that all the reading we have done on tax law

and updates, and all the seminars we have attended are suddenly made

obsolete because the Internal Revenue Service has arbitrarily reversed

a long series of its own rulings. You might as well tell a doctor

that a patient's heart is no longer located on the left side of his

chest. We are professional and we depend upon consistency in tax

law and rulings.

Secondly, while our clients do listen to our recommendations,

they often hesitate to take a risk of putting their money to work as

productive capital in the American economy since the real return they

will receive after paying income taxes is not worth the risk. Our

clients want to know that they can preserve their chance for retire-

sent with dignity and give their dollars a chance to compete against

inflation. But they need incentive - the same kinds of incentives

which other industrialized nations have already given to private

investment capital. We recoend annuity products for our clients,

when appropriate, because they are one of the impqrtant products on

the market where incentives exist and where the individual has a

chance to determine the amount of his contribution and eventually his

retirement standard of living. Our cliepts are aware that Social

Security is not intended to serve as sore than a supplement to their

personal responsibilities 4o provide for retirement. Theyt as woll as

many Amoricens, are worried about the solvency of th Social Security

system, and are anxious to see how Congress will put that system back

on a sound footing.
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In the meantime, please reestablish one of the few investment vehicles

they had available to provide for their own retirement security.

Finally, we believe that the investment needs of the average per-

son are best served where a financial adviser has available a broad

variety of possible solutions from which to choose. It is our

experience that some people shy away from certain, recommendations

which are logical and sound, but which simply do not "feel" right to

them. In these cases, it is our role as professionals to have alter-

nativee available which may accomplish the same objectives and allow

the client to sleep well at night. To continue to practice in this

way, weimod'a diverse, creative, multi-product financial services

industry.

We believe the financial services industry is on the threshold of

a great boom in research and development, and new product engineering

- similar to what the automobile industry went through in its

infancy.' Acccrding to SRI International, a prestigious research

organization there has been a substantial'i'Lncrease in the amount the

average American now spends on financial services. However, to make

the commitment to research and development and better consumer

service, the financial services industry needs an environment which

encourages innovation in the consumer's best interest. It needs a

consciousness which allows that many of the best new ideas in finan-

cial services are being developed not only in well known corporations

but also at the grass-roots level by financial inventors like

W. Thoms Kelly, founder of the investment annuity. 'Don't allow the

best new ideas in financial services to be regulated to death without

due process. Give us a chance to give our clients alternatives.

Thank you for the opportunity to speak here today.
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Senator Brw. Thank you.
Ms. Aasmoio. I have three pages of testimony, but this was a

summation of the major points.
Senator Bro. Thank you very much, and your entire statement -

will be published in the record.
Ms. AzmRM NG, Thank you, Senator.
Senator BY"*. The next witness.

STATEMENT OF ROBERT IL BARROW, PRESIDENT,
INTERNATIONAL GENERAL INSURANCE CORP.

Mr. BAmRW. My name is, Robert R. Barrow. I am president of
International General Insurance Corp.

Our, company issues annuities with the premiums being de-
posited in certificates of deposit of banks and savings and loan
associations. We guarantee a minimum interest accumulation on
the premium plus an additional accumulation based on earnings of
the deposit in excess of the guarantee.

We received letter rulings in August 1977, Decembei 1979, and
January 1980, which accorded our contracts annuity tax treatment.
The Internal, Revenue Service had obviously concluded that reve-
nue ruling 77-85, which it had issued earlier in March 1977, had no
bearing on our contracts.

Then suddenly, without notice, on September 24, 1980, the Serv-
ice, relying-on revenue ruling 77-85, issued revenue ruling 80-274,
Thereafter, we were' advised that.- because of Revenue Ruling
80-274, the letter rulings we had received were revoked retroactively
to the date of their issuance.

I would like to enter & copy of revenue ruling 80-274 for the
record, if I might.

Senator BYv. Without objection, it will be included in the
record.

[Document furnished as follows:]
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-- ~1to %no 400" *"** O
.:.lfi@Iate howvri, may* in & eloct to teeiie either *n
"- t fote. r a tore certain or a lifetime annuity, subject to'a garanteed mnami nusmbet of monthly Lnstallments.

$eto.n l(a) of the Internal %venuo provides that
gross invArv mne 611 Inco"e from viateer ource derived,
irludilng interest.

To . etest that a polioyholder under an anuity contract
with a* life insane .oopeny possesses uubs'tial 'inedeute of
Ownership in an socount e*U I aw by the Insurance copany
a the direction of the poiioyholder, Ime poUyoelor may e con-

i4ered te owner of the aeoomat to federal inoe tax peposes.
See Re, llu. 77-95, 19770, a.$. 13.

* Under the annuity contract* time poIoyholdor*s position
is substantially ideatloal to what Ohe poUcybolder a position
would hae been had the investment been directly maintained
o, established with the savings and loa association. Prior to
the annuity starting date is s little "ore then a eondvit
boeten'time polleyhoder aed the eavnim and loan association.

Prior to the annuity st'.etinq date, the I .ioyhbolder. and
got , Is tie mar Oft the vim1gs and loan M 4wnt for Zederal
iacna tax auxpo am tmhe 4.uereet on the count is thus
includible in tbe polieyhol.. 1'6 9905 ANcome under Seotion
We(a) ot the Code.

fto 0*1MIS 24M. *SON fto 14M

"ashinton, C.C.-The Internal snenu Serlve today annouaned'"

that life insurance companies will not be considered the mine: of.

certain savings and loan association accounts held In connection

with so-called wvWap-around anuity* Contreots sold to depoestors.

The Interest on these accounts is therefore includible in the gross

ino.e of the depositors.

This announement is contained In Revenue Ruling 80-274, which is

atacbed ati will also appear in internal 3esvenue ' bulletin No. l92&42t,
dated Co. 20. 1910.

BEST COPY. AVAILABLE
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section 41. -- groos tnaome Defined
Z.A ct 1.61-1: Gross Incme.
(Also Seeton 721 1.72-1.)
Moe. Al. 0-274
?IJ

Is the life insurance company or the depositor the owner
I federal l icom tax purposes of the savings and loan60countl established In aeordanoe vth the annuity plans
described below?

the Ja life insuraiWe oempanL able under section 602 of
the n, ernal Revenue code. has developed osoalled group single

un retirevnt annuity contracts (annuity plau") that have
been ipprowd in several St s by their seopativeregulatory.departments. The tme Pnuity0 end 0poleylolder as used in thisrevenue siding are tor desrlptlve eone only ad lra.ot intended to have any substantive legal signifeae.

; 3_ has entered Into agreements with participating fedrally-insured savings and loon association. Under each agreemnt, the
rui designatd a the roulp contract;Fielder¢ under an smutty p 0n. sel N iJ Avvt etae under t4e

plan to exiet i depositors of i p aettapt 19 ""elation a.others wishin7 to establish aGounts vthte assocaion

Under a pIAn, a depositor tranfers cash, an existingpashoob savings and Won .eeount, cr oertifete of depositto k.An *eAhase ftot a annuity osetreot. The mount paid
byhe deposor to k is reduced by k frm 2 to 5 percet forales expenses, ad0 istrative expense, and any p nrese tax* npse n 1.Tis reduosc stisgeaed am CLan
depo ited Into a aep t* a0ust of the savings anloanassocLaUm of the d ior. The mts deposited areinvested in a q1tfi-ate of Age~oit. &o- a terM desgnated. bythe depositore. 1...h the certTeeae of depoost expires, h Inrequired wider the ostract to -ams the-G proceeds In a ertif-icate of deposit for the em duration unle an tnvestment of tM:sne duration weld eted 'eyo-d the annwity startn date. :ntat event a oertifioae of deposit vith a maturity notextending.,eomd the mnulty startitg dat will be purchased.it no Such oertifiate of deposit is ovaklable, the fundswill he inveted ins a passa savings aeomn .

At the option of the depositor (refgre4 to in. the
cOntrac as the *poi4oyholder') additional amounts my betrasffrred to & that becoW part of-the Consideration for

BEST1COPY AVAILABLE
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the cotract.

Pursuant to the agreement between k and the Participating
savings and loan assooiation, kmay not dispose of the

deposit or convert it into a dIfferent asset. other than In
-acordane with the reinvestment provisLone described above.

Lmay not use the depostforay pugpos other than to

itsnded to afford each policyholders deposit ma mum"
federal insaurne oovrge of $100000 per account under
federal regulation.

t doe, howveo retain the right to withdraw the
depose "t a failing savings and toa association or from

San association that terminates the plan. in the event of
withdrawal. k mot deeolt the withdrawn amout. in another
foderally-sutud savings and loan associi ion,

Interest earned on the investments is credited annually
to each annuity aocount by & after payment to k of an annual
nanagemet fee of -oe percent of the accuuatid value of
the account. k quarantes that the depIt will "o interest
* ~ 4 percent per year sopuddannually fro the date of

~<deposit. The oturreat yields for certificates of deposit
offered by che association range frm 7% to 11% depending

* upon the tessma the certificate. The po.I Isa" have
no omatractual relationship with the sauce .. Ther
rights are derived 9eely ftroa their annuity contracts and,

M*y satisfy its obligetioas to the policyholers .under
these contacts using fund derived from sourges other th n
the amouts held pursuant eo the pians.

A policyholder may withdraw all or a portion of the
cash surrender value of the, oatteat at any time prior to
the Annuity starting date upon written rxquest to k. The
ash surrender Vaue of the Motract is the amount deposited
plus interest credited less a chare for withdrawal. The
withdrawal Charge is the early wtrawal penalty charged by
the savings and loan associatIon plu any prein tea resulting
froml the Withdraw"l. The -aeite dosno av h
right to distribute ay asets frm the savings and loan
amount d1rel to amy poliYWbde or to sny beneficiary
or assignee.

On e mvit om0a, alnons, tte Policyolder to elect

payent, * life invom option, intallmenop to for a
specified moat Or a Specified Period" e +installmet.
payments for a peidcranand for Lif tereafter.

f a policyholder dis prior to the annuity starting
date, lnpm is payable to 'the beneiciary ian mount

r BEST +COPYAVAILABLE
RES C
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Federal Home Loan Bank Board 60"o : "zo" ' o- C 00wei.~
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JAY JANIS vw(i/PL
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October 10, 1980

Honorable G. William Miller
Secretary
Department of the Treasury
Washington, D.C. 20220

Dear Mr. Secretary:

I am writing to express my concern over the recent issuance
of Revenue Ruling 80-274. The practical effect of the ruling is
to preclude the use of group single premium retirement annuity
contracts under which Federally insured savings and loan associa-
tions are designated as group contract holders. r believe the
Internal Revenue Service should withdraw this recent ruling, and
that the Treasury Department and. the Internal Revenue Service
should reconsider carefully the legal and policy implications of
the ruling.

I am concerned about the adverse impact of the ruling on
savings account funded annuity plans because these plans can be a
significant incentive for increased savings by a major segment of
the American public, and because these annuity plans have the
potential to become a significant source of stable funds for
Federally insured savings and loan associations.

Although Revenue Ruling 80-274 is limited obstensibly to
the facts of a specific type of annuity contract involving savings
and loan associations, as a practical matter, it raises major policy
questions concerning the tax treatment of other types of annuities
as well. The ruling fails to provide any reasoned legal analysis
for its conclusion. In fact, strong legal arguments and precedent
exist Sgt concluding that the ruling is incorrect as a matter of
law.

In view of the important policy considerations and the complex
legal questions raised by the ruling, I believe it is more appro-
priate for a decision on the tax treatment of these annuity contracts
to be the subject of a proceeding that would provide interested
individuals and governmental agencies, including the Bank Board,
an opportunity to participate. Therefore, I recommend immediate

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
70-595 0 - S1l-"9
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withdrawal of Revenue Ruling 80-274 and commencement of a rule-
making proceeding to consider the important and difficult issues
raised by this ruling.

.; cerelY

Cb~srman

cc: Dohald C. Lubick
Jerome Kurtz

In good faith reliance on the letter rulings, we transformed the
nature of our operations and pioneered our annuity contract.
Today, it is virtually our sole business activity. We have expended
close to $1 million. We have thus far received but $230,688 in gross
fees on the contracts that have been issued. Of course, we cannot
issue any new contracts, and we have drastically curtailed our
operations.

Moreover, in reliance on the letter ruling, we committed our.
selves to obligations under our annuity contracts that will be trig-
gered with disastrous financial consequences unless our outstand.
ing contracts are promptly "grandfathered," by the Service. The
Service has not yet advised whether it wil grant this equitable
relief.

Absent prompt grandfatheringg," revenue ruling 80-274 will, as
is to be expected, produce wholesale, if not total, termination of our
contracts, with ensuing requests for withdrawals of cash surrender
values.

In the case of such withdrawals, we do not, unlike the situation
described in revenue ruling 80-274, charge the, annuity owner with
the early withdrawal penalty charged us-by banks, and savings and
loan associations. We uniquely bear the penalty that regulation Q
requires to be charged in the event of early withdrawals. Neverthe-
less, the Service has refused to recoo e this material distinction
as a basis for not applying revenue ruling 80-274 to us.

The amount of these potential early withdrawal penalties, even
when reduced by the independent withdrawal charges that we may
charge under our contracts, currently approach $1.5 million We
have approximately $2.2 million of capital and surplus.

Unless our contracts are promptly "grandfathered," the severe
loss we will suffer from the penalties alone because of the Service's
precipitous revocation of its letter rulings is apparent and need not
be belabored.

In addition, unless our contracts are "grandfathered," the collect-
ibility of some $207,000 in fees that banks, and savings and loan
associations owe us on outstanding contracts is in jeopardy.

I would like to offer for the record a copy of a letter of October
10, 1980, from Chairman Jay Janis of the Federal Home Loan
Bank Board to Secretary of the Treasury G. William Miller. The
letter urges withdrawal and reconsideration of revenue ruling
80-274 and states in part, if I might quote:
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I am concerned about the adverse impact of the ruling on savings accounts funded

annuity plans because these plans can be significant incentive for increased savings
by a major segment of the American public, and because these annuity plans have
the potential to become a significant source of stable funds for Federally insured
savings and loan associations.

These funds, of course, provide sorely needed mortgage money
for the housing market. The benefits redound not only to the
prospective homeowner, but to the construction industry as well.

We urge that S. 8082 and S. 8094 be amended so that they will
not only rescind revenue ruling 77-85, but also specifically provide
for the rescission of revenue ruling 80-274.

Mr. Chairman, as a personal note, I would really appreciate if
somebody could at least get the Service to respond to our communi.
cations as they have done under revenue ruling 77-85 to "grandfa-
ther" the existing contracts which were issued in ood faith. I wish
that they would do the same here. It is a matter o, a few days time
period, because the State insurance company is quite concerned
about it.

[Prepared statement of Robert R. Barrow follows:]
STATEMENT Or ROBERT R. BARROW, PRESIDENT, INTERNATIONAL GENERAL

INSURANCE CORP., ON S. 8082 AND S. 8094
Our company issues annuities with the premiums being deposited in certificates

of deposit of banks and savings and loan associations. We guarantee a minimum
interest accumulation on the premium plus an additional accumulation based on
earnings of the deposit in excess of the guarantee.

We received letter rulings in August 1977, December 1979 and January 1980
according our contracts annuity tax treatment. The Internal Revenue Service hd
obviously concluded that Rev. Rul. 77-86, which it had issued earlier in March 197,
had no bearing on our contracts.

Then suddenly without notice, on September 24, 1980, the Service, relying on
Rev. Rul. 77-85, sued Rev. Rul. 80-274. Thereafter, we were advised that, because
of Rev. Rul. 80-274, the letter, rulings we had received were revoked retroactively to
the date of their issuance.

In good faith reliance on the letter rulings, we transformed the nature of our
operations and pioneered our annuity contract.'Today, it is virtually our sole busi-
ness activity. We have expended close to $1,000,000. We have thus far received but
$280,688 in gross fees on the contracts that have been issued. Of course, we cannot
issue any new contracts, and we have drastically curtailed our operations.

Moreover, in reliance on the letter rulings, we committed ourselves to obligations
under our annuity contracts that will be triggered with disastrous financial cone-
quencw unless our outstanding contracts are promptly "grandfathered" by the
Service. The Service has not yet advised whether it will grant this equitable relief.

Absent prompt "grandfathering", Rev. Rul. 80-274 will, as s to be expected,
produce wholesale, if not total, termination of our contract., with ensuing requests
for withdrawals of cash surrender values. In the case of such withdrawals, we do
not, unlike the situation described in Rev. Rul. 80-274, charge the annuity owner
the early withdrawal penalty charged us by banks and savings and loan associ
nations. We uniquely bea the penalty that Regulation Q require tobe charged In
the event of early withdrawals. Nevertheless the Service has refusedto recointze
this material distin tion as a basis for not applying Rev. Ril. 80-274 to us.

The amount of these potential early withdrawal penalties (even when reduced by
the independent withdrawal charges that we may cha 'under our contracts)
currently approaches $1,500,000, We have approximatelyy [Z200,000 of capital and
surplus. Unless our contracts are promptly 'grandfathered', tbe seveloss we wi l
suffer from the penalties alone because of the Service's jprecijitous revocation of its
letter rulings is apparent and need not be labored.

In addition, unles our contracts are "grandfathered', te collectibility of so e
$207,000 in fee. that banks and savingsand loai assciations owe us on outstndng
contracts is in jeopardy.

I would also like to offer for the record a opy of a letter of October 10, 1980 from
Chairman Jay Janis of the Federal Home L*n Bank Board to Socretary of the
Treasury 0. William Miller. The letter urges withdrawal and reconsideration of
Rev, Ru. 80-274, and states in part:
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"I am concerned about the adverse impact of the ruling on savings account
funded annuity plans because these plans can be a significant incentive for in.
creased savings by a major segment of the American public, and because these
annuity plans have the potential to become a significant source of stable funds for
Federally insured savings and loan associations."

These funds, of course, provide sorely needed mortgage money for the housing
market. The benefit redounds not only to the prospective home owner, but to the
construction industry as well. I

We urge that S. 8082 and S. 3094 be amended so that they will not only rescind
Rev. Rut. 77-85, but also specifically provide for the recission of Rev. RuL 80-274,

Senator BYRD. It seems to me that they should respond one way
or another.

Mr. BARROW. Thank you.
Senator BYRD. At this point I want to insert in their record,

although this should be put in the record prior to the first witness,
a statement by Senator Hatch dealing with this legislation.

Mr. Burt.

STATEMENT OF FORREST D. BURT, PRESIDENT-ELECT, TEXAS
ASSOCIATION OF COLLEGE TEACHERS

Mr. BuRT. Thank you, Senator.
I am Forrest Burt, State vice president of the Texas Association

of College Teachers. I have submitted testimony, and I would re-
quest that It be put in the record.

Senator BYRD. Without objection, it will be.
Mr. BURT. I would like to say a few words in summary of my

position.
represent the faculty of higher education in the State of Texas.
know that every profession think they are exceptional. I believe

that the faculty of higher education in the State of Texas has great
responsibility to educate and train tomorrow's leaders for our
8tate. So I am very concerned about this benefit, and the Texas
Association of College Teachers has a position.

Allow me to quote tlhe present president of the Texas Association
of College Teachers:

Public universities In Texas are in big trouble, and the root of that trouble is the
salaries and benefit.. simply stated the problem is that university salaries and
benefits arer bew"ng 1. and less competitive with those in other employment, As
usual, wyhen an epployerm compensation program b to fall behind,, the ablest
people a the ones who can most easily move elsewhere,.

Let me say that' what we are talking about with this deferred
annuity is not extra money, It is our retirement benefit, The' Texas
4s ocition of College Teacher has takenthe position that teach-
e should have as many oPtins as possible, and this is one.

Prt'ng Senate bill 8 082 .or' 8. 8094 is in the interest of "he
faculty ofhigher e4ui tion in Texas. The IRS iuling 77,5' reversed
a previous policy that for 12 years permitted, investment annuity as
a ability for 's. as t defered annuity by faculty

Allow me In osing toq~ote the executive secretaryof the Texas
Assaation of College Teachers:.

I str9ngly enc rage ou, on be lff ulty Intersts In Tias, to, favor sendingor ot r of these bl, to the foi, and to work for theirpaea order that
this i"eess restcion, on chQlo of products for use In the'optional retirement
Progrem tld it~at de r 4n ore ve . 1 Such" -action wil

reur te iuate9w1chex e4 orlayaz pirt arch 1977.'
Thank you.

'71'
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[Prepared statement of Forrest D. Burt follows:]
PRPARED TESTIMONY OF FoRtorT D. BuRT BEFORE rHi SuscOmmITmgE ON

TAXATION OF THE SENATE FINANCE COMMITrmE ON S. 3082 AND S. 3094
SUMMARY OF TwTIMONY

Passing Senate bill S. 8082 or S. 8094 is in the interest of. the faculty of higher
education in the state of Texas. The IRS Revenue Ruling 77-85 reversed a previous
policy that for 12 years permitted "investment annuity" as a possibility for use as a
tx deferred annuity by faculty under Section 408(b) of the Internal Revenue Code.

Senate Bill S. 8082 or S. 3094 would remove this unnecessary restriction on the
choice of products available to Texas faculty in the Optional Retirement Program
and Tax Deferred Annuity Program.

TETIMONY ON 5. 8082 AND S. 3094

The tax deferred character of "investment annuity" being considered in the
hearing for identical bills 8. 3082 and S. 8094 before the Senate Finance Committee
is a matter of considerable interest to faculty members in Texas institutions of
higher education. As state vice president of the Texas Association of College Teach.
ers I wish to clarify the faculty's position in this matter.

he IRS Revenue Ruling 77-85 reversed a previous policy that for 12 years had
permitted "investment annuity" as a possibility for use as a tax deferred annuity by
faculty under Section 403(b) of Internal Revenue Code. The Texas Association of
College Teachers (TACT) has favored as wide a choice of products as possible in this
field. Annuall we ublish an analysis of insurance company products available for
faculty of higher eucation in Texas. We believe -that one product that should be
available to faculty is the "investment annuity," previously offered by First Invest.
ment Annuity Company. The unique feature of this product is the ability of annu-
itants to direct their payments into investments of their own choice through a bank
custodian. It varies in no other essential way from many other products offered for
use under 408(b) provisions.

Ruling 77-85, however, has eliminated this product in a seemingly discriminatory
way with no apparent advantage to the government. The consequence for Texas
faculty members, though, is that their ability to direct payment by their own
decision is severely limited. But at the same time, insurance company managers are
allowed to give similar direction for these funds in variable annuities.

Working in the interest of the faculty of higher education in Texas, Texas Associ.
ation of College Teachers made the following policy statement on choices for Option.
al Retirement and Tax Deferred Annuity Programs:

The offerings should at least include:
(a) The TIAA-CREF program, because of its long-term service to higher education,

ite transferability throughout, the profession, and its comparative low cost;
(b) Three or more of the flexible, adaptable programs offered by standard insur-.

ance companies * * ,; and
(c) Thelrst Investment Annuity (FIAC) program because of its unique opportuni-

ty'for the participant to make his own investment decisions throughout the life of
, i, thep rm

Te'Th8 Revenue Ruling 77-85 has eliminated the latter option -as a choice for
Texas faculty.

Therefore, passin Senate bill S. 8082 or 8. 309 Would be in the interest ofthe
faculty of higher education 4n the state of-Texas. In the words of the Executive
Director of the Texas Association of College Teachers, Mr. Frank Wright, "I strong.
ly ,encurage you, on behalf of faculty interests in Texas, to favor sending one or the
other of these bills to the floor and to work (or their passage in order that. th,
unnecessary restriction on choice of products for use in the Optioral Retirement
Program and Tax Deferred Annuity Program may be removed. Such section will
return to the situation which existed for.12 years prior to March 1977."

Senator BYRD. Thank you.
The last witness.

STATEMENT OP JUDITH HASENAUER, ESQ., '
Ms. HAsENAUER. Thank you, Senator Byrd
My name is Judith, A Hasenauer. I am a partner in the law firm
17e t 14', Cozi-h.
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My firm represents a very large number of insurance companies
mutual funds, banks, financial institutions, money managers, and
other companies of that nature. As such, we have become intimate-
ly involved with annuity programs of All kinds, including those
programs that were affected 4y revenue ruling 77-85, and its prog-
eny revenue ruling 80-274, which was issued in September of this
year.

I am here today on behalf of my firm, and not in representative
capacity of any particular organization. I am representing my firm
today because of a very difficult situation that we find ourselves in.

As attorneys, we analyze the Internal Revenue Code, regulations,
legislative history, State insurance law, and other laws that govern
the* issuance of annuity contracts. We find that revenue ruling
77-85 and revenue ruling 80-274 do not square with our analysis of
such analysis. This was concurred in by the district court. '

Section 72 of the Internal Revenue Code, as Congress adopted it,
provides for the taxation of annuities to individual. That statute
governed the basic deferral of income on both interest and divi.
ends. Section 72, in both the legislative history and in the statute
itself, makes no reference whatsoever to the underlying assets, It
makes no reference to how the assets should be held, invested or
managed.

The corresponding section of the Internal Revenue Code is sec-
tion 801, which governs taxation of separate accounts to insurance
companies. Again, an analysis of the statute shows that there is no
requirement that the insurance company manage the funds. There
is no limitation whatsoever as to the form the assets must be
invested in, how they are held, what duration, who manages the
mono.

In fact, Treasury Regulation 70-2 states:
Annuity contracts shall be deemed under Section 72 as those annuity contracts in

accordance with customary practice of life insurance companies.
As noted earlier, the practice in this industry, in order for an

insurance company to issue an annuity contract, you must file the
annuity contract and have it approved, in most States, by the
insurance department in the State in which you intend to issue it.
You must als have the separate account approved, which includes'
filing an analysis as to how the assets are to be held, and how they
are to -be, managed.

The Federal policy to date has been that the State insurance
departments would regulate insurance, not the Internal Revenue
Service. I

I seriously disagree with the Deputy Assistant Secretary's state-'
ment that they hive not changed section 72. Heretofore an insur-
ance company wihing to issue an annuity contract would go. to its
state insurance department for determination as to whether a con-
tract was an annuity contract, not the Internal Revenue Service.

We find ourselves in a situation as attorneys of not being able to
render sound advice based on many, many years of experience, and
many, many years of stat4 .facts, legislative history, and the clear
statement of congressional intention as drafted in the 1959 Reve-
nue Act.

I am here today to urge this committee and Congrs to pass the
statute, to take us back to where we were, not to give'us something
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we have not had in the past, and to limit the Service's ability to
interfere in an area in which they have not been granted any
jurisdiction.

Thank you, Senator.
Senator BYRD. Thank you.
I think that all of you have presented good, testimony toda
I don't know whether it will be practical to handle all ths

legislation in the very few days which remain. The Finance Com-
mittee has taken the view that with the session so short, if there is
opposition to a proposal, there is little likelihood that it would be
favorably reporfed by the committee.

This testimony will be helpful at whatever time the committee is
able to reach this subject matter. I thank all of you very much.

Ms. ARMSTRONG. Senator, as I formerly stated I am not familiar
with the procedures. Am I to formally request that this three-page
memo be included in your record for it to be included?

Senator BYRD. Your statement will be inserted in the record as if
read.

M s. ARMSTRONG. Thank you very much, sir.
Senator BYRD. The committee will stand in recess.
[Whereupon, at 4:10 p.m., the subcommittee recessed, subject to

call of the Chair.
(By direction of the chairman the following communications were

made a part of the hearing record:]
PREPARED TuTIMONY Or HoN. TOBY ROTH (REPUBLICAN OF WISCONSIN) ON 5. 8082

AND S. 8094 BEFORE THZE SENATE FINANCE COMMITrrE, SUBCOMMITrEE ON TAX.
ATION AND Dzwr MANAGEMENT

Mr. Chairman, I appreciate the chance to testify before this distinguished Sub-
committee regarding S. 8082 and S. 8094. I commend Senator Hatch and Senator
Tower for introducing these two badly needed legislative remedies.

In late September 1980, several insurance companies and saving and loan associ-
ations in the Eighth District of Wisconsin advised me that the Internal Revenue
Service, relying on Revenue Ruling 77-85, had suddenly-and without notice issued
Revenue Ruling 80-274. This appears to be another instance where the IRS has
legislated through administrative procedure. This most cavalier Revenue Ruling and
the actions relating thereto constitute shabby and high-handed treatment of our
citizens by the IRS. I personally corresponded with Treasury Secretary G. William
Miller on October 27, 1980 regarding Rev. Rul. 80-274, which involves Revenue
Ruling 77-85, and have not as yet received a reply.

Allow me now to get to the heart of the matter before us. Our country is
experiencing a severe and growing shortage of capital, which is contributing to high
interest rates and slowing our econonc growth. Congress acknowledge this prob-
lem and speaks repeatedly of the "Reindustrialization of America". Although we
have been mostly concerned about our manufacturing plants, the same concept is
true for one of this nation's major industies-the -housing industry. The home
building industry is undergoing very difficult times, and many thousands of people
directly associated with real estate ind home construction find themselves without
work. What is even more distressing is that forecasts 'for the future show that our
stock of housing will not be sufficient to accommodate upcoming generations. With
the need for capital to build our nation's housing stock, the Savings and loan
industry needs ways to attract people to save.

Savings associations finance about two-thirds of America's housing and their
ability to lend depends directly on people saving at their neighborhood savings and
loan. In recent years the percent of disposable income a tyPical American family
saves has been declining steadily-a dangerous trend which must be reversed if
housing is to rebound. .'s

Further compared with other industrialized nations, the American wage earner
saves far less than their Japanese and European counterparts. It is estimated that
Americans now save less than 8% of their earned Income, whereas the average
Japanese worker saves 25% of his income and the West German worker saves about
11%. Clearly, we in Congress must fulfill our obligation to help people save, so that
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they may one day fulfill their dream of owning a home. The Tax Deferred Annuity
is anmoel vehicle for this purpose. The Tax Dferred Annuity (TDA) is not, as some
have suggested, another loophole for the rich; but it Is in most cases used by a wage
or salary earner-middle aged or older who has most of his home paid for and Is
now concerned about retirement and his ability to build a nest-egg for that impor-
tant day. He or she knows about traditional savings accounts and money market
certificates and is not anxious to use these products because much of the return
goes for Federal and State income taxes and often pushes total family income into
higher tax brackets. The American people are crying out for tax relief and the TDA
is like an answer to their prayers because, of the tax deferral nature of the Interest
buildup. The TDA appeal to the "serious" saver, one who saves regularly, with
meaningful amounts-the way experts say people should save.

I would like to summarize some of the benefit to be derived from this program.
The pr am:

(1) Allows people who wish to participate the opportunity to accumulate funds for
their own retirement. The need for this i based on a recent survey, which indicates
that 88% of the population is scared to death of running out of money before they
run out of breath.

(2) By isuing TDA's through financial institutions, we reverse the flow of dollarsthat are fleeing from the bank and savings and loans and thus compounding the
inflation rate, the problems of the housing industry and unemployment.

(8) The program was designed to keep the funds in the local bank and local
savings and loan. This point is very important and should not be forgotten. These
funds don't go out of state for some project no one cares about. To the contrary,
these funds stay within the localities to work for a better quality of life for the
participants and their fellow citizens.

Mr. Chairman, let me close by saying that this capricious and arbitrary Revenue
Ruling should be revoked forthwith or at the very least suspended for one year to
allow Congress time to study the matter.

The Social Security Funds are facing collapse our older citizens cry out for some
sense of financial security. I believe Tax Deferred Annuities are a good method by
which an individual can determine his or her own future and the dignity that comes
from living in a manner he or she determines, rather than a way of life determined
by some federal bureaucrat at some federal agency.

Again Mr. Chairman, I thank you for the opportunity to testify before this
Subcommittee.

Toa RoTm,
Addendum; I would respectfully request that my letter to Treasury Secretary

Miller be included'in the record.
Houss oF ROuREuMAVS,

Washington, D.C., October 27, 1980.
Hon. G. WILLIAM MuWa,
Secretary, Department of the Treasury,
Washington, D.C

D&A Mk. SBcawrARY: I am writing to express my concern over the recent publica.
tion of Revenue Ruling 80-274. ThIs ruling prohibits tax deferral for an individual
who purchase an insurance annuity from an insurance company, with the insur-
ance company s proceeds being held at a financial institution.

All insurance companies partcipatin In this annuity program were required to
receive a private letter ruling from th Service to offer this product.' It has proven
to be very successful with average middle-income people because ofthe tax deferral
aspect and the ability to work with their financial institutioi asa facflitator of their
annuity purchase. This p~tduct Is one of the few programs thatendo urage someone
to 'save, and let no one doubt this country needs tax incentives to stimulate capital
formation. Moreover, Tax Deferred Annuity Accounts Provide a much neededlserv-
ice to our older citizens. That is, they are a modal vehicle for building a person
retirement account while alto providing a framework for setting aside funds for th4
education of your child or grandchild,

In talking with my conmtituents who are affected by this unwise Revenue Ruing
Z have determined that legislation With full Congresional investigation is needed
forthwith. The issuance ofRevenue Ruling 80-274 is bad policy. This Ill-conceived
ruling may have disastrous effects and unanticipated impacts on the insurance
industry home building industry, savings and loans and a myriad of small' busi-
nesses throughout the'lUnited States. Therefore, I request the Department of the
Treasury to consider the broader policy implications of the revenue ruling which
would affect the rulings already given by the !1S and already accepted, Ingood
faith, by many savings and loansand in urance companies, I recommend immediate
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revocation of Revenue Ruling 80-274 until such time as an appropriate forum can
be convened to allow interested individuals the opportunity to comment on this
ruling.

Thanking you in advance, I am
Tony Rom, Member of Congrea&

REMARKS ON STATUS or ANNUNITY CONTRACTS UNDER RevNuu RUNGOS 77-85
AND 80-274

I am Judith A. Hasenauer, a partner in the Westport, Connecticut law firm of
Blazzard, Grodd and Hasenauer. My firm specializes in the design and clearance of
specialty financial products through the Securities and Exchange Commission, In-
ternal Revenue Service and State regulatory agencies. I personally have concen-
trated' in the area of representing Iffe insurance companies, banking and thrift
institutions, securities brokerage firms, mutual fund managers and similar organiza-
tions in the design and implementation of annuities. Because of this, I believe that I
have the expertise to make a positive contribution to this Committee.

At the time of the adoption of RevenueRuling 77-85 we represented many of the
life insurance companies which offered or were preparing to offer the investment
annuity. We were intimately involved in the discussions and negotiations with the
Treasury Department and the Internal Revenue Service prior to the release of
Revenue Ruling 77-85.

I wish to emphasize that I am here not in a representative capacity for any client,
but as a concerned citizen who p a particular technical expertise about the
subject. I believe this technical expertise gives me an insight into the problems and
inequities which have resulted from the promulgation of venue Ruling 77-85 and:
its offspring, Revenue Ruling 80-274.

As a lawyer engaged in rendering advice to businesses, I am appalled that the
Internal Revenue Serilce can, without benefit of Congressional action reverse long.
standing, commonly accepted and IRS approved interpretation of tax law which has
stood unquestioned for more than a decade. I am sure you are aware that the
development and implementation of complex financial products such as annuities by
a Company is a long, painstaking and expensive proposition.

Regulatory clearances from 58 state level regulatory bodies and from the Securi-
ties and Exchange Commission usually take many months and the out-of-pocket
costs can easily run into hundreds of thousands of dollars for legal, accounting and
actuarial fees. In addition, complex computer programs and marketing organiza-
tions must be developed and made operational. The cost for the total installation of
a new financial product, such as annuity, can reach into more than a million
dollars.

New financial products such as annuities stimulate growth of capital, stabilize the
savings base of our economy and provide jobs for many people. Insurance Compa-
nies and other financial institutions are willing to develop new financial products
and risk the cost of such development only when there is a reasonable likelihood
that such products can. be sold to the public. When, in reliance on tax treatments
specified in clear unambiguous provisions of the Internal Revenue Code, a company
.evelopsa ew financial product and expends the substantial funds involved, onlyFc

to have the Internal Revenue Service, In effect, change the law without public
hearing, prior notice of action by the duly elected representatives of the people,
there results a frustration with the entire governmental process, and more impor-
tantly, the reluctance to undertake any new program m. This problem is compounded
when such a company has sought and obtained a ruling from the Internal avenue
Service to the effect that the product complies with tax law.

My firm worked on many different product designs over the past several years. I
would like to take this opportunity to describe just one such design and legal
structure affecting it.

The product I would like you to examine is an Individual Variable Annuity
Contract. This Contract guarantees annuity payments for life based on recognized
mortality tables. However, the amount of each payment (as well as the surrender
value of the contract) will vary according to the investment experience of the assets
held in the separate account which underlie the Contract. These assets are invest-
ment instruments issued by banks and savings and loarwassociations. .,

The Purchase Payment for a Contract is made by the assignment of an invest.
ment instrument to the Insurance Company. Such instrument may have been issued
b any bank or savings and loan association which is a mem er of the Federal
Deposit Insurance Corporation or the Federal Savings and Loan Insurance Corpora-
tion. However, any uncompounded interest on such investment instruments and the

.. t
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maturity proceeds will be invested only in new investment instruments issued by a
financial institution determined by the Insurance Company to-be eligible for invest-
ment by the separate account (an "eligible financial institution"). A contract Owner
must elect an eligible financial institution at time of application for the Contract.

All uncompounded interest and maturity proceeds Will be invested in investment
instruments of the eligible financial institution selected by the Contract Owner.
However, the Contract Owner has no say in the term of such investment instru-
ments nor in the interest yield. The Insurance Company will invest in investment
instruments of the highest available yield regardless of duration. However, all
investment instruments must be of a duration consistent with the annuity starting
date and the date of subsequent annuity payments. Thus, depending on the age of
the annuitant, the Insurance Company may be required to select a portfolio of
investment instruments of differing durations and yields to satisfy the need for
annuity payments. The Insurance Company reserves the right to require the substi
tution of investment instruments held In the separate account under a Contract.
The Insurance Company will do so when, in its exclusive opinion, any investment
instrument is no longer appropriate for the purposes of the Contract or is no longer
compatible with the administrative procedures established for the accounting of
assets within the separate account.

This Contract and the related Separate Account were approved by the Insurance
Department of the State of domicile of the Insurance Company and in all states
where the Insurance Compny intends to offer the product.

With the enactment ofr ' ie 1954 Code, Congress provided a specific scheme for
taxing annuity income to individuals, which includes any such income from a
variable annuity.

Section 72(a) of the Code provides in general for the inclusion in gross income of
any amount received as an annuity under an annuity contract. However, § 72(b)
provides for an exclusion from gross income of the amount received as an annuity
which bears the same ratio to such amount as the investment In the contract bears
to the expected return thereunder, as of the annuity starting date. § 72(cXl) provides
that the investment in the contract is the aggregate premiums or other considera-
tion paid for the annuity less any amounts received under the contract before the
annuity starting date to the extent that the latter amount was excludable from
gross income.

For purposes of § 72, the annuity starting date is the first day of the first period
for which an amount is received as an annuity under the contract.

Under § 72(e), if an amount is received prior to the annuity starting date it is
included in gross income only to the extent that it, in the aggregate when added to
amounts previously received under the contract which were excludable from gross
income exceeds the aggregate premiums or other consideration paid for the con-
tract. Furthermore, any amount received, whether in a single sum or otherwise, in
full discharge of the obligation under the contract which is in the nature of a refund
of the consideration paid for the contract and any amount received under the
Contract on its surrender, redemption or maturity are not treated as annuities
(972(eX2)).

Under § 72(g) of the Code, Congress provided rules for d-termining the basis of
annuity contracts transferred by assignment or otherwise for valuable considera-
tion. I 72(h) puts forth the concept of non-constructive receipt in the case of a
contract which provided for payment for a lump sum In fll discharge of an
obligation thereunder, subject to an option to receive an annuity in lieu of the lump
sum if the option was exercised within sixty (60) days after the lump sum became
payable.

Congress also added Section 1085 to the 1954 Code to enable individuals to
exchange one annuity policy for another better suited to their needs without recog-
nizing a gain or a loss.

By way of further clarification as to applicability of Section 72, Treasury issued
Regulation 1.72-2(aX1) which provides that:

"The contracts under which amounts paid will be subject to the provisions of
Section 72 include contracts which are considered to be life insurance endowment
and annuity contracts in accordance with the customary practice of ife insurance
companies,-The Life Insurance Company Income Tax Act of 1959 (Public Law 86-69, June 25,

1959) included a provision for variable annuities. This provision (originally § 801(g)
of the Code, now § 801(gX1Xa)) was explained by the report of the Senate FInance
Committee as follows:

"Your committee has added a provision to the House bill to make it clear that
variable annuities are in general to be taxed in the same manner as other annu-
ities." (86th Cong., lt Sees., S. Rep. No. 291 (1959) 18.)
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In 1962, Congress expanded the variable annuity section of the Code to include a
new type of contract. Section 801(g(1XA) reenacted in substance the provisions of
the 1959 Act and thus continued to include a variable annuity within the definition
of an annuity. However, Congress also added Section 801(gXlXB) to the Code todeal
with "contracts with reserves based on a sepegated asset account", which it defined
as a contract which provides for the allocation of all or part of the amounts received
under the contract to an account which, pursuant to state law or regulation, is
segregated from the general asset accounts of the Company, which provides for the
payment of annuities, and under which the amounts paid in or the amounts paid as
annuities reflect the investment return and market value of the segregated aset
account. Congress also added several provisions dealing with accounti-ng for life
insurance companies which issue such Contracts, requiring generally that the com-
panies separately account for various items of income, exclusions, deductions, assets,
reserves and other liabilities attributable to such separate accounts.

The legislative history of 801(gX1XB), as stated in the reports of the Senate
Finance Committee and of the Conference Committee indicate no concern about the
nature of the investments underlying a variable annuity contract. This history
merely reiterates the qualifications necessary to quality as a "contract with reserves
based on a segregated asset account." These are:

1. Contributions and accumulations are applied to a separate account, the assets
of which, under State law, are segregated from the general assets account of theCorn ny2. RCfel ontracts must provide for the payment of annuities.

3. The amounts paid ?n or the amounts paid as annuities reflect the investment
return and the market value of the assets held in the separate account.

There is nothing in I 801(gX1XB) nor in the legislative history-which would show a
congressional intent to limit the type of investment underlying a variable annuity
contract.

In summary, the Insurance Company was offering an annuity contract which was
to be issued out of a separate account. Both the separate account and the Contracts
were approved by the individual state insurance departments where the Contracts
were to be sold as well as the State of domicile of the Insurance Company.

In September of this year, Internal Revenue Service issued Rev. Rul. 80-274. Rev.
Rul. 80-274 described a group single premium retirement annuity contract owned
by a savings and loan association. Under the facts stated the policyholder trans.
ferred cash, a passbook savings account or a certificate of deposit to the insurance
company for the purchase of the annuity contract. This amount is reduced from 2 to
5 percent for sales, administrative and premium tax expenses. The reduced amount
is segregated, placed in a separate account of the savings and loan association and
invested in a certificate of deposit. When the certificate expires, the Insurance
company must reinvest the proceeds in a certificate of deposit in the same savings
and loan association for the same duration unless that duration would extend
beyond the annuity starting date. If so, a certificate of shorter duration would be
purchased. If a certificate of deposit were not available, then the funds would be
invested In a passbook savings account.

Under the annuity described in Rev. Rul. 80-274, the Insurance Company retains
the right to withdraw the deposits from a falling savings and loan association or
from one that terminates the plan. If withdrawn, the insurance company must
deposit such amount in another federally Insured savings and loan association. The
insurer deducts an annual management fee from the interest earned on the invest-
ments. The remaining interest is credited to each annuity account. The insurer
guarantees the deposit will earn at least 4 percent per year compounded annually
from the date of deposit.

The policyholder may withdraw all or a portion of the cash surrender value of the
contract at any time prior to the annuity starting date. The cash surrender value is
the* amount deposited plus interest credited less a charge for withdrawal. The
withdrawal charge is the early withdrawal penalty charged by the savings and loan
association plus any premium tax resulting from the withdrawal.

The annuity contract allows the policyholder to elect one of a variety of settle.
ment options. If a policyholder dies prior to the annuity starting date, a lump sum
is payable to the benefciary in an amount equal to the cash surrender value on the
date of death. The beneficiary could also elect to receive a lifetime annuity or an
annuity for a term certain.

Rev. Rul. 80-274 found that under these facts the policyholder's position is sub.
stantially Identical to what the policyholder's position would have been had the
investment been directly' maintained or established with the savings, and loan
association. The insurance company is little more than a conduit between the
policyholder and the savings and loan association.'

11 11 114. 1 , I , .
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Rev. Rul. 80-274 determined that due to the "substantially identical" position of
the policyholder, he or she still possesses substantial incidents of ownership and
therefore the policyholder and not the insurance company is the owner of the
account for federal income tax purposes.The sole legal basis of Rev. Rul. 80-274 was Rev. Rul. 77-85. Certainly the, facts
did not support the position that the poicyholder was "substantially identical." The
only substantive review of Rev. Rul. 77-85 was the FIAC litigation in the District
Court. There, the Court found that Rev. Rul. 77-85 was illegal and void as an
invalid usurption of Congressional power.

The Internal Revenue Service, hurt by the release of Rev. Rulings 77-85 and 80-
274, changed the law as it has existed under clear Congressional mandate and as it
was interpreted by the IRS for well over a decade.

There has long been an established federal policy to leave the regulation of
insurance to the individual states. This policy was most recently exhibited in Con-
gressional action with respect to the FTC. The Treasu Regulation cited above
providing that on annuity which is "in accordance with he customary practice of
life insurance companies, is consistent with this policy.

I urge you to dopt legislation that will clearly set limits on the IRS's ability to
interfere with the regulation of insurance by the State Insurance Departments and
with the legislative authority vested solely in Congress. With the imposition of such
restrictions, Insurance Companies would be more willing to expend the large dollar
amounts necessary to implement the new financial products necessary to meet the
growing needs of insurers.

CERAL FEDEUAL SAVINGS & LOAN ASSOCIATION,
San Diego, Calif., November 25, 1980.

Re S. 8094, Senator Hatch-S. 8082, Senator Tower.
Hon. Rusm B. LONG,
Chairman, Senate Committee of Finance,
Dirksen Senate Office Building Washington, D.C.

DuRa SENATOR LONG: I believe the Senate Committee on Finance is considering
two bills which would have the effect of reinstating the tax treatment applied to the
Investment Annuity Program as it existed prior to the issuance of Revenue Ruling
77-85. These bills aire S. 0082 and S. 8094, referenced above.

Central Federal has been familiar with the Investment Annuity Program for
several years. In fact, we were able to use it in financial planning for many of our
customers, over 300 of whom still have existing pr . We found that it was a

e s tool in serving existing savers and in attracting new, long-term funds.
We strongly support the proposed legislation as a valuable source of money for

home lendingprograms, as welf as a worthwhile addition to the selection of savings
accounts we offer to the public.

Sincerely, RENE H, GENTRY,
Senior Vice President, Community Relations Director.

AmcAN TzuPHoNE & TzKamn Co.*
New York, N. Y., November 17, 1980.

Hon. HAimw F. Bum, Jr.,
Chairman, Subcommittee on Taxation and Debt Management Generally, Committee

on Finance, U.S. Senate, Washington, D.C.
Deat Ma. C i4-A.: This statement, in sUpport of HR 6806, is submitted on

behalf of American Telephone and Telegraph Company (AT&T) and the Associated
Companies of the Bell Sysem (listed on Attachment A).

We support HR 6806 because it would achieve two important objectives-first it
would claify for the future the eligibility requirements or claiming liberalized tax
depreciation and the investment tax credit by public utilities, and second it would
eliminate for the past massive tax deficiencies for three California utilities, includ-
ing Pacific Telephone & Telegraph Company (an AT&T subsidiary) resulting from
rate orders issued by the California Public Utilities Commission (CPC).

The need for HR 6806 arises from the following facts-
(1) A public utility is eligible to claim the investment tax credit and liberalized

tax depreciation, suect however to the normalization requirements set forth in
sections 46(f) and 167(l) of the Internal Revenue Code. If these normalization re-
quirements are not met, the public utility loses its eligibility for the investment tax
credit and its right to use liberalized tax depreciation.
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(2) Rate orders issued by the CPUC prior to February 18, 1980 established method-
ology for the treatment of the investment tax credit and liberalized tax depreciation
which the CPUC has asserted complies with the terms of sections 46(f) and 167().

(3) The Internal Revenue Service has ruled that the CPUC methodology does not
com ply with the terms of sections 46(f) and 167().(4)As a result of these rate orders by the CPUC, Pacific Telephone and Telegraph
Company and General Telephone of California face tax liabilities, for periods prior
to February 18, 1980, which amount to over $1.6 billion.

(5) The IRS assessed a tax deficiency against Pacific Telephone of $89 million, plus
$27 million interest for the year 1974. Years subsequent to 1974 are still subject to
audit. Pacific Telephone paid the 1974 deficiency in February 1980 and intends to
file a claim for refund and contest the deficiency in court. Final judicial determina-
tion can be expected to require many years. -

(6) An order issued by t e CPUC on February 13, 1980 has adopted methodology
for the future based on full normalization. This February 18, 1980 order applies only
to the future, and has no effect on the tax liabilities of the past.

From the outset there have been substantial doubts as to whether the CPUC's
methodology complies with the requirements of the tax law. The current situation
has come about despite every possible effort by the telephone companies to avoid
implementation of the CPUC orders which have caused this potential tax liability.
The Companies have been caught in the middle of a conflict between the OPUC and
the IRS, and they have been unable to obtain a judicial determination of eligibility
in a state or Federal court including the United States Supreme Court, prior to
implementation of the CPUc orders. As matters now stand, absent legislation, there
is no way to resolve the controversy short of litigation between the telephone
companies and the IRS, and this can take many years before the issue is resolved.
This is an unsatisfactory solution because the length of time involved subjects both
investors and telephone customers to a cloud of uncertainty as to the effects on the
financial position of the company and its ability to properly serve its customers.

Collection of these huge amounts does not make sense where, as here the taxpay-
ers involved had no control over the events which triggered the liabilit.The
problem is further exacerbated by the fact that the companies' customers in &tllfor-
nia have already received, and will continue to receive, much of the benefits derived
from the investment tax credit and the use of accelerated tax depreciation for
periods prior to February 18, 1980. Loss of eligibility would require the companies to
repay these same benefits to the IRS.

The companies will have enormous difficulty financing the tax payments. Pacific
Telephone already has the lowest bond rating, in the Bell System, and it is doubt-
ful, and in fact may be impossible for it to finance both the tax liability and the
facilities required to provide communications services so essential to the economy of
California. It would be ironic if the investment tax credit and accelerated tax
depreciation provisions, which are intended to stimulate investment in productive
assets should, through a misinterpretation of the tax requirements cripple the
ability of Pacfic Telephone and General Telephone to finance the facilities required
to furnish communications services.

HR 6806 provides a comprehensive and appropriate resolution to this problem. It
eliminates tax deficiencies created by the MC methodology for prior years, while
making it clear that such methodology will not be allowable in the future. It also
reaffirms the intent of Congress thaf Federal tax incentives be used to encourage
investment rather than subsidize utility rates, and that there must be no tampering
with the full normalization rules.

Thus, we support HR 6806 not only as a means of protecting the utility companies
and the public from the possible effects of a massive and undesired tax liability, but
also as affirmation that the important Congressional objectives underlying the
normalization provisions embodied In sections 46(f) and 167() will be retained.

Very truly yours, ROBERT N.FUNT.

BELL SYSTEM COMPANIES

American Telephone and Telegraph Company.
The Bell Telephone Company of Pennsylvania.
The Diamond State Telephone Company.
Bell Telephone Laboratories, Incorporated.
The Chesapeake and Potomac Telephone Company.

'Recently that rating went even lower as Standard and Poor's downkrded Pacific Tele-
phone's preferred stock, notes and debentures citing continued uncertainty over Pacific's finan-
cial outlook, which has been exacerbated by the uncertainties created by this tax dispute.
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The Chesapeake and Potomac Telephone Company of Maryland.
The Chesapeake and Potomac Telephone Company of Virginia.
The Chesapeake and Potomac Telephone Company of West Virginia.
Cincinnati Bell, Inc.
Illinois Bell Telephone Company.
Indiana Bell Telephone Company, Incorporated.
Michigan Bell Telephone Company.
The Mountain States Telephone and Telegraph Company.
New England Telephone and Telegraph Company.
New Jersey Bell Telephone Company.
New York Telephone Company.
Northwestern Bell Telephone Company.
The Ohio Bell Telephone Company.
Pacific Northwest Bell Telephone Company.
The Pacific Telephone and Telegraph Company and Bell Telephone Company of

Nevada.
South Central Bell Telephone Company.
Southern Bell Telephone and Telegraph Company.
The Southern New England Telephone Company.
Southwestern Bell Telephone Company.
Western Electric Company, Incorporated.
Wisconsin Telephone Company.

STATEMENT BY THE AMERICAN BANKERS ASSOCIATION

The American Bankers Association is a trade association composed of 13,200
banks, over 92 percent of the full service banks in the country. Because investment
annuities" could provide an important incentive to save and because they may
provide an important part of the retirement security of many bank customers, the
Association supports legislation that would restore the tax treatment afforded these
annuities prior to Revenue Rulings 77-85 and 80-274.

In September of this year, the Internal Revenue Service reversed its ruling
position on tax treatment of the income earned by a separate asset account that is
invested at the direction of an annuity contract in a deposit account in a financial
institution. Prior to the September ruling, the Service had held that the income was
taxable to the insurer. Then in Revenue Ruling 80-274, the Service held that the
policyholder is the owner of the deposit account and thus its income is taxable to
the policyholder. This holding is contrary to the law and to the facts. An annuity
contract requiring the investment of the separate asset account in a deposit at a
bank or thrift institution is virtually identical to the more traditional variable
annuity contract except that it directs the investment as opposed to giving the
insurance company investment discretion over the separate account. The mortality
risk assumed by the insurer is similar to that assumed under other forms of
annuities, and the policyholder's right to withdraw a part or all of the cash value of
the policy prior to the annuity date is the same as in most annuities.

The insurer in the deposit related annuity receives a fee out of the first premium
and any subsequent premium and receives an annual fee from the separate asset
account. Should there be a withdrawal of the cash value prior to the annuity date,
there may be an additional fee. There is no contractual -relationship between the
policyholder and the financial institution. The policyholder's rights are derived
solely from the annuity contract and the insurer may satisfy its obligation to the
policyholder using funds derived from sources other than the deposit account.
Despite all this the Service held the policyholder to be the owner of the deposit and
liable to pay tax currently on its income.

The Service based its holding on Revenue Ruling 77-85, a thoroughly discredited
ruling that the Service refuses to abandon. The subject of this ruling, which also
was a reversal of many prior rulings, was "Investment annuities." These annuities
also are virtually identical to the traditional variable annuity except for the invest-
ment provisions. The contract involved in this earlier ruling gave the policyholder
investment discretion over the assets in the separate account. Again the insurer
under the investment annuity contract assumed the mortality risk and the policy-
holder had no direct ownership interest over the separate account assets, Neverthe-
less, the Service held that the income of the account was currently taxable to the
policyholder.

Revenue Ruling 77-85 was challenged in the federal courts. The U.S. District
Court for the District of Columbia in a well reasoned and persuasive opinion in
Investment Annuity, Inc. v. Blumenthal, 442 F. Supp. 681 (1977), held the Revenue
Ruling "erroneous and unreasonable and, therefore, unlawful and beyond the statu-
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tory authority of the IRS." Judge Charles R. Richey initially decided not to grant
injunctive relief against the IR on the assumption that it would proceed appropri-
ately, in good faith, and in a manner fully consistent with the declaratory relief
granted w-ithout the coercion of a court order. Subsequently, the Court felt com-
rlled to enjoin the Service and the Service appealed the case. On appeal, the U.S.
Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia reversed the District Court for lack of
jurisdiction without reaching the merits of the case, Investment Anntuity, Inc. v.
Blumenthal, 609 F. 2d 1 (1979).

The Congress by enacting the Anti-Injunction Act and the tax exceptions to the
Declaratory Judgment Act prevented the courts in this case from requiring the IRS
to comply with the law. Because of actions of other federal and state agencies, the
plaintiffs have been unable to relitigate 'the issue in the tax court or in a refund
suit. Therefore, we urge'the Congres to take steps to require the Service to comply
with the law. The enactment of either S. 3082 or S. 8694 would have this effe,
particularly if it were amended to include a specific reference to Revenue Ruling

Enactment of this legislation is needed not only to achieve compliance with the
law by the IRS but to revitalize the investment annuity, whether related to a
separate account invested in bank or savings and loan deposits or a separate
account over which the policyholder exercises the investment discretion. These
annuities before IRS interference attracted many savers and provided needed capi-
tal for housing and other economic growth. We urge the Subcommittee to take
action on this legislation at the earliest possible time.

AMERICAN GUARANTY FINANCIAL CORP.,
Portland, Oreg., November 1, 1980.

Mr. MICHAEL STERN,
Staff Director, Senate Committee on Finance, Dirksen Senate Office Building, Wash-

ington, D.C.
DEAR MR. STERN: We understand there is to be a subcommittee taxation meeting,

on Senate Bills 3082 and 3094. We are extremely interested in the passage of these
bills, as for several years we wrote the investment annuity; basically with savings
and loan associations throughout the nation. In California alone we had 151 savings
and loans doing business with us, nine of the ten largest being our customers.

This is an excellent way of stopping disintermediation from the savings and loans
and it will certainly improve the granting of loans for the housing industry by the
savings and loan institutions.

I would be most happy to give you any additional information on this and will
appreciate it if these thoughts can be brought before the committee in their consid-
eration of passage of these bills.

Very truly yours, JAMES R. ANDERSON,

President and Chairman of the Board

PREPARED STATEMENT OF JOHN E. BRYSON, PRESIDENT, CALIFORNIA PUBLIC
UTILITIES COMMISSION

On Behalf of the California Public Utilities Commission (CPUC), I wish to express
our opposition to HR 6806.

This bill revises the accounting procedures required for public utilities to avail
themselves of certain accelerated depreciation and investment tax credit (ITC) bene-
fits. As you know, in California a case has arisen in which the continued eligibility
of the Pacific Telephone Company and the General Telephone Company for those
benefits has come into question, creating a potential billion dollar tax liability for
these companies. This situation does continued harm, not only to these companies,
but also to the people of California. We are eager to join in seeking a legislative
solution to this problem which will resolve issues of uncertainty for both the past
and the future, but it is critically important that the issues really be resolved.

While we believe-and find considerable support for our belief-that the normal-
ization method required by the CPUC is fully consistent with continued eligibility of
the companies for the tax benefits, we agree with the companies that the time has
come to end this controversy once and for all. Unfortunately, the bill before you,
HR 6860, will not resolve the problem, and indeed will only create new complica-
tions and uncertainties. The present situation is the result of years of litigation. A
legislative solution, such as HR 6806, which lacks adequate sensitivity to more than
a decade of court battles can only cause additional problems. The interests and
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principles at stake are too important to be overlooked,-in the rush to enact a billat
this late stage of the Congressional session.

After illustrating the nature of the problems likely to be caused by HR 6806, I
will propose a solution which is in the spirit of HR 6806, but which more readily
deals with the particular issues relating to the present situation. The Public Utili-
ties Commission has long stood in the middle of this problem, torn between conflict-
ing demands of companies and intervenors, and potentially "conflicting orders of
state courts and federal agencies. The solution I propose is not perfect, but it
attempts to deal comprehensively and fairly with a problem that has existed for
better than a decade, and which existed prior to Congress' first legislative efforts in
this area in the Tax Reform Act of 1969. If HR 6806 is enacted, it will be seen as
special legislation for the companies, and will open the door for additional years of
dispute. A doution of an alternative, such as the one I will propose, will quell the
pro blem in Caifornia permanently, while firmly protecting the Congressional inter-
est in assuring that these tax benefits be used to further capital formation by the
companies.

In order to appreciate the need for such a solution, it is worthwhile first to
examine the historical circumstances which produced the present situation, and
take a close look at just what it is that has been done; second, to examine the
implications of HR 6806 in light of these circumstances; and third, to develop the
argument for a legislative approach which effectively resolves the present impasse.

The current situation arose out of a series of orders of the California Supreme
Court, which mandated the Public Utilities Commission to attempt to adopt a
method of normalization for these companies which would provide for a greater
sharing of tax benefits with customers than is accomplished through use of the
normalization method traditionally advocated by the companies. These California
Supreme Court orders were handed down as a result of intervenors' suits challeng-
ing the Public Utilities Commission's granting to the companies the particular
method of normalization which they advocate.

In light of this mandate from the California Supreme Court, which was renewed
by the court on two subsequent occasions, the Commission undertook the laborious
process of seeking to ensure eligibility for the companies, while providing for an
equitable sharing of tax benefits with customers. As is suggested by Mr. Halperin's
testimony presented during hearings before the House Judiciary Committee last
summer, a variety of normalization techniques exist which preserve eligibility, but
which differ from the method advocated by the companies. The method-ultimately
adopted by the Commission, known as Average Annual Adjustment (AAA) and
Annual Adjustment (AA) Normalization, was recommended to the Commission by
the federal government, which appeared through the Secretary of Defense in our
proceedings, as well as by the state Supreme Court itself. The method has received
support from independent commentators as well.

What the normalization method adopted by the CPUC basically does is to assure
that Congress' intent that tax benefits be treated as cost-free capital for the compa-
nies is carried out. Congress indicated its intention in this respect'by stating
specifically in 1969 that the normalization statute "in no way diminishes whatever
power the (regulatory) agency mayhave to require that the deferred tax reserve be
excluded from the base upon which the utility s permitted rate of return is calculat-
ed." Although 'the rules for investment credit normalization differ from those for
accelerated depreciation in some respects, the differences do not bear significantly
on the AAA and AA normalization method. The AAA and AA method differs from
the method adopted In other states only in that it takes account of the growth that
is likely to occur in the-value of the companies' tax benefits over the several years
that a set of rates is in effect, and' adjusts the rate base accordingly. Under AAA
and AA normalization the companies receive approximately two-thirds of what they
would under their preferred method of normalization. The AAA and AA method is
not a "flow-through" of tax benefits to consumers, which assertedly would result in
ineligibility for the benefits; rather it represents a normalization method appropri-
a for an inflationary era. At this moment, of course, eligibility under this method
is in doubt; that is the source of the uncertainty we face today.

HR 6806 is proposed as a legislative solution to this uncertainty. It would !recog-
nize the uncertainty of the existing statute as to the AAA and AA normalization
method. This is accomplished by indicating that use of that method in the past
would not constitute an impermissible method of normalization. For the future,
however, such a normalization method would explicitly be ruled out, even where It
was already in place.

-Rather thap eliminating uncertainty for the ftiture, HR 6806 would create uncer-
talnty. First some have claimed that the CPUC since it acted under a remand order
of the California Supreme Court, cannot cease Implementing the AAA and AA
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normalization method, since use of that method has been upheld b the California
Supreme Court. In the event such claims, which are likely to be litigated soon, are
upheld, the effect of HR 6806 would be to provide eligibility through 1980, but to
certainly deny eligibility for the future. Second, even if the CPUC is free to change
to another method of normalization, under the terms of the California Supreme
Court's orders to us we may still be compelled to seek a method other than that
traditionally advocated by the companies. Such a course will only produce another
round of uncertainty much like we face today. Third, even if the CPUC were to
grant the companies the method of normalization they prefer, intervenors surely
would again sue and take the matter to the California Supreme Court. This very
issue has been before that court on three occasions during the last decade, and on
each occasion the court has ruled either unanimously or by 6-1 vote that CPUC
adoption of the company-preferred normalization method is inappropriate if alterna-
tives exist. Those decisions were all issued during the years when many of the
court's members had been appointed by President-elect Reagan. Personnel shifts on
the court since that time do not make it likely that the court would overturn those
earlier rulings. I am sure that this Committee does not wish merely to produce new
uncertainty. That, however, is the likely result of HR 6806.

In considering alternatives to HR 6806 it is important to keep in mind both that
the circumstances which produced the situation in California predate passage of the
1969 normalization statute, and that it is desirable to fashion a legislative solution
to the present problem which will resolve it prospectively as well as retrospectively.

Throughout the 1960's California's Public Utilities Commission attempted to flow-
through to customers the companies' tax benefits. The companies resisted by refus-
ing to elect tax benefits. In response, the Commission in 1968, following a similar
action by the Federal Power Commission which had been upheld in federal court,
imputed flow-through accounting to the companies. The federal normalization laws,
passed in 1969 and 1971, included a "grandfather" clause which permitted continued
use of flow-through where that method was actually in use, but not where its use
was merely imputed. The Congress Justified this provision on the grounds that
"there are a limited number of cases. . . where a regulated company particularly
needs to maintain a low rate for consumers, and has under prior law flowed the
benefits .of fast depreciation through currently to customers.' Because they had
refused to elect tax benefits, General Telephone and Pacific Telephone, unique
among California utilities, did not qualify under the terms of the "grandfather"
clause. It was the companies' action in this regard, prior to the 1969 statute, that
engendered the three Supreme Court rulings, and the finding by the court of
"imprudence" and "mismanagement." The result is the present situation, including
adoption by California of a normalization method providing a substantial part of the
benefits the companies,would receive under their preferred method, but which
raises eligibility questions.

'There is an alternative to HR 6806 which would provide a fair, equitable and final
resolution of the uncertainties referred to above, prospectively as well as retrospec-
tively, We believe that the appropriate solution is to freeze the status quo, thereby
recoInizing the uniqueness of the situation which has arisen. This would permit
continuing use of Aa and AA normalization by companies already employing that
method; while allowing Congress to clearly state its position regarding the appropri-
ateness of use of that method by additional taxpayers.

Such a solution would be limited in effect to the unique circumstances of the
instant situation, and certainly would'not open the door Tor other states to follow
such a line. In fact no on-going desire on the part of other states to adopt AAA and
AA normalization is evident; the situation you are addressing is a unique one.The
only -difference such a solution would have from HR 6806 is that it would provide
certainty for the future as well as for the past. Like HR 6806, such legislation could
clearly spell out whether such a method would be appropriate or inappropriate for
use elsewhere.

This approach would permanently solve the problem that has arisen in California
in a manner which preserves for the companies the greater share of the benefits
they would have received through use of their preferred normalizaiton method,
while maintaining the integrity of Congress' commitment to normalization account-
ing in an era of capital shortage. At the same time, it would allow in California the
continued use of the only normalization method which has been upheld by theCalifornia Supreme Court, , •,•,_ . - . :

We respectflly urge the Committee to adopt such a solution as soon as possible.
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